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Summary

In recent years the number of telecommunications services has grown rapidly. Since the
usable radio-frequency spectrum is limited, some of the services use the same radio commu
nication channel. Under anomalous propagation conditions it is possible that interference
occurs, in spite of the fact that these radio terminals are positioned far away from each
other. A way to suppress this interference is site shielding. The unwanted signal is blocked
by means of a screen or any other kind of obstacle, while the desired signal remains nearly
unaffected. A measure for the site shielding is the Site Shielding Factor (SSF), which is
defined as the ratio of received power from the interfering source in absence and presence
of the obstacle.

According to the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD), electromagnetic waves bend
around obstacles with sharp (knife) edges. At Eindhoven University of Technology (EDT),
a model has been developed which calculates the SSF of a finite-width screen. This EDT
model calculates the field strength at a point behind the screen including edge and corner
diffraction contributions, and consequently determines the SSF. An interesting feature of
this research is that this model can also predict and verify communication link-budgets,
either mobile or fixed, because an urban environment can easily be modelled with obstacles
with simple shapes.

In order to verify the EDT model, an experimental setup has been built around the
HP8510C vector network analyzer (VNA). This measurement system is able to measure
frequency responses up to 60 GHz. Since many dataprocessing techniques are available on
the VNA, these frequency response measurements can be performed in an ordinary room
and an anechoic room is not specifically needed. Further, the time domain response can
be obtained by applying a Fourier transform to the measured frequency response.

The SSF at various positions behind the screen has been determined at a frequency
of 50 GHz as a function of its width and height. An excellent agreement has been found
after comparing these practical results with the simulations from the EDT model. Fur
thermore, time domain measurements have been performed to verify the amplitude and
inter-arrival time of the individual diffraction contributions. These time domain responses
clearly demonstrate the ray behaviour of the diffracted waves, as assumed in UTD.

From the results presented it can be concluded that the EDT model is an accurate
description of the diffraction of electromagnetic waves at a finite-width screen, and that
it can be used for accurately predicting the field strength behind, and the site shielding
performance of the obstacle.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In today's world of information exchange, telecommunication has become essential. A
world without telephone, television, radio, etcetera, is not conceivable anymore. In telecom
munication systems the information is carried by electromagnetic (EM) waves. These EM
waves can either propagate along a artificially guided path, such as an optical fibre, or prop
agate in free space. Guided communication has some advantages compared to (unguided)
radiocommunication. The main advantage is that the carried information is well protected
against external influences. On the other hand, radiocommunication is much more flexible,
and is therefore more suited for mobile communication, point to (multi- )point communica
tion, and so on. Nowadays, we can distinguish two kinds of radio networks: earth-satellite
networks and terrestrial networks, of which some share the same frequency band.

At the World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC) carrier frequencies are as
signed to services all over the world, keeping in mind that the interference between sur
rounding networks must be as low as possible. An important parameter in this context is
the coordination area, which is defined as the area where the signal caused by some user
of the frequency band is above some threshold level. However, under anomalous prop
agations conditions it is sometimes possible that interference occurs from a very distant
source, using the same frequency.

A method to reduce this interference is site shielding. It is obvious that in most cases
shielding of the station from unwanted signals clearly improves the signal to noise ratio.
For example, placing a screen around a satellite ground station will block the interference
from terrestrial stations, if the screen has appropriate dimensions. The main advantage
of this interference reduction method is that it is relatively easy to place a fence, and it
is cheap in contrast with other reduction methods, such as the placement of an auxiliary
feed or antenna [1].

A measure for the effectiveness of the shielding of the receiving antenna is the site
shielding factor (SSF), which is defined as the ratio of the received powers in the absence
and the presence of an obstacle, respectively. According to .Huygens' principle, EM waves
can bend around an obstacle. Therefore, the SSF is mainly determined by the diffraction
of EM waves at the edges of a non-transparant obstacle.

Several theories have been developed in order to determine the EM field behind an
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obstacle. Keller introduced diffracted rays in addition to the Geometrical Optics (GO)
ray, and he developed the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction (GTD) [2]. Unfortenately,
this theory introduces discontinuities in certain areas behind the obstacle. In the early
seventies Kouyoumjian and Pathak developed the Uniform Theory of Diffraction (UTD),
which compensated for these discontinuities and can be used for practical engineering [4].

At the Telecommunications Department of Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT)
work is being carried out in the framework of COST 235, notably on the topic of site
shielding. An UTD model has been developed which calculates the SSF of an obstacle
with simple shapes. In this report we discuss the experimental verification of the UTD
model applied to a finite-width screen. The main objective is to obtain the SSF of the
screen as function of its width and height. The examination of the influences of site
shielding on the specifications of an antenna is not considered (see [4]). An interesting
feature of this research is the field strength prediction in an urban environment, which can
easily be modelled by obstacles with simple shapes. This topic has received much attention
in the recent years, since a prediction model can be used in order to predict and verify
communication link-budgets, either mobile or fixed.

In this report attention is paid to the theory of diffraction developed by Keller and
Kouyoumjian and Pathak in chapter two. The UTD model applied to a finite-width screen
is described and extended. In order to verify the UTD model, in chapter three the definition
of an experimental setup is discussed. In chapter four we discuss two software packages.
The first software program calculates the SSF according to the experimental setup defined
in chapter three. Since the measurement takes about a day, the second software program
controls the setup and performs a completely automated measurement. In chapter five the
results of the measurements in comparison with the simulations are given. Furthermore,
the calibration method is described. Finally, chapter six contains the conclusions and
recommendations.



Chapter 2

Diffraction theory

2.1 Introduction

Site shielding is defined as the screening of a receiving antenna against interference from
transmitting stations by means of an obstacle in the vicinity of the receiving station [1].
This shielding can be either natural or man made. Some examples of site shielding are
shielding by terrain, screens or a fence, buildings, etcetera. A measure for the effectiveness
of the shielding of an obstacle on an EM wave is the site shielding factor. The site shielding
factor is defined as the ratio of the power of the received (unwanted) EM wave in the
absence and presence of the obstacle, respectively. Figure 2.1 shows a schematical diagram
for the definition of the site shielding factor. The SSF at field point P is now given by

&(P)-------1.--...
---------1.

Ed{P)

Figure 2.1: Site Shielding of an antenna.

IEi(P)1 / IEd(P)! . To calculate the SSF behind a non-transparent obstacle, knowledge is
needed about the diffraction of EM waves at the edges of an obstacle. Keller developed
in the early sixties the GTD which could be used. However, the GTD is not valid at the
shadow boundaries. Therefore, the UTD, developed by Kouyoumjian and Pathak, is used
to give an expression for the SSF. In the UTD, transition functions are introduced to the
GTD expressions for compensating the discontinuities.

In this chapter we will not examine the influence of diffraction at the antenna partsji.e.
diffraction at the reflectors of a Cassegrain antenna. The main objective of the analysis is
to study the effect of placing an obstacle on the propagation path of an EM wave. The
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2.2. The Geometrical Optics field 11

UTD will be applied to a finite-width screen with knife edges. This obstacle is shown
in figure 2.2. There are two vertical edges and one horizontal edge. The corners can be
either sharp or rounded. In the latter case, the corners can be considered as rounded edges
with a certain radius. The other horizontal edge is not considered, because the screen
is generally placed on the earth's surface. For first analysis, the EM wave is assumed to

~rOf
~ curvature

"tJ"h~~~R=OFUrlte-~th screen ~

Figure 2.2: The finite-width screen with knife edges.

be a spherical wave generated by a vertically polarized omni-directional source with the
polarization properties of a Huygens source. Later on, the true antenna radiation patterns
are implemented, so that the theoretical results can be compared with measured data. For
the influence of other kind of obstacles on EM waves see [4].

2.2 The Geometrical Optics field

2.2.1 Representation of the incident field

High-frequency EM fields in a source-free region occupied by an isotropic medium with the
constitutive parameters f and I-l = I-lo , are modelled as:

~ ~ Em
E '" exp( - j k'I!(r)) L..- (' )m

m=O JW
(2.1)

where k = wJI-lOc is the wavenumber and 'I!(r) is the phase function. Equation (2.1) is
called the" Ansatz". As the frequency, and hence the wavenumber, becomes larger, the first
term of the expression becomes an increasingly accurate representation of the EM field. In
fact, as the frequency tends to infinity, only the first term with m = 0 remains. When the
"Ansatz" is substituted into Maxwell's equations, and the different terms m = 0,1, ... are
taken into consideration, the eikonal equation and the transport equations are found. The
eikonal equation provides a description of the phase variation along the propagation path
of high-frequency fields. The transport equations describe the amplitude variation of the
field on a propagation path. A propagation direction of an EM wave can be denoted with
a vector s. It can be deduced from the equations that the power flux of an EM wave is in



12 Chapter 2. Diffraction theory

the direction of s [5]. Further on in this chapter the path of propagation will be denoted
as a ray.

The amplitude variation of the field along a ray, which can be obtained by finding
a solution for the zeroth-order transport equation, can be represented by the spreading
factor:

A(s) = (2.2)

where pI,2 are the principal radii of curvature of the phasefront of the field and s is the
distance along the ray. A positive (negative) radius of curvature implies that in this plane
the wave is diverging (converging). At a field point on the ray s (see figure 2.3) there
are two vectors xi and x~ perpendicular to the direction of propagation. According to
figure 2.3, these vectors represent the direction of principal curvature. Special values of
the spreading factor are obtained when PI = P2 (a spherical wave), PI = P2 = 00 (a plane
wave), and PI = 00 V P2 = 00 (a cylindrical wave). It is apparent that when s = -PI
or s = -P2 equation (2.2) is no longer valid. These points are called caustics. This GO
description cannot be used in the neighbourhood of caustics, but what happens when a
ray passes through a caustic? Passing through a caustic changes the sign of the term
(pi +s) (i = 1,2). Such a change of sign introduces an abrupt phaseshift of ±1r/2.

s

wavefront ~~'-'::~q.L...CL/

Figure 2.3: Wavefront and principle directions of curvature.

The fieldstrength E(s) is now given by:

E(s) = E(O) . A(s) . exp(-jks)

where E(s) is the field at point s on the ray, and E(O) is given by:

(2.3)
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£(0) = £0(0) exp( -jkll1(O))
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(2.4)

The latter expression contains the amplitude, phase, and polarization information at the
reference position.

The propagating wave is now characterized by the eikonal equation and the transport
equations, the wavenumber k, its polarization, and the location s on the ray. The propa
gation direction of can be found from x; = xi x x~ = s. Now we have a triplet (xL x~,x;)

which describes the principal directions of curvature and the propagation direction.

2.2.2 Representation of the reflected field

Besides the directly incident field, the total GO field can also include a second field, namely
the reflected field. When the incident wave hits the surface of an obstacle, suppose at point
Qr, the field is (partly) reflected. vVhen the obstacle is perfectly conducting the field is
completely reflected. The reflected wave parameters (Xb,3' pb, e~ol) depend on the incident
wave parameters (XL2,3' pL2' e~ol) and the curvature of the surface at the reflection point

Qr' The direction of propagation of the reflected wave can be found using Snell's law:

Ar Ai ?A(Ai A)X3 = X3 - _n X3 . n

where it is the unit vector perpendicular to the surface at reflection point Qr.
The reflected GO field £r(Qr) is given by:

(2.5)

(2.6)

where n is the dyadic reflection coefficient, Or is the point of reflection, and £i is the
incident field as described in the former paragraph. The incident GO field can be resolved
into the following transverse components:

_0 _... _... .. . .
E' (E' AI) AI (E' AI) AI E' AI E' AI= . ell ell + . eJ. eJ. = II' ell + J.' eJ.

Similarly the reflected field can be written as:

-Er = Ejj . ell + E: . e~

where the unit vectors eft and e~r are given by:

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11 )
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From the boundary condition for the total electric field, n x (Ei - Er) - 0, it can be
deduced that

R = [Rh 0 ] (2.12)o Rs

where Rh and Rs are the hard and soft reflection coefficient, which are equal to 1 and
-1, respectively [3]. Usually the reflection coefficient R would be represented by a 3 x 3
matrix. The reduction to a 2 x 2 matrix results from the selection of the surface point fixed
coordinate system. Now the amplitude variation of the reflected field can be described as:

Er(s) - Ei(Q.... ) . R PIP:;
- r (PI + s) (P2 + s)

(2.13)

in which p~ and P; are the principal radii of curvature of the reflected wavefront at the
point of reflection Or [4]. It is obvious that the GO approximation would be more accurate
if the high-order terms EJ.(R),EHR), .. would be taken into account (equation (2.1)).

2.3 The Uniform Geometrical Theory of Diffraction

The GO theory is incapable of predicting the field in the shadow region of a screen, and
is inaccurate in the vicinity of the shadow boundaries. The theory states that there is no
field component in the shadow zone of an obstacle. In principle there is a discontinuity of
the field behind the obstacle [5] (see figure 2.4).

Figure 2.4: The Geometrical Optics field.

According to the Geometrical Theory of Diffraction developed by Keller, an incident
high-frequency EM wave gives rise to a reflected wave, an edge-diffracted wave, and an
edge-excited wave (see figure 2.5). The latter wave propagates along the surface of the
obstacle [3]. An EM wave Ei is propagating to diffraction point De. ISB and RSB are
the incident and the reflection shadow boundary, respectively. The incident ray produces
diffracted rays Ed, a reflected ray Er, and surface diffracted rays Es. Since the behaviour
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Figure 2.5: Diffraction from a wedge.
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of the ray optics field is different at the two sides of a boundary, there is a transition region
adjacent to each boundary within which there is a rapid variation of the individual field
components. Neglecting the surface diffracted rays, the total electric field may then be
represented as:

(2.14)

The functions H(xi ) and H(x T
) are unit step functions, which are equal to one in the regions

illuminated by the incident and reflected fields and equal to zero in their shadow regions.
It is obvious that the EM field should be continuous across the shadow boundary. Hence,

the diffracted field must compensate for the discontinuities in the incident and reflected
fields. This theory, known as Keller's GTD, was a significant improvement to GO, but
still had some shortcomings. Diffraction coefficients are introduced to define the edge
diffracted field. However, these diffraction coefficients become singular in the transition
regions [5], which implies that the EM field in the transition regions tends to infinity and
is not continuous anymore.

Kouyoumjian and Pathak introduced the Uniform Geometrical Theory (UTD) of Diffrac
tion in 1974. They performed an asymptotic analysis and found that, by multiplying the
diffraction coefficients by a transition function, the diffracted fields remain continuous
across the transition regions. The transition function reaches zero as the diffraction coeffi
cients become singular in the transition regions, and are equal to one outside these regions.
So the UTD has the additional property that its solutions always reduce to those of the
GTD in the domains where the latter indeed are valid. Even so, the UTD still suffers from
some shortcomings of the GTD: the theory fails when the incident field is not a ray optical
field and cannot be applied when reflection and diffraction no longer are local phenomena.
Also, the field is not valid at a caustic.
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2.3.1 The edge-diffracted field

At the edge of a perfectly conducting screen a diffracted field is generated. The diffracted
field can be calculated from the incident field in the following way [3]:

d
~d ~ ~i ~ P .
E(P)=E(De)·V (d ).exP(-Jks)

S p + S
(2.15)

with Ed(P) the diffracted field at observation point P, Ei(De ) the incident field at the
diffraction point De, V the dyadic diffraction coefficient, pd the caustic distance of the
diffracted wave and S the distance from the observation point to the diffraction point. The
dyadic diffraction coefficient is given by:

V = -~/~Ds - cp/rpDh (2.16)

The unit vectors ~, ~/, cp, and tj;' in equation (2.16) define the edge-fixed coordinate
system (see figure 2.6) and are given by:

AI A
AI S x e

CP = I AI A Is x e
(2.17)

(2.18)

(2.19)
A ex s
CP=lexsl

~ = cp x s (2.20)

In equations (2.17) to (2.20) the unit vectors s' and oS pointing are in the directions of
incidence and diffraction, respectively. The vector e is the unit edge tangent vector, no
is the unit normal vector from the o-face, and to is the unit surface tangent vector of the
o-face. The unit vector tangential to the o-face is given by to = no x e.

Notice that fields which lie in the edge-fixed planes of incidence and diffraction thus will
be ~' and ~ polarized, respectively, whereas fields perpendicular to the edge-fixed planes of
incidence and diffraction are rp' and tj; polarized, respectively. The ~' and ~ polarized fields
are associated with the soft diffraction coefficient D s , and the cp' and rp polarized fields are
associated with the hard diffraction coefficient D h • In this wayan arbitrarily polarized field
can be resolved into hard and soft components and multiplied by the diffraction coefficients
according to equation (2.16). The components of s' and oS that lie in a plane perpendicular
to the edge are given by:

AI (AI A)A
AI S - S • e e
St = I AI (AI A) A Is-s'ee

A ( A A) A
A s- s'ee
St = I A ( A A) A IS- s'e e

(2.21)

(2.22)
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a-face

Figure 2.6: The edge-fixed coordinate system.
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The unit vectors s~ and St are projections of S' and S, respectively, on the plane at point
De perpendicular to espanned by no and to' The angles ep' and ep can now easily be found
as:

(2.23)

(2.24)

with 0 ~ arccos(x) ~ 71".

The function sgn(X) is equal to one (minus one) when the argument is positive or zero
(negative). At the diffraction point Keller's law of diffraction holds:

'" AI A Ae's =e·s (2.25)

This law can be seen as the equivalent of Snell's law in the diffraction theory. According
to Keller's law the diffracted rays propagate in directions along a diffraction cone (see
figure 2.7). When {3o, which is the angle between S' and e, is equal to 1r /2, the diffraction
cone degenerates to a disk.

The diffraction coefficients, for an exterior wedge angle of 21r, are given by [3]:
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Figure 2.7: Diffracted rays from a diffraction point on an edge.

(2.26)Ds,h = exp(-j~/4) [F( kLia(<p ~ <p')) =F F( kLTa(<p ~ <PI))]
2J27rk sm f30 cos (T) cos (<p~<P )

where L' (l = i, r) is the distance parameter associated with the incident and reflection
shadow boundaries, respectively. The distance parameter a(x) is given by:

a(x) = 2 cos2 (~) (2.27)

More details about a(x) can be found in [3]. The transition function F(x) is given by:

F(x) = 2j..jXexp(jx)jOO exp(-jr2 )dr
Vi

(2.28)

This transition function with argument x = kL' a (l=i, r) eliminates the field discontinuity
in the theory developed by Keller. The real and imaginairy part of F (x) are shown in
figure 2.8, where x = kLa. When x is small, thus when the field point lies in the transition
region, the transition function can be approximated by:

and when x is large, an asymptotic expression is given by:

(
. 1 3 1 .15 1 75 1 )

F(x)~ 1+;-----;--+--
2x 4 x 2 8 x 3 16 x 4

(2.29)

(2.30)
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Figure 2.8: The real part (solid) and imaginairy part (dashed) of the transition function
F(x) as function of x.

If the argument x of the transition function is much larger than one, it is obvious from
equation (2.30) that the transition functions can be replaced by unity. In this case the
diffraction coefficients reduce to the diffraction coefficients developed by Keller in his GTD.
For practical reasons it is reasonable to assume that F(x) = 1 when x ~ 10. The boundary
of the transition region is defined for x = 271'" by a parabola with either the incident or the
reflected shadow boundary as symmetry axis and the edge as the focus. Hence, in these
regions the transition functions compensate the singularity of the cotangent function used
in the GTD ([5] eq. (6.21)). Hence, it is in this region that the UTn differs from Keller's
GTD. If the frequency increases indefinitely the wavelength reaches zero. The width of the
transition region in this case reduces also to zero.

The distance parameter L i associated with the incident shadow boundary is given by:

(2.31)

where pi is the principal radius of curvature of the incident wavefront at diffraction point
De in the plane of incidence, and p~ is the principal radius of curvature of the incident
wavefront in the plane transverse to the plane of incidence. The radius of curvature of the
incident wavefront in the edge-fixed plane of incidence is p~. When the incident field has a
spherical wavefront, then pi 2 = p~ = S', where S' is the radius of the spherical wavefront.
The distance parameter L i ;educes in this case to:

I
i SS • 2 R )L = -- sm po (2.32

_______________--------"s-~Si--' ~
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Figure 2.9: The transition region.

The distance parameter associated with the reflected shadow boundary is given by:

L T s(p~ + s )pip; . 2 f3
== sIn 0

p~(pl + S)(P2 + s)

(2.34)

where pi,2 are the principal radii of curvature of the reflected wavefront. The parameter
p~ is the radius of curvature for the plane of reflection. Since the obstacle has a finite
width knife edge and the incident EM field has a spherical wavefront, pL2 == p~ == p~ == Sf.

Hence, the distance parameter associated with the reflected shadow boundary reduces to
equation (2.32).

The parameters L1 (1 == i, r) can be seen as a measure for the angular separation of
the observation point P and the incident (reflected) shadow boundary, respectively. It can
be shown [3] that a particular choice of L1 (l == i, r) enforces continuity across the specific
shadow boundaries.

The caustic distance pd in equation (2.15) is defined by:

1 1 ne • (Sf - s)
pd p~ ae sin2 f30

where ne is the unit normal vector to the edge directed away from the centre of curvature
and ae ~ 0 is the radius of curvature of the edge at the diffraction point. When the edge is
not curved, ae == 00, and the caustic distance pd == p~. Since the incident field is a spherical
wave the caustic distance is equal to the principal radii of curvature of the incident wave,
which is the distance from the source to the diffraction poinL

Besides the caustic due to the curvature of the phasefront of the EM wave, there exists
a second caustic, namely the caustic at the edge. The edge is in principle a secondary
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source for the diffracted field.
There are several restrictions for the UTD to be valid. Firstly, the field point must

not be located at a caustic. In this case a singularity occurs. Secondly, the largeness
parameters /'l, = kL l sin2f30 (l=i,r) should be larger than one [3]. This condition is imposed
by the requirements of the asymptotic approximation. In several cases the parameter /'l,

becomes too small. This is for instance when the frequency is too low, or when the distances
s' and s are too small.

2.3.2 Corner diffraction

The corner of a finite-width screen can be a sharp corner (vertex) or a rounded curve. In the
latter case the corner can be considered as a rounded edge and the diffraction contribution
can be found using edge diffraction as described in the former paragraph. The abrupt
termination of the edge of a corner causes a discontinuity in the diffracted field behind the
finite-width screen. In paragraph 2.3 can be found how the diffracted field compensates for
the discontinuity in the GO field. In a similar way the corner-diffracted fields complement
the edge-diffracted fields in such a way that the total field across the shadow boundaries
is smooth and continuous. The corner diffraction coefficient has been derived based on an
asymptotic evaluation of the radiation integral containing equivalent currents [6].

When a spherical incident field is considered, the corner-diffracted field components
associated with a corner and one edge on the finite-width screen, are given by:

where

s'

s"(s' + s")
s(s+sc)exp(-jks)

Sc S
(2.35)

and

(2.36)

(2.37)
_ -exp(-j7l"j4) [F(kLa(<p-<p')) F ( La(<p-<p')j>" )

2J271" k sin f30 cos( ""-;""') kLca( 71" + f30c - f3c)

=f F(kLa(<p+<p'))IF( La(<p+<p')j>" )]
cos(""~""/) kLca(7I" + f30c - f3c)

The geometry for the corner diffraction coefficients is shown in figure 2.10. The distance
parameters are given by:

and

s's"
L = sin2 f30

s' + s"
(2.38)

(2.39)
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p

Figure 2.10: Geometry for corner diffraction of a finite-width screen with knife edges.

where s' is the distance from the source point Qto the diffraction point De, and s" is the
distance from De to the field point P. Further, Pd is the caustic distance. The obstacle
is a finite-width screen with knife edges, so pd = Sc (see figure 2.10). The parameter s
is the distance from the corner to the field point P. The angle f3c is measured from the
edge at the corner to the incident ray, whereas f30c is the angle measured from the edge
extension to the diffracted ray. The angle f30 is the angle between the incident ray directed
to diffraction point De and the edge. It is not necessary that, the diffraction point De lies
on the edge, but it can lie also on the edge extension.

When the diffraction point De lies on the edge of the finite-width screen, diffraction
from this point contributes to the total field behind the screen. However, when the field
point P is moved in such a way that the diffraction point De lies on the edge extension, the
contribution from the corner becomes significant. There are two edges connected with the
corner. Therefore, there are two corner-diffracted field components associated with both
edges. The modification factor

I
F ( La('P ~ 'P')/).. )

kLca( 7r + f30c - f3c)
(2.40)

is a heuristic function that insures that the diffraction coefficient will not change sign
abruptly when it passes through the shadow boundaries of the edge [6]. In other words,
the total field is continuous behind the finite-width screen. In appendix A is shown that
the corner diffraction indeed enforces continuity across the shadow boundaries.

Notice that the far-zone corner-diffracted fields have a 1/s amplitude dependence, in
dicating that the corner acts a point source. In contrast with a knife edge which acts
more as a line source. Furthermore, the amplitude of the corner-diffracted fields has a
1/k frequency dependence, whereas the edge-diffracted fields are proportional to 1/v'k.
Therefore, for large k, corner-diffracted fields decay faster than edge-diffracted fields.
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2.3.3 Slope diffraction

23

According to the" Ansatz", the total diffracted field consists of more contributions. There
fore, one could write:

"'d "'d"'dEtotal = E + E2 (2.41)

where Efotal is the total field, Ed is the conventional diffracted field, and Eg is the higher
order term. Usually the higher-order term may be neglected, but when the incident field
at the diffraction point is zero, the diffracted field according to equation (2.15) is equal to
zero. In this case a higher-order term becomes significant. The higher-order term is called
the slope-diffracted field and is given by [7]:

jJ5d,slope(p) = 1 oE{3',cp,(De) ODs,h pd -jks (2.42)
{3,'P j k sin 130 on ocp' s(pd + s) e

with Eh',cp,(De ) the soft (13')((hard) (cp')) component of the incident field at the diffraction

point D. The directional derivative of the incident field is in a direction perpendicular to
the direction of propagation and perpendicular to the edge tangent vector e [4].

In the situation that an EM wave grazes along one of the faces of the finite-width screen,
slope diffraction becomes significant. When grazing incidence occurs, cp = a or cp = mr,
the soft component is equal to zero, jJ5~ vanishes due to the boundary conditions on the
wedge, and Dh must be multiplied by a factor of 1/2 [7]. The need of the factor 1/2 comes
from the fact that the incident and reflected field have merged, and so have their shadow
boundaries. Therefore, one half of the total field propagating along the face of the wedge
towards the edge is the incident field and the other half is the reflected field.

2.3.4 Double diffraction

Suppose there are two objects in the area, both perfectly conducting. In this case it is
possible that an already diffracted ray meets another edge and the ray will be diffracted
again. Of course at both edges Keller's law must hold (see figure 2.11a).

Besides the single-diffracted and double-diffracted field, a slope-diffracted field can oc
cur. For example, when a finite-width screen is considered, there are two diffraction points.
One on both vertical edges (see figure 2.11b). Due to the boundary conditions at the edges,
the soft component of the incident field at the second diffraction point is equal to zero.
The derivative of the hard component of the incident field is equal to zero at the second
diffraction point.

The single-diffracted field can be calculated in the same manner as described in para
graph 2.3.1. In case of double diffraction the soft (~) component will be zero at the
first diffraction point Dtd when the diffracted field is propagating along the surface of
the obstacle. Therefore, the theory as set out in paragraph 2.3.3 can be applied. So the
double-diffracted field consists of twice applying the single edge-diffraction procedure and
adding the slope-diffracted field for the soft and hard component.
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(b)

Figure 2.11: Double diffraction; (a) double diffraction at two separate screens; (b) double
diffraction at one screen.

....dd.... ( ....i .... dd )ED1D2 (P) = Vjj~d Vjjtd(E (D1 )) Ijj~d 1ft (2.43)

where Vjjtd(Ei
) Ijjtd is the diffraction operator evaluated at the point fJfd (i,l 1,2) with

Ei the incident field at fJ1d •

However, there are several restrictions in applying twice the single edge diffraction
method. Firstly, the second diffraction point fJgd may not lie in the transition region.
To solve this problem special diffraction coefficients have been deduced for the case of
overlapping transition regions [8]. Secondly, the distance from fJtd to fJgd should be large
compared to the wavelength. Otherwise the ray optical field theory is not valid.

2.4 Diffraction at a finite-width screen with knife
edges

The finite-width screen is defined in a Cartesian (x, y, z) coordinate system as follows:
x = 0, -d1 ~ Y ~ d2(d1,2 ~ 0), 0 ~ z ~ Zob, and R1,2 ~ 0 (see figure 2.12). The finite
width screen lies inbetween two field points Qand P which are defined by equations (2.44)
and (2.45).

Q= xi-x + yqey + zqez (2.44)

P= xpex + ypey + zpez (2.45)

In this case we assume a spherical incident wave. The wave is transmitted by an an
tenna at field point Qand received by an antenna at field point P. Both antennas are
omni-directional with the polarization properties of a Huygens source. The polarization is
vertical.

There are several contributions which form the total EM field at field point P. There
is diffraction from the two vertical and one horizontal edges ft, f 2 , and f 3 , respectively.
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Figure 2.12: Finite-width screen between the field points Qand P.

There is also diffraction to be expected from the rounded edges f 4 and f s. When R1,2 = 0,
corner-diffracted fields from the vertices can be expected. The total field in point P is then
equal to the direct field, if present, added to the diffraction contributions. The approach
to calculate the diffraction contributions is similar in every case. Firstly, the diffraction
points at the edges f ll f 2 , f 3 can be found using simple equations. The diffraction points at
rounded edges, however, cannot be calculated with one equation, but a recursive procedure
is needed: search along the edge until the point at which Keller's law is satisfied, is found.
When the corners are sharp the corner point is the diffraction point. Sequentially, an unit
tangent vector eo and an unit normal vector no are defined. The surface tangent vector to
can be found from:

(2.46)

Now the edge-fixed coordinate system is known, it is merely a case of filling in the formulas
as set out in the former section and the EM field at point Pcan easily be calculated.

2.4.1 Edge r 1

The diffraction point at edge f 1 is denoted by D1• The unit vectors at this edge are:
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no,l = -ex
eo,l = ez

to,l = ey
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(2.47)

(2.48)

The surface unit vectors to can be found from equation (2.46). The diffraction point on edge
r 1 has coordinates that lie between the following points (0, -d1 , 0) and (0, -db Zob - Rd.
The z-coordinate of the diffraction point can be calculated with simple geometrical rela
tions. The formula is given by:

D
1

z = zpJx~ + (-d1 - Yp)2 +ZqJx~ + (-d1 - Yq)2

, Jx~ + (-d1 - Yp)2 +Jx~ + (-d1 - Yq)2

So the coordinates of the diffraction point D1 are (0, -db D1,z). The diffracted field
can be calculated using the theory as set out in the former paragraph. The unit vector
s is found by normalizing the connecting vector between the diffraction point D1 and the
receiving point P. The vector s' is found by normalizing the connecting vector between
the transmitting point Q and the diffraction point D1• The caustic distance pt is equal to
the distance from Qto Db because the edge is not curved (a e = (0).

The distance parameters L1 (l=i,r) are given by:

,
L i Lr 81 • 8 1 . 2 {3

1 = 1 = , . sIn 1
81 + 81

(2.49)

where 81 is equal to the distance from D1 to P, 8~ is equal to the length of the connecting
vector between Qand D1 , and {31 is the angle between s~ and the unit vector ez • The angle
{31 is given by:

(2.50)

2.4.2 Edge r 2

The other vertical edge r 2 can be treated in a similar way. The unit vectors at this edge
are found by:

n0 2=-ex,
eo,2 = -ez

to ,2 = -ey

(2.51)

The z-coordinate of the diffraction point can be calculated using equation (2.48). The
parameter -d1 must be replaced by the position of the other edge d2 :

(2.52)
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So the coordinates of the diffraction point D2 are ( 0, d2 , D2 ,z;)' The edge is not curved
at the diffraction point, hence ae = 00 and the caustic distance p~ = 8~, where 8~ is the
length of the connecting vector between Qand D2 •

The distance parameters Ll(l = i, r) are given by:

,
Li Lr 82 • 8 2 . 2 f3

2 = 2 = , . sIn 2
82 + 82

(2.53)

where 82 is equal to the distance from D2 to P, and f32 is the angle between s~ and the
unit vector ez •

2.4.3 Edge r 3

The horizontal edge f 3 can be treated like the two vertical edges f l and r 2 • The unit
vectors are given by:

no,3 = -ex
eo,3 = ey

';0,3 = -ez

The y-coordinate can be calculated in the following way:

(2.54)

ypJx~ + (Zob - zp)2 +yqJx~ + (Zob - Zq)2
D 3 y = (2.55)

, Jx~ + (Zob - zp)2 + vx~ + (Zob - Zq)2

So the coordinates of diffraction point D3 are ( 0, D3,y, Zob), where Zob is the height of the
screen. Also this edge is not curved, hence ae = 00, and the caustic distance pd is equal to
length of the vector between the diffraction point and the receiving point fl.

The distance parameters Ll(l = i, r) are in this case given by:

,
Li Lr 83 • 83 • 2 4

3 = 3 = , . sIn tJ3
83 + 83

(2.56)

where 83 is equal to the distance from D3 to fl, 8; is equal to the length of the connecting
vector between Qand D3, and f33 is the angle between s; and the unit vector ey •

If the y-coordinates of the field points P and Qare equal, it is apparent that f33 is equal
to 7l" /2. In this case the diffracted rays will leave the diffraction point along a circular disk.
When this is not the case, the diffracted rays will leave the diffraction point along a cone.

2.4.4 r 4 as rounded edge

This edge is rounded with radius R I . At the diffraction point i\ Keller's law must hold.
Therefore, the coordinates can be found by searching along the edge until this law is
satisfied. The parameter of importance in this case is the corner angle 04 (see figure 2.12).
Suppose that the angle 04 is the corner angle where Keller's law is satisfied. The coordinates
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of the diffraction point are (0, -d1 + R1 sin (}4, Zob - R1 cos (}4). The corner angle (}4

must lie between 0 and 1r /2. The unit vectors at D4 are found by:

no,4 = -ex
e o,4 = sin (}4ey + cos (}4ez

to,4 = cos (}4ey - sin (}4ez

The distance parameters L1(l = i, r) are given by:
,

Li Lr 84 • 8 4 • 2 R
4 = 4 = , . sIn fJ4

84 + 84

The edge is curved (a e = R1 ) and the caustic distance is now:

with

(2.57)

(2.58)

(2.59)

(2.60)

The parameter 84 is equal to the distance from D4 to P, 8~ is equal to the length of the
connecting vector between Qand D4 , and {34 is the angle between 8~ and the unit vector
eo,4' The parameter ne is given by -to' It is obvious that by varying the radius R1 the
caustic distance can be changed. Notice that R1 must be large relative to the wavelength.
Otherwise the UTD is not valid, since the largeness parameter K, = kL sin {34 is smaller
than one.

2.4.5 r 4 as vertex

When r 4 is a vertex (RI = 0), the theory as set out in paragraph 2.3.2 must be applied. The
corner point of the finite-width screen is the diffraction point Dc,4' which acts as a point
source. There are two edges terminating into a corner, therefore, equation (2.35) must be
applied to both edges. For vertex r 4 this means that the edges r 1 and r 3 are considered.
The unit vectors depend on the edge orientation, and can be found by substituting (}4 = 0
in equation (2.57) for edge r 1, and substituting (}4 = 1r /2 in equation (2.57) for edge r 3.

The diffraction point De on the edges can be found using equations (2.48) and (2.55).
However, in this case the diffraction points do not have to lie on the physical limits of the
edge, but can lie on the edge extension too.

For the definition of the angles {3oc,4, {30,4, and {3c,4 a direction vector edir is defined. For
the calculation of the corner diffraction component due to the edge r 1 edir is equal to -ez

and for the component due to edge r 3 edir is equal to e y • The angles {3oc,4, {30,4, and {3c,4
are given by:

(30c,4 = arccos( -edir . 84) (2.61)
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/3c.4 = arccos(-edir . Sc,4)

/30,4 = arccos( -edir . S~)
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(2.62)

(2.63)

where S4 is the connecting vector between Dc,4 and the field point P, and s~ (Sc,4) is the
connecting vector between Qand the diffraction point De (Dc,4)' respectively.

2.4.6 r 5 as rounded edge

The determination of the diffraction point on edge r s is performed in the same way as
finding the diffraction point on the other rounded edge. Notice that the definition of the
edge angle as is different. The coordinates of diffraction point Ds are
( 0, d2 - R 2 cos as, Zob - R 2 sin as). The unit vectors are defined as:

A A

no,S = -ex
eo,s = cos asey - sin asez

to,s = - sin asey - cos asez

The distance parameters L'(l = i, r) are defined by:

I

Li Lr 8S . 8 S • 2 /3
s = s = I • sIn S

8s + 8 S

The edge is curved and ae = R2 • So the caustic distance is now:

I
d 7S' 8 SP -
s - 7S + 8~

with

R2 sin2 /3s
7S = - A (AI A)ne ' 8 s - 8S

(2.64)

(2.65)

(2.66)

(2.67)

The parameter 8s is equal to the distance from Ds to P, 8~ is equal to the length of the
connecting vector between Q and Ds, and /3s is the angle between s~ and the unit vector
eo,s.

2.4.7 r 5 as vertex

When R2 = 0, r s is a vertex. The two edges to be considered are r 2 and r 3 • The unit
vectors can be found in a similar way as in paragraph 2.4.5. The unit vectors used for
the diffraction contribution of the vertical edge r 2 can be found by substituting as = 0 in
equation (2.64). By substituting as = 7r /2 in equation (2.64) the unit vectors belonging to
the horizontal edge r 3 are found.

The direction vector edir is now defined as -ez for the vertical edge r 2, and as -ey for
the horizontal edge r 3 . The angles /3oc,s, /3o,s, and /3c,s are given by:
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/30c,s = arccos (-edir . 85) (2.68)

/3c,s = arccos( -edir . 8c,s) (2.69)

/30,5 = arccos( -edir . 8~) (2.70)

where 85 is the connecting vector between 1\5 and the field point P, and 8~ (8c,s) is the
connecting vector between Qand the diffraction point De (Dc,s), respectively.

2.4.8 Total field behind the finite-width screen

Now the incident, reflected, corner-, and the edge-diffracted field have been discussed, an
expression can be found for the total field behind the finite-width screen at point P:

(2.71)

where Ei is the incident field. Further, Ed is the edge-diffracted field due to the diffraction
at diffraction point Dj , where the subscript j indicates one of the edges and/or corners.
Due to the fact that the field point Plies behind the finite-width screen, there is no reflected
field present at Po

To determine the influence of the finite-width screen on the amplitude of the EM wave,
the SSF is calculated on a set of field points behind the knife edge. This set of SSF's will
be denoted further on as a SSF-pattern.

The addition in formula (2.71) is based on a phasor addition of separate vectorial con
tributions. This means that in certain regions behind the finite-width screen the received
field may be close to zero by destructive interference of the individual rays. This is the
reason spikes may occur in the SSF-pattern.

For a more averaged field, the following formula is introduced:

[ ]

liN

Etotal = "IEd IN
l,P LJ Dj

j

(2.72)

The in-phase sum, also referred to as worstcase model, can be found using N = 1 (subscript
1). This model calculates the worst-case SSF behind the finite-width screen, as the separate
diffraction contributions were all in phase in field point P.

When N = 2 (subscript P) is used, equation (2.72) results in an EM-power addition
of the separate contributions, and in an average value of the SSF [4]. However, to enforce
the continuity of the SSF along the edges the direct incident field and the diffraction
contribution of the nearest edge are added in a complex way.

The SSF-pattern can be taken along an arbitrary linear trajectory behind the finite
width screen. For example, when field point P is moved in the direction of ey , the SSF
pattern is influenced considerably by the side edges.
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In appendix A it is shown that there will occur a discontinuity in the SSF-pattern when
r4 and rs are rounded edges. There is an abrupt termination of the contribution of the
horizontal edge, which is not compensated for by the rounded edges. At this point of the
SSF-pattern the discontinuity occurs. When the contribution from the edge r3 is very
small, this discontinuity is hardly visible. However, when the field point P is positioned
nearby the transition region (i.e. when c.p3 - cp; ~ 1r) the contribution from edge r 3

increases. In this case the discontinuity becomes visible (see figure 2.13).
By introducing two vertices, this effect will not occur. In appendix A is shown that

the abrupt termination of the diffraction contribution from the horizontal edge r 3 is com
pensated for by corner diffraction. Figure 2.14 shows that at the shadow boundaries the
SSF is smooth and continuous. By adding the corner-diffracted field with the contribu
tion from the horizontal edge, the in-phase and power sum are also continuous. Besides
the discontinuity there is another significant difference with figure 2.13. In the lit region
(y :::; -0.5 and y ~ 0.5) the SSF-pattern differs when the in-phase sum or the power
sum is used. This is due to the fact that in the lit region the corner-diffracted field can
not be neglected.

Figures 2.13 and 2.14 show the SSF-pattern with and without corner diffraction. In
both figures the SSF-pattern is calculated with three models. The field point parameters
are defined by: Q= (-1,0,0.275), j5 = (l,y,0.275) with -1 :::; y :::; 1, whereas the
finite-width screen parameters are given by: Zob = 0.3, d1,2 = 0.25, and R1,2 = 0.02 or
R1,2 = 0. All parameters are in metres. The polarization used in figures 2.13 and 2.14 is
vertical. The frequency of the EM wave is 50 GHz.
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Figure 2.13: SSF without corner diffraction calculated with three models; ( ) pha-
sor addition; (- - - - -) power sum; (- . - . -. -) in-phase sum.
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Figure 2.14: SSF with corner diffraction calculated with three models; (----) phasor
addition; (- - - - -) power sum; (- . - . - . -) in-phase sum.
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Figure 2.15: Separate diffraction contributions from the horizontal edge, the vertical
edges, and the corner points; ( ) with zeros: direct contribution;
( ) horizontal edges; (- - - - -) vertical edges; (_. - . - . -)
corners.
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To illustrate how the SSF-pattern is built up, in figure 2.15 the separate diffraction
contributions from the edges and corners are given. The direct contribution is at y = 0
normalized to 0 dB. Comparing figures 2.14 and 2.15, it can be clearly seen that the average
power level of the SSF-pattern in the shadow region is mainly determined by the diffraction
contribution from the horizontal edge. Hence, by varying the height of the screen, the SSF
can be changed. The interference pattern in figure 2.14 depends on the phase variation of
the separate diffraction contributions along the line at which the field point P is moved.
It is obvious that when the x-coordinate of field point P remains fixed and the width of
the screen is increased, more spikes will occur in the interference pattern.

2.4.9 Antenna-correction

In the former paragraphs the spherical wave was generated by a source with an isotropic
radiation pattern. This means that the contribution on an edge is multiplied by a constant.
However, such an antenna does not exist. Every antenna has a gain function which is
defined by the angles () and e.p (see figure 2.16). In a spherical coordinate system a gain
function can be defined by:

G = G((),e.p) (2.73)

This means that equations (2.71) and (2.72) should be modified in order to overcome this

z
y

x

Figure 2.16: Coordinate system of an antenna.

inaccuracy. Every ray to the diffraction points Dj at the edge or corner rj(i = 1,2,3,4,5)
has different polar angles. Therefore, every contribution has its own gain correction of
both antennas in field points Q and P. The equations (2.71) and (2.72) therefore change
in the following way:

(2.74)
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Ei~~gain = t [Gf/2 'IE~j(p)INr/N (2.75)
3=1

where Gj = GQ(Oj,rpj)Gp('If;j,ej). The angles 'If; and ebelong to the gain function of
the receiving antenna. The receiving antenna is directed in the opposite direction of the
source in field point Q(in the direction of -ex). Therefore, the coordinate system (R, 0, rp)
is changed into (p, 'If; ,0, where 'If; is equal to the angle between -ex and -s, and eis equal
to the angle between -eyand -so See figure 2.16 for comparison.

By taking the inproduct of the polarization vector of the receiving antenna with the
polarization vector EM wave generated by source, either at field point Qor at a diffraction
point, the fieldstrength at field point P is determined. The SSF-pattern, calculated with
omni-directional antennas, can now be used as a sort of weighting pattern.

The influence of an antenna with high gain is illustrated in the following example. An
antenna with a high gain is directed to edge f 3 • The edges f ll f 2 , and f 3 and corners f 4

and f s will be less illuminated due to high gain of the antenna. In figure 2.17 two SSF's
are shown: one with antennas with high gain, and one with antennas with an isotropic
radiation pattern. The gain function is defined by:

G = (2n + l)cosn(rp) (2.76)

where n = 6 and rp is the angle between the longitudinal axis of the antenna and the
connecting vector from the antenna to any field point. The powerlevel of the contributions
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Figure 2.17: The influence of the gain-patterns of the antennas on the SSF;
( ) isotropic radiation pattern; (- - - - -) high gain antenna.

of the diffracted rays from the two vertical edges and the horizontal edge is decreased.
Therefore, the SSF-pattern will be more pulse shaped.
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2.5 The engineering model

3

There are several ways to predict the SSF at a specific field point behind a screen. One could
use the program DIFFUS described in paragraph 4.3, however, this costs a lot of time [4].
One also could strip the program DIFFUS and calculate only the important contributions.
Another way is to derive a simple formula and a lookup table with coefficients for the
formula. But what is important for a practical engineer to know? Is it the exact field,
the power-averaged field, or the worst-case model field? The exact field with the sharp
spikes is very unlikely to occur, since in the practical situation not one but more sources
will introduce interference. Therefore, the SSF can be deduced with the power averaged
model or the worst-case model. In this paragraph these last two models are transformed
into an engineering model.

The two models use the following assumptions: the generated field is a spherical wave,
with a transverse polarization. The polarization is variable and determined by factor a.
The influence of the corners is neglected. The antennas Qand P have isotropic radiation
patterns. This engineering model can be seen as an extension of the engineering model
already developed by Van Dooren, which uses a plane incident wave [4].

The three contributions are generated by the two vertical edges r 1 and r 2 and the hor
izontal edge r 3 • The polarization is defined in figure 2.18 and is variable by a polarization
factor a. The setup is the same as described in paragraph 2.4.8. The coordinate system is
defined by (p, ,¢, O. From figure 2.18 we find that

z

y

p
:,,;..w:::...----~___I. X

Figure 2.18: Definition of the setup for the Engineering model.

x~ = - sin cex + cos Cey
x~ = - sin '¢ cos f.e x - sin '¢ sin f.e y +cos '¢ez

x~ = cos '¢ cos cex + cos'¢ sin Cey + sin '¢ez

(2.77)
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where X1,2 are the polarization vectors and X3 is the direction of the propagating wave.
Hence, the triplet (x~, x~, x;) defines the propagating properties of a wave belonging to a
particular ray. The incident field is now given by:

(2.78)

(2.79)

The parameter a must lie in the interval (0,1). In the following paragraphs the contributions
of every edge is considered separately. The contributions from the rounded edges or the
vertices are neglected, as well as the contributions due to double diffraction.

-+

2.5.1 Contribution from D 1 on edge r 1

The diffracted field can be calculated according to the following equation:

....d ....i.... pd .
ED1 = E (Dd .1) (d ) exp(-J k8 1)

81 P + 81

with 1) is the dyadic diffraction coefficient. The diffraction point D1 can be found using
equation (2.48). The angles 't/J and e, belonging to the ray, which is directed to diffraction
point D1 , are in this paragraph denoted as 't/J1 and 6.

Since the edge is not curved, the caustic distance is pd = 8~, where 8~ is the distance
from Qto D1 • The parameter 81 is the distance from D1 to P. The unit vectors in the
direction of incidence and diffraction are:

(2.80)

(2.81 )

The edge-fixed coordinate system is now defined as:

/3 = r.p X 81

The two-dimensional diffraction coefficients can be found using equation (2.26):

(2.82)

(2.83)

(2.84)

(2.85)
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exp(-j1r/4) [F(kLla(c.pl - c.pD) F(kL1a(c.pl + c.pD)]
D s

h = ~ (') =t= ( + '), 2y 21rk sin f31 cos '1'1 ;'1'1 cos '1'1
2

'1'1

f31 = arccos(ex .s~) = arccos(cos .,pI cos 6)

,
L 81 ·81 • 2 f3

1 =, sIn 1
8 1 + 81

The angles c.p' and c.p can be found be applying simple geometrical relations:

c.p = 21r - arccos ( YP + d1
)

.jx; + (yP +dd 2

The diffracted field at field point P is given by:
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(2.86)

(2.87)

(2.88)

(2.89)

(2.90)

(2.91)

When the power sum or the in-phase sum model is used, the vectorial and complex
character of the field at point P can be discarded. Therefore, the magnitude of the field is
the only parameter of importance [4]. The power at field point P is proportional to:

with

(2.92)

and

1
2 1

Ds,h I = 8 k . 2 f31r •sm I [( )2 ( )2]ReF 1 ImF

cos ~ =t= cos~ + cos~
(2.93)

(2.94)

The parameters ReF and ImF are the real and imaginairy part of the transi tion function
F(x), respectively. 'When using the in-phase sum one should take the square root of
equation (2.92).



(2.95)
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2.5.2 Contribution from D2 on edge r 2

The calculation of the field contribution of the second vertical edge r 2 is similar to the
calculation of the contribution of the other vertical edge as set out in the former paragraph.
The z-coordinate of diffraction point D2 can be found using equation (2.52). The angles 'l/J
and ~, belonging to the ray, which leads to diffraction point D2 , are denoted as 'l/J2 and 6.

The diffracted field at field point P is now given by:

-d _. - pd
ED2 = E'(D2) .1) (d ) exp(-j k82)

82 P + 82

Since the edge is not curved, the caustic distance is pd = 8~, where 8~ is the distance from
Qto D2 • The parameter 82 is the distance from D2 to P. The unit vectors in the direction
of incidence and diffraction are:

, D2 - Q
8 2 = - -I D2 -Q I

P- D282 = _ _
IP-D2 1

The edge-fixed coordinate system is now defined as:

/3 = rp X 82

The two-dimensional diffraction coefficients Ds,h are given by:

with

/32 = arccos(ex • 8~) = arccos(cos 'l/J2 cos 6)

(2.96)

(2.97)

(2.98)

(2.99)

(2.100)

(2.101)

(2.102)

(2.103)

(2.104)
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The angles cp~ and CP2 can be found by applying simple geometrical relations.

CP2 = 211" - arccos (,; Yp - d, )
x~ + (yP - d2)2

The diffracted field at field point P is given by:
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(2.105)

(2.106)

(2.107)

When the power sum or the in-phase sum model is used, the vectorial and complex char
acter of the field at point P can be discarded. Therefore, the magnitude of the field is now
considered. This leads to:

with

and

[( ) 2 ( ) 2]
I

D 12 _ 1 ReF 1 ImF
s,h - . 2 - ~ + + -

811" k sm /32 cos~ cos~ cos~

(2.108)

(2.109)

(2.111)

cpi = CP2 ~ cP~ (2.110)

'When using the in-phase sum, on should take the square root of equation (2.108).

2.5.3 Contribution from fh on edge r 3

The y-coordinate of diffraction point D3 can be found using equation (2.55). The angles
'l/J and eare denoted as 'l/J3 and 6. The diffracted field can be calculated according:

....d ....i... pd .
E D3 = E (D3) .1) (d ) exp(-J k83)

83 P + 83

Since the edge is not curved, the caustic distance is pd = 8;, where 8; is the distance from
Qto th. The parameter 83 is the distance from D3 to P. The unit vectors in the direction
of incidence and diffraction are
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(2.112)

(2.113)

, D3 - Q
S3 = ..... .....

I D 3 -Q I
P- D3

S3 = ..... .....
IP-D3 1

With the help of the unit vectors s' and s' the edge-fixed coordinate system can be defined
as:

(2.114)

A ey x S3
'P = Iey x S3 I

~ = rp X S3

The two-dimensional diffraction coefficients Ds,h can be found by:

with

,
L S3 • S3 • 2 (3

3 =, sIn 3
S3 + S3

The angles 'P; and 'P can be calculated with simple geometrical relations:

, (ZOb - Zq )
'P3 = arccos

Jx~ + (Zob - Zq)2

(2.116)

(2.117)

(2.118)

(2.119)

(2.120)

(2.121)

(2.122)
(

Zb-Z )'P3 = 27r - arccos 0 p

Jx~ + (Zob - zp)2
When using the edge-diffracted field we need to work out the scalar product of the incident
field with the unit vectors rp' and ~':
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E
- i AI acos6 - Vl- a2sin6sin7P3exp(-jkD3' x1)

• cp =
JSin2 7P3 + cos2 7P3 cos2 6

Ei • /3' = a sin 7P3 sin 6 + VI - a2 cos 6 exp(-jkD3 • x;)
Jsin2 7P3 + cos2 7P3 cos2 6

Now the diffracted field is given by:
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(2.123)

(2.124)

To obtain the in-phase sum, the complex and vectorial character of the wave is neglected.
Therefore, the power of the field can be found by:

with

and

[( ) 2 ( ) 2]
I

D 12 _ 1 ReF 1 ImF
s,h - . 2 - =f + + -

871" k sm /33 cos ~ cos~ cos~

(2.126)

(2.127)

cpr = CP3 =f cP; (2.128)

When using the in-phase sum, on should take the square root of equation (2.126). The
total in-phase sum can be found using equation (2.72), where now the terms are given by
equations (2.92), (2.108), and (2.126), respectively:

Ein-phase(P) =1 Eb1 (P) I+ IEb2 (P) I+ IEb3 (P) I
The total power sum can be found in a similar way and is represented by:

(2.129)

(2.130)

2.5.4 Performance of the engineering model

The engineering model produces two SSF-patterns. One is based on the power sum and
the other is based on the in-phase sum. The power sum and the in-phase sum models are
valid in the shadow region of the obstacle. In the lit region, the SSF is set to zero.

In figure 2.19 the results of the engineering model are compared to those obtained using
the models described in paragraph 2.4.8. The obstacle parameters are: d1,2 = 0.25, Zob = 0.3.
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The coordinates of the field point Q are (-1, 0, 0.275). The coordinates of the field point
Pare (1, 0, 0.275) (all in metres). In this figure the influence of the corner-diffracted is
considerable. The ripple is about 1 dB. The SSF-pattern calculated with the engineering
model at the shadow boundaries differs from the SSF-pattern described in paragraph 2.4.8.
This is due to the diffraction contribution from the corner.

12.-----,-----r----r--r--""T"""----r-----r--..----.........---,
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Figure 2.19: Comparison of the engineering model to the 5 ray UTD model;
5 ray UTD model: ( ) power sum, (- - - - -) in-phase sum;
engineering model: (_. - . - . -) power sum) (- , ... -) in-phase sum.

By decreasing the z-coordinates of the field points Qand P the SSF increases. In this
case the z-coordinate of the field points Q and P is equal to 0.15. Figure 2.20 also shows
that the ripple has decreased. This is due to the fact that corner-diffracted fields have 1/s
amplitude dependence. When the obstacle is positioned in the far field of the source, the
EM wave near the obstacle can be considered as a plane wave. Therefore, the engineering
model developed by Van Dooren [4] can be compared to this model. Comparison of the
results from this engineering model with the model developed by Van Dooren, shows a
excellent agreement.
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Figure 2.20: Comparison of the engineering model to the 5 ray urn modelj
5 ray urn model: ( ) power sum, (- - - - -) in-phase sumj
engineering model: (_. - . - . -) power sum, (- .... -) in-phase sum.



Chapter 3

The Experimental Setup

3.1 Introduction

In chapter two the UTD has been described and applied to the problem of diffraction by
a finite-width screen with knife edges. To examine the shielding properties of the screen,
the SSF has been defined as the ratio of power of the received (unwanted) EM wave in
the absence and presence of the obstacle, respectively. Hence, the SSF can be verified by
performing two measurements: a measurement with and without the obstacle. Therefore,
an experimental setup must be defined where both these measurements can be performed.

According to the schematical diagram as defined in figure 2.12, the complete setup can
be considered as a two-port device. Port 1 and port 2 are terminals of the transmitting and
receiving antenna, respectively. The obstacle is in this case the device under test (DUT).
Therefore, this setup can be described with S-parameters (scattering parameters). These
parameters completely characterize the two-port junction, under the restriction that the
two-port junction is a linear network.

The heart of the setup is the Hewlett-Packard 8510C vector network analyzer (VNA).
With this equipment, measurements up to 60 GHz can be performed.

3.2 S-Parameters

There are several ways in which the properties of a linear passive network can be expressed.
The Z-parameters are often used to relate the input and output voltages and currents as:

VI = ZllI1 + Z12h
V2 = Z2tl1 + Z22 I2

(3.1)

If the network is reciprocal, as most passive networks are, then Z21 = Z12 and the number
of independent parameters reduces to three. The Z-parameters can, however not easily, be
calculated with standard methods of AC circuit analysis using Kirchhoff's laws, Thevenin's
theorem, and similar rules. For example, consider the output to be open circuited, which
means that 12 = 0 and consequently Zll = VIII1 • In this way the characteristics of any

44
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system can be given by four numbers. Figure 3.1 shows a second example: a transmission
line terminating in a load.

a ~

Zo

b-----..-z

LOAD

ZL

Figure 3.1: Transmission line terminating in a load.

The voltage along the line is:

v = aexp(-j,Bz)exp(jwt) + bexp(j,Bz)exp(jwt) (3.2)

and the current I = VjZo. The time factor exp(jwt) will be neglected in the following. The
term aexp(-j,Bz) in equation (3.2) represents a wave travelling towards the device, while
the term bexp(j,Bz) represents a wave travelling away from the device, and is thought of
as to be reflected by the device. Hence, the reflection coefficient is given by:

(3.3)

In equation (3.3) the reflection coefficient depends on the impedance of the transmission
line and the load. vVhen the load is perfectly matched to the transmission line, i.e. when
ZL = Zo, the reflection coefficient r is equal to zero.

~a1 b2
....

Generator Load

rG
Lossless Coupling rL

Generator Coupling Load

rG
511 512 rL521 522

Figure 3.2: Two-port network defined by S -parameters [HPJ.
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In figure 3.2, a two-port network connects a generator to a load with reflection coef
ficients r G and rL' respectively. The characteristics of the two port can be specified in
terms of the scattering coefficients, or S-parameters, where

b1 = Snal + S12 a2

b2 = S21 al + S22 a2
(3.4)

So the outward-going waves b1 and b2 are expressed in terms of the inward-going waves
al and a2. The S-parameters can be measured by matching the two ports and measuring
the appropriate complex values, i.e. phase and amplitude. For example, when port 2 is
matched (a2 = 0) and Sn = bt/a}, then S21 = b2/al' Similarly, when port 1 is matched
(al = 0) and a signal is applied to port 2, then S22 = b2/a2, and S12 = bt/a2'

The S-parameters are conceptually simple and give an exact definition of the signal
flow through a device (figure 3.3). For example, a reflection measurement is defined by
the flow parameters Sn and S22. The ratio of b1 and al (or b2 and a2) is a measure for
the reflected power as can be seen in figure 3.3. The ratio of b1 and a2 (or b2 and al) is a
measure for the transmitted power. Therefore, the flow parameters S21 and S12 are used
for a transmission measurement.

..
I ,. I

I I
I

S" S22 I
I

""Ill ,. ... I
I

411I
I

I I
I

.4III S12 I
I ... I

I
Forward

seATTERING PARAMETERS

Port 1 Port 2
I S21 I

Figure 3.3: S -parameters flow diagram.

3.3 The HP 8510C Vector Network Analyzer

The standard VNA measurement system consists of the source, the test set, the vector
signal processor, and the display. Together these comprise a complete stimulus/response
test system which provides a stimulus to the DDT and measures the signal transmitted
through the device or reflected from its input. The system then detects and processes
the data to provide various displays showing the magnitude and phase of these responses.
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Accuracy enhancement techniques permit accurate calibration of the measurments at the
interface to the DUT, minimizing the effect of systematic measurement errors. In figure 3.4
two measurement setups are given.

CCWlL'L TEST SETUP

ClIRXlftL~~~TUTICT~

WAVEGUIDE (mm-WAVE) lEST SETUP

Figure 3.4: VNA system setups [HPJ.

The VNA at the EUT is equipped with two test sets: the HP8517A (the coaxial test
set) and the HP85105 (millimetre wave test set) millimetre wave controller. The second
test set has to be used in conjunction with an HP8510C and the HP85104 test set module
as shown in figure 3.4. The test sets are in principle the interface between the HP8510C
data analyzing equipment and the DUT.

Figure 3.5 shows the mm-wave test set configuration. The parts which are dashed,
represent the test set modules. The radio frequency (RF) source in figure 3.4 can generate
EM waves up to a frequency of 50 GHz. The RF signal is routed to the test set module,
where it is tripled (see label" a" in figure 3.5) and amplified by 20 dB (b). In order to
obtain a frequency band of 40 to 60 GHz, the RF source provides RF signals in the range
of 13.33 to 20 GHz.

The amplified RF signal passes a directional coupler (c), which separates the incident
wave into a test channel wave (d) and into a reference wave (e). The test channel wave is
routed to port 1 or port 2, from where it is transmitted. The test channels are denoted by
the user parameters b2 and bi for forward and reversed measurements, respectively. The
reference channel wave is used to obtain a phase reference. The reference channels are
denoted by the user parameters al and a2'
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The LO source provides the local oscillator (LO) for the four harmonic mixers. The
harmonic mixers multiply the tenth harmonic of the LO signal with the RF signal to
produce a lower intermediate frequency (IF). The LO frequency is offset by 20 MHz, so
a 20 MHz IF signal is obtained from the test and reference channel. After amplification
the IF signals are applied to the analyzer to be processed and displayed. This test set is
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Figure 3.5: The millimetre-wave test set [HPJ.

applicable to all waveguides, covering several frequency bands, such as the 33 to 50 GHz
and the 40 to 60 GHz band.

The VNA measures the magnitude and phase characteristics of networks. This is a
complex S-parameter measurement. There are two kinds of measurements: reflection and
transmission measurements (see figures 3.6 and 3.7). These measurements take place in the
frequency domain. After processing the data, time domain responses can be generated. A
reflection measurement is made by comparing the reflected signal bl to the incident signal
al. With a reflection measurement the following characteristics of a test device can be
examined:

• return loss;

• standing wave ratio;

• reflection coefficient;
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Figure 3.6: Reflection measurements [HPJ.

• impedance.

A transmission measurement is made by comparing the transmitted signal b2 to the incident
signal al. With a transmission measurement the following characteristics of a test device
can be examined:

• insertion loss or gain;

• transmission coefficient;

• electrical delay;

• deviation from linear phase;

• group delay.

Power
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Source Incident q pTraMmitted
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Figure 3.7: Transmission measurements [HPJ.

Time domain

As stated earlier there is a option to perform a measurement in time domain. However, the
frequency domain is used to develop the time domain response. The relationship between
the frequency domain response and the time domain response of a network is described by
the Fourier Transform:
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Frequency Domain
H(w) =?
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Time Domain
h(t)

It is therefore possible to measure the response of a DDT in the frequency domain and
perform an inverse Fourier Transform of the data to give the time domain response. The
user is able to define a frequency span B, which is determined by a start and stop frequency.
When measuring, the VNA generates N frequency points per sweep (including the start
and stop frequency), producing N - 1 equally spaced frequency intervals. The parameter
N is the number of frequency points and can have the following values: 51, 101, 201, 401,
and 80L Further on in this report this sweep will be referred to by a frequency response
measurement. The resolution of the time domain response depends on the frequency span
used. If the feature windowing is being used, the following formula holds for the resolution
in the time domain:

b.t = 1.92
B

(3.5)

where b.t is the pulse width and where the frequency span is given by B = fstop - fstart.

Since we use a Kaiser Window, the factor 1.92 has been introduced in equation (3.5).
It is obvious that as B gets larger the pulse width gets smaller and hence the resolution
Improves.

Aliasing

A parameter which has a direct influence on the time domain response, is the Range.
The Range is defined as the time span at which the response is not affected by aliasing.
The repetition of the time domain response occurs at regular intervals of time and is a
consequence of the frequency domain data being taken at discrete frequency points rather
than being continuous. The range of the measurement depends on the spacing between
frequency data points (see figure 3.8). It is directly proportional to the number of points
and inversely proportional to the width of the frequency span and can be calculated with
the following equation:

N-1
Range = B (3.6)

For example, with 801 points over a 20 GHz frequency span, responses will repeat each
40 nanoseconds. To find the distance in metres, the time value must be multiplied by the
speed of light. The aliasing-free range is now equal to 12 metres.

Equations (3.5) and (3.6) show that the resolution and the range are two contradictory
parameters. Increasing the frequency span gives better resolution in time domain mea
surements, but a smaller aliasing-free range. Since the parameter N has a maximum of
801 points, a trade-off is necessary.
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Figure 3.8: The effect of non-continuous data [HPJ.

Calibration

The accuracy of a measurement can be improved by reducing the systematic errors in
the setup. Calibration of the measurement equipment removes the systematic errors, such
as leakages, mismatches, and tracking errors. A calibration set can be used as long as
nothing changes to the experimental setup. This means no changes to mismatches, changed
leakages. In chapter five the calibration method will be described and more information
about the calibration feature of the VNA will be given.

Features

The HP8510C Network Analyzer has too many functions to describe. However, there
are several features which are of importance. These main features are all dataprocessing
techniques.

• The averaging feature can be used to extend the effective dynamic range of the
measurement. This function operates like a variable bandwidth IF filter to reduce the
effect of random noise and other time variant errors on the trace. For instance, if an
averaging factor of A is used, the dynamic range is improved with tlDR = 10Iog(A).

• The function windowing is used to enhance time domain measurements. The need
for windowing is due to the abrupt transitions in the frequency domain measurements
at the start and stop frequencies.

• The gating feature can be used to remove reflection or transmission time domain
responses. In principle this feature is a time filter. After converting the gated data to
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the frequency domain using a Fourier transform, the effects of the responses outside
the gate are suppressed.

• The smoothing feature produces a linear movmg average of adjacent measured
points of the sweep.

3.4 Requirements of the experimental setup

Before we can verify the UTD model, we need to find out where the measurements should
take place. There are two options: measuring outside and inside a building. The first option
approximates the practical situation best. However, weather influences and (man-made)
interference will disturb the measurements. Secondly, the theory described in chapter two
is based on a finite-width screen with knife edges as obstacle, which is not readily available
outside. Therefore, the measurements will be performed inside a building.

Inside a building the measurements will be disturbed by reflected EM waves from
walls, floor, and ceiling. A solution for this problem is placing the experimental setup
in an anechoic room. The absorbers mounted against the walls, floor, and ceiling of this
room suppress the reflections. The interference due to reflections near the setup however is
still present. Since the anechoic room was not available for a long period, we have chosen
to perform the measurements in an ordinary room with dimensions 6m x 6m x 3m. The
reflections can be suppressed using the dataprocessing techniques available on the VNA
such as gating and smoothing.

If we take the schematical diagram as defined in figure 2.12 into consideration, a few
remarks with respect to the definition of the experimental setup can be made. Firstly,
two antennas must be implemented, which satisfy the assumptions made in chapter two
best. In paragraph 2.4.9 is stated that the radiation patterns of the antennas should be
isotropic and their dimensions should be as small as possible. Secondly, in order to measure
a SSF-pattern, one of the antennas has to be moved relative to the screen and the other
antenna.

Summarizing, the elementary parts of the experimental setup are the network analyzer,
the antennas, and the obstacle. Additional parts are: the rotating table, the absorbers,
waveguides, constructing equipment, and the HP-controller. The antennas are connected
via waveguides with port 1 and port 2 of the test set of the VNA. One of the antennas
and the obstacle are placed on the rotating table. For doing this, constructing equipment
is developed to make this construction as stable as possible. The absorbers are used to
keep the experimental setup free of reflections, which can not be removed using the gating
feature. The HP-controller is used to automatize the measurements and will be discussed
in chapter four.

The dimensions of the experimental setup are obviously limited by the dimensions of the
room. Furthermore, two additional factors also determine the size of the setup. Firstly, the
length from the output connector to the input connector on the test set must not be larger
than the aliasing-free range, otherwise time domain measurements will not be possible.
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Secondly, the size of the setup is related to the dynamic range of the VNA. This will be
described in the next paragraph. The minimum size of the experimental setup must be
larger than 125A. Otherwise the resolution of the moving equipment must be very small
in order to determine a representative SSF-pattern.

3.4.1 The dynamic range of the Network Analyzer

As mentioned in paragraph 3.3, the VNA is equipped with two test sets. The coaxial test
set HP8517 can be used for frequencies up to 50 GHz, and the millimetre-wave test set
HP85105 operates between 40 and 60 GHz. An important parameter of the VNA is the
dynamic range. The dynamic range is defined by the following equation:

DR = -Nfloor + Psource + Paver + GTz + G Rz (3.7)

where Nfl oor is defined as the average receiver noise floor at the RF input port. With
averaging the noise floor can be decreased. This gain factor is determined by parameter
Paver. The parameter Psource represents the delivered RF signal power at the output of the
RF source (see figure 3.5). The parameters GTz and G Rz are defined by:

G Tz = Gantenna + G portl

G Rz = Gantenna + Gport2

(3.8)

(3.9)

where Gportl (Gport2 ) is the gain of port 1 (port 2) of the test set, respectively. For example,
the RF signal in figure 3.5 is amplified by 20 dB. Since the RF switch has 3 dB coupling
losses, Gportl is equal to 17 dB.

Table 3.1: Specifications of the test sets.

test set 8517 85105
Nfloor -100 dBm -100 dBm
Psource 5 dBm -10 dBm
G portl -8 dB 17 dB
Gport2 -12 dB -12 dB

In table 3.1 the specifications of both test sets are given. For a conservative estimate,
the gain of the antennas is considered to be equal to 0 dB. Substituting the specifications
into equation (3.7), the dynamic range of both test sets can be found. The dynamic range
of the 85105 test set is 95 dB, and the dynamic range of the 8517 test set is 85 dB.
Two remarks can be made. Firstly, the source power levels are maximum levels, not
recommended power levels. Secondly, the noise floor of both test sets are not exactly the
same. Using the WR 28 waveguide, the bandwidth of the mm-wave test set (40 - 60 GHz)
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is larger than the bandwidth of the coaxial test set (26 - 40 GHz). Since the noise floor is
proportional to the bandwidth, the noise floor of the mm-wave test set is larger (about 1
or 2 dBm). Taking these remarks into account, the effective dynamic range of both test
sets is about 85 dB.

Suppose that two antennas are positioned in the room. The free space loss is defined
by:

(
47rd)

Lbf = 20 log T (3.10)

where d is the distance between the antennas. Subtracting the free space loss from the
dynamic range yields the signal to noise ratio. When the distance between the antennas en
larges, the free space loss increases, thereby decreasing the signal to noise ratio. Therefore,
the experimental setup must be as compact as possible. The distance d must be smaller
than 200).. The free space loss is then equal to about 70 dB. Therefore, the signal to noise
ratio SIN is equal to 15 dB. With an averaging factor of 256 this ratio can be improved
with 25 dB. So a SIN ratio is attained of 40 dB, taking the gain of the antennas not into
consideration. Simulations show that a SIN ratio of 40 dB is sufficient for representative
measurements (see chapter five).

3.4.2 The antenna

The antenna always has some restrictions. There is no antenna which radiates the same
amount of power in every possible direction. Every antenna has a certain directivity, and
crosspolarization losses. Nevertheless, the antenna must satisfy some practical aspects of
the experimental setup.

Firstly, the ideal antenna for the experimental setup should have an isotropic radia
tion pattern. The experimental setup where the measurements take place has a certain
finiteness. Therefore, the transmitter and receiver must be placed relatively close to the
screen. The angle between the antenna's longitudinal axis and the diffraction points at
the different edges can exceed a value for which the transmitted power in that direction
is too low (see figure 2.17 in paragraph 2.4.9). Secondly, the aperture of the receiving
antenna must be as small as possible. When the aperture is too large the power of the
averaged electric field over the aperture is measured. And in principle the rapid spatial
field strength fluctuations behind the screen are of interest. The obstacle must lie in the
far field of an antenna. To distinguish the far field region from the near field region, the
Rayleigh distance R is used, which is given by R = ~;. The parameter D is the aperture

diameter and ). is the wavelength. For distances larger than 4R = 2f the antenna may
be considered as a point source. Hence, when the aperture is kept small the antenna can
be considered as a point source for relative small distances.

Equation (3.5) shows that the resolution in time domain measurements can be improved
by increasing B. Therefore, the bandwidth of the antenna must be as large as possible.
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3.4.3 The rotating table
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To measure a SSF-pattern behind an obstacle, equipment is needed to perform a mechanical
operation. In principle there are two possibilities. Firstly, there is the rotating table,
a mechanism rotates a table around its axis. Secondly, there is a linear tracer, which
translates an object along a straight line. Naturally, the equipment must have a certain
prescribed resolution to move the object in degrees or millimetres.

Within the telecommunications department we found a rotating table, which we could
use for a long period. For this reason we have used this table which is depicted in figure 3.9.
The equipment consists of a controller, an amplifier, a table, and a x,y-writer. The step-

Controller

Figure 3.9: The rotating table.

•

Table

motor needs quite some power to rotate the table, especially when the table is loaded with
a test set module and the screen. Therefore, the signals of the controller are amplified by
the amplifier. The duration of the pulse is a measure for the rotation angle. The number
of degrees to rotate the table can be controlled by the input parameters of the controller,
which are:

• Start Position: the table rotates until the start position is reached.

• Step Interval: the table rotates a specified number of degrees every time the start
button is pressed.

• End Position: when the table reaches this point the measurement has ended, and
the setup will be initialized.

• Start: starts the table to rotate over a specified number of degrees.

• Initialize: initializes the controller and table.

• Move Direction: with this switch it is possible to rotate the table clockwise and in
the opposite direction.
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The accuracy of the table is of the upmost importance. When the table is unloaded,
its rotation resolution is equal to 0.1 degree.

3.4.4 The interface between the rotating table and the HP
computer

To perform an automatic measurement there must be some kind of interface between the
controller and the HP-computer (see paragraph 4.4.2). The interface must be able to set
the direction of rotation and to generate a start pulse. So the table can be fully controlled
by the HP-computer.
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Figure 3.10: The interface with the HP-computer and the controller.

Normally, the input parameters Start and the Move Direction (see paragraph 3.4.3)
can be controlled by the switches on the controller. As shown in figure 3.10 these switches
are replaced by the relays. One relay for generating a start pulse, and one for setting the
direction of rotation.

When the input Start pulse is Low (High) the outputs Start 1 and Start 2 are short
(open-)circuited, respectively. When Direction is Low (High) the outputs Direction Out
and Clockwise (Counter Clockwise) are short circuited, respectively. The pushbutton
switch SW 1 in figure 3.10 is short-circuited. When this switch is pushed the start pulse is
also generated. So the table can also be controlled manually by a switch on the interface.

For safety reasons the HP-computer is separated electrically from the controller of the
rotating table. This is done in two ways. Firstly, the relays give an electrical separation,
and secondly the optocouplers maintain separation.
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3.4.5 The finite-width screen
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The finite-width screen must satisfy two aspects. Firstly, the screen must be a metal plate
to simulate the perfect infinite conductivity. Secondly, the edges of the screen must be as
sharp as possible. If this is not the case, second order diffraction effects will occur at the
edge. For instance, unwanted double diffraction contributions can occur.

Equation (2.26) shows that, when the frequency of the EM wave is increased, the diffrac
tion coefficients become smaller. Therefore, with increasing frequency the SSF increases.
To keep the SSF at a certain power level and therefore maintaining a reasonable signal to
noise ratio, the size of the screen can be altered.

3.4.6 Isolation

Isolation of the equipment, such as the network analyzer, and the tables, is very important.
It is obvious that the construction of the setup introduces extra reflections. Hence, these
reflected waves will have a higher power level and will disturb the measurement. Therefore,
the space in which the measurement takes place has to be free of reflection. To accomplish
this, absorbers are necessarry.

The absorbers are either smooth plates or plates with rectangular pyramidal shapes on
the surface. The first type, called foam absorbers, can be used to shield the antennas and
to reduce the reflections from nearby the obstacle. The specifications of the foam absorbers
can be found in table 3.2.

Table 3.2: ECCOSORB LS-24 specifications.

ECCOSORB LS-24 Freq: 30 GHz Freq: 100 GHz
dB/cm 11 24

IL-dB/in 32 61

The attenuation factor (dB/cm), listed in the table, is a measure ofloss within the ma
terial. The surface reflections are ignored. The Insertion Loss means the decibel reduction
in field strength when a sheet of the material is inserted into a propagating EM field in
such a way as to prevent the passage of the EM signal. The values given in the table are
all for normal incidence.

The pyramidal absorber is commonly used for reduction of the interference from the
walls, the floor, and the ceiling. The specifications of these absorbers are better than the
foam's specifications.

The attenuation factor of the absorbers is measured at normal incidence. However,
the attenuation of an EM wave at other incident angles is also important. According to
specifications, the performance of the absorbers remains the same at incident angles upto
60 degrees from normal. In this area an average attenuation of 40 dB is garantueed. The
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attenuation factor near grazing incidence is verified by measurements. The transmitting
and receiving antenna are placed on a table, 0.5 meters separated from eachother. The
angle of incidence was varied by changing the altitude of the test set modules. In table 3.3
the measured attenuation values of the absorbers CV-4 and LS-24 are given.

Table 3.3: Incident angles.

Angle of LS-24 CV-4
incidence [degrees] attenuation [dB] attenuation [dB]

20 11.5 26
24 17 27
27 21.5 31
30 22 38

3.5 Selection and construction of the experimental
setup

Now that all parts of the experimental setup have been specified, the complete experimen
tal setup can be defined. In figure 3.11 the blockdiagram of the experimental setup is given.
The rotating table is controlled by the HP-computer via the positioner controller. Conse
quently, the frequency of the EM wave and the waveguide can also be selected. Further,
the antenna, which satifies the specifications as described in paragraph 3.4.2 best, must be
chosen. Finally, a solution must be found for mounting one antenna and the screen on the
rotating table.

3.5.1 Selection of the test set

The choice of which test set will be used, is very important, because the type of the
waveguides and antennas, and the size of the obstacle depends on this choice. In order
to work with the mm-wave test set, the WR 19 waveguides (40 - 60 GHz) can be used.
The coaxial test set cannot generate EM waves above the 50 GHz. Since the WR 28 (26 
40 GHz) has a bandwidth of 14 GHz and a lot of these components are already available
on the EDT, these waveguides are preferred.

The disadvantages of using the coaxial test set are:

• The coaxial test set generates an EM wave with a larger wavelength. Therefore, the
screen used with this set must be larger and the distance from the antenna to the
screen must be larger than when the other test set is used. Equation (3.10) shows that
the free space loss will not increase. However, the enlargement of the experimental
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Figure 3.11: Blockdiagram of the experimental setup.

setup gives some constructing problems. Furthermore, aliasing can become also a
problem due to this enlargement.

• The dynamic ranges of both sets are equal, when the same amount of waveguides is
used. However, if the coaxial test set would be used in the complete experimental
setup a lot of extra waveguides are necessary, such as a waveguide to connect port 1
to the rotating table. 'Within this table another waveguide is connected to a rotary
joint, from where another waveguide leads to the antenna.

The disadvantage of using the mm-wave test set is:

• The same amount of waveguide is necessary. One piece of waveguide is connected with
port 1 to the rotary joint within the rotating table. From the rotary joint, another
waveguide is connected with the antenna. The rotary joint costs about 10,000 Dfl.

A rotary joint connects two waveguides to eachother and is able to rotate one of these
connected waveguides around its axis. This element is needed to rotate one of the antennas
(in this case the transmitting antenna) in the same direction as the obstacle.

Considering the presented disadvantages, the mm-wave test set is preferred due to the
fact that there are less constructing problems. However, the price of a rotary joint in the
frequency band 40 to 60 GHz is rather high in comparison with the price of the same
microwave element in the 26 to 40 GHz band. A way to avoid buying such a piece of
expensive hardware, is using the flexability of the cable from the test set module. The test
set module is connected with a cable of about 1 metre length with the mm-wave test set.
'When the test set module is placed on the rotating table, the rotary joint is not needed.
So the advantages of placing the mm-wave test set module on the rotating table are:
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• there is no need of buying the expensive rotary joint;

• less dynamic range is lost, because less waveguide is used;

• less construction difficulties.

On these grounds, the mm-wave test set has been selected to perform the measurements
with. Since the mm-wave test set covers the frequency band from 40 to 60 GHz, the
rectangular waveguide WR 19 is used.

3.5.2 Selection of antennas

The rectangular waveguide used as transmitting (Tx ) and receiving (Rx ) probe, meets
closely the requirements as stated in paragraph 3.4.2. The directivity is low. In figure 3.12
the far field gain is given, which is calculated using the formulas as given in appendix B.
The aperture of the antenna is small. When the WR 19 waveguide is used, the size of the
aperture is 4.775 by 2.388 mm. The rayleigh distance is in this case smaller than 2 em.
The 3-dB beamwidth is for 1> = 0 about 75 degrees and for 1> = 1r /2 about 110 degrees.
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Figure 3.12: The gain function of a rectangular waveguide (WR 19) as a function of
the angle (). The gain function is given for 1> = 0 ( ) and
1> = 1r/2(- - - - -).

Figure B.3 in appendix B shows that for () ~ 50° the dynamic range of the VNA will be
increased due to the gain functions of the probes.

In [9] it is stated that the radiation patterns are generally narrower than would be
expected from the simple Huygens theory, because of the presence of currents flowing on
the outside walls of the waveguide. This discrepancy becomes significant when () ~ 20°.
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The circular waveguide also meets the requirements, however the usable bandwidth
of a rectangular waveguide is larger. Figure B.1 shows that the relative bandwidth of a
rectangular waveguide is larger than the relative bandwidth of a circular waveguide. For
more information about rectangular and circular waveguides, see appendix B.

3.5.3 Construction of the final experimental setup

Another problem is the connection of the obstacle to the rotating table. The objective
is to construct a setup where the screen can be fixed or removed in a quick and stable
manner. A solution to this problem is to make a wooden arm which can be placed on
the rotating table. The length of the arm is approximately half the distance between the
antennas (± 10 ,X). To the arm a connecting structure is fixed (see figure 3.13) in such a
way that it is now easy to connect the screen at the end of the arm. Figure 3.13 shows that
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Figure 3.13: Connecting equipment for the finite-width screen.

the upperside of the structure is connected to the arm. At the right side of the connecting
structure are some holes. By drilling some holes in the screen, the screen can be mounted
to the arm with some screws and bolts (type M3). Since we need to remove the screen
often from the setup, the connecting structure is made of aluminium.

Besides the screen, also the test set module is fixed to the arm. This is done by drilling
some holes in the arm and placing the nylon feets of the test set module in these holes.
This is done very accurately in order to keep the test set module damage-free and on its
place.
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The arm is long enough for placing absorber between the test set module and the
screen. According to the specifications given in paragraph 3.4.6, the CV-4 absorber gives
the best results. This absorber is needed to suppress the reflection of EM waves from the
arm. During orientation measurements we discovered a reflection from the test set module
on the rotating table. Therefore, a plate of absorber is placed between the T:x probe and
the test set module to suppress this reflection. The final experimental setup is shown in
figure 3.14

Figure 3.14: Photograph of the experimental setup.

3.5.4 Safety aspects

When the antenna has been placed on the main part of the wooden arm, the setup is
defined. However, the antenna is connected with the test set module. If some errors may
occur, for example due to peaks on the electric mains, a general reset can be generated. In
this case the rotating table can keep on rotating, and therefore, damaging the expensive
test set module. To solve this problem the angle of rotation is limited. Whenever the table
crosses this angle, the controller equipment of the rotating table is disconnected from the
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electrical mains. In this way the safety of the rotation equipment and the test set module
is secured. The rotation angle is limited to ±30°.

3.6 Accuracy of the experimental setup

Now the experimental setup is defined, the question remains what the geometrical accuracy
of this setup is. The accuracy depends on three factors: the positioning of the setup, the
rotating table, and that of the finite-width screen.

The centre of the rotating table is the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system de
scribed in paragraph 4.3.2. The Rx probe at fieldpoint P must be pointed to that centre.
Therefore, special techniques must be applied to position the table correctly. The most
efficient way is to use a laser. The radiated beam of the laser is a straight line, which can
be used as a reference. The accuracy of the positioning depends now on the width of the
radiated beam, which is approximately 1 mm.

The rotating table must rotate over the desired angle. When the rotating table is
unloaded the rotation is accurate. However, can we guarantee that the table will still
rotate accurately when it is loaded? To verify this, some mirrors and a laser are used.
Firstly, the mirrors are placed on the axis of the rotating table. Secondly, the laser is
placed on the floor as reference and is pointing to the mirrors on the axis. When the table
is unloaded, the laser is used to mark a few points on the walls of the room as function
of the rotated angle. Since the walls are approximately 4 metres removed from the axis,
a rotation of 0.1 degree means a shifting of 2;:ggO ~ 7mm on the walls. Every time a
measurement has been performed, we can verify whether the table has rotated correctly.

In chapter five it is given what the influence on the SSF-pattern is when the screen is
not correctly connected. It turns out that the positioning of the finite-width screen is very
important. vVith the tools we now have an accuracy is guaranteed of 1 mm and 2 mm for
the parameters d1 ,2 and Zob, respectively. The offset of the screen can also be determined
with an accuracy of ±2 mm.
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Software

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter two software packages will be introduced. The first package uses the formu
las presented in chapter two to calculate the SSF-pattern behind an obstacle. The program
DIFFUS calculates the pattern along a set of field points behind a finite-width screen. In
chapter three was described that the rotating table moves the obstacle and transmitting
antenna. Therefore, the rotation setup is implemented in the program DIFROT in order
to verify and simulate the measurements. In both programs the radiation pattern of a
rectangular waveguide is used as antenna weighting function.

The second software package controls the automatic measurement. A complete mea
surement along a set of 500 field points takes about 24 hours. Therefore, an automatized
system is needed. The program AUTOMATIC controls the rotating table and the VNA
and is able to perform a totally automatized measurement.

4.2 DIBES, distribution behind a finite-width screen

The program DIBES, which was developed by Van Dooren [4], is the starting point of
the developed simulation software. DIBES calculates the diffraction contributions and the
SSF at a field point behind a finite-width screen. The incident plane wave is propagating
horizontal making an angle f3 with the screen. Notice that when f3 = 1r /2, the plane
wave is perpendicular to the screen. The separate diffraction contributions are calculated
at a field point P behind the finite-width screen. In this case, several assumptions have
been made: the antenna gain function is uniform, and the aperture of the antenna is
infinite small. After the setup of the screen and the field point is defined, the diffraction
contributions are calculated. Finally, the calculated data are stored in a file.

64
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4.3 DIFFUS, The spherical version of DIBES
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DIFFUS has been developed for the following experimental setup. There are two field
points called Qand P, where the T x and Rx probe are located, respectively. The probes
satisfy the same assumptions made in paragraph 4.2. The coordinate system used is as
defined in figure 2.12. Between these field points, there is a finite-width screen placed in
the x = O-plane with geometrical parameters -dll d2 , Zob, and R 1•2 • The T x probe Q
must be located in front of the screen which means that X q ~ 0 and Zq ~ O. The
receiving antenna P must be located behind the screen, so xp ~ 0 and Zp ~ O. The
transmitting antenna is pointed into the ex-direction and the receiving antenna is pointed
into the -ex-direction.

It is possible to calculate different SSF-patterns by moving the receiving antenna, for
instance the ex -, ey -, and ez-direction, thereby keeping the assumptions made in mind. In
contrast with the plane wave used in DIBES, a spherical wave is used in DIFFUS.

In figure 4.1, a flowchart of the program DIFFUS is given. Firstly, the setup must be
initialized. This means that the screen parameters, the coordinates of the antennas, and
the desired diffraction contributions must be introduced. After the setup is defined, the
receiving antenna is positioned at the first field point. The wanted diffraction contributions
and the SSF are now calculated and stored. The antenna is moved to the following field
point. Again the electric field contributions and SSF are calculated. This process is
repeated until the antenna reaches the last desired field point. The data are evaluated and
stored in a file.

4.3.1 Implementation of the radiation pattern of a rectangular
waveguide

As described in appendix B, an antenna always has some restrictions. In our case, an
antenna with an isotropic radiation pattern and with an infinite small aperture is needed.
Neither of these two facts can be achieved. Therefore, the use of a rectangular waveg
uide appeared to be the best solution. In the software, the formulas (B.7) and (B.8) are
implemented. Two procedures have been developed, which are of interest:

• procedure feedfield

• procedure probefield

The first procedure feedfield calculates the complex vectorial fieldstrength at the location
of the diffraction point denoted with coordinates (Xd, Yd, Zd), and has the following input
parameters: the location of the T x probe and the diffraction point at the edge, the fre
quency of the EM wave, and the antenna index. If the antenna index is equal to zero the
transmitting probe is assumed to have the polarization properties of a Huygens-source.
'When the index is equal to one the radiation pattern of a rectangular waveguide is used.
This information is stored in the complex vector named cvq, which is the only output
parameter.
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Figure 4.1: Flowchart of the program DIFFUS.

The second procedure, probefield, calculates the fieldstrength at the R x probe. The
procedure has the following input parameters: the location of the diffraction point and the
receiving antenna, the frequency of the EM wave, and the antenna index. The antenna
index is used for the same purpose as in the procedure feedfield. The field value at point
P is calculated in the following way: the scalar product is taken of the complex vector,
containing the complex field strength and the polarization of the diffracted field at the
diffraction point, and the unit polarization vector of the receiving antenna at that point.
After multiplication with the gain of the receiving antenna and the free space loss, the
fieldstrength at the output of the receiving antenna is known.

In both procedures vertical or horizontal polarization can be selected. In contrast with
the input parameters, this must be done by changing the value of a variable and compiling
the program. Normally, horizontal polarization is selected, because this polarization will
also be used in the measurements.
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4.3.2 Calculation of the SSF in rotation setup
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The experimental setup, as described in chapter three, includes a rotating table. Therefore,
the setup used in the program DIFFUS can not be applied anymore. In the practical
situation the Tx probe and the finite-width screen are moving relative to the Rx probe.
This is implemented in the software program DIFROT by moving the Rx probe. Because
from a programming point of view, it is easier to move just the Rx probe than moving
both the T x probe and the screen. The flowchart in figure 4.1 is still valid. However, now
the Rx probe is moved along a circular arc around the centre of the rotating table instead
of linearly moved along a set of field points.

Now, the centre of the rotating table is the origin 6 of the Cartesian coordinate system
(see figure 4.2). There are two new parameters introduced: firstly, the rotation angle a
and secondly, the distance Offset. The rotation angle is used to define the position of the
Rx probe at field point P in the following way:

(
Xp[l]) (cosa sina
Xp [2] = - sin a cos a
Xp [3] 0 0

(4.1)

where x;ri9 is the vector which points to field point P when a is equal to zero. Since the
screen is not placed in the origin of the coordinate system, Offset is equal to the distance
of the finite-width screen to the origin when a = O.

.....
XOffset=(Offset,O,O)

Figure 4.2: Definition of the parameters in the rotation setup.

Figure 4.3 shows the SSF simulation calculated with the program DIFROT. The coordi
nates offield point Qare (0.25, 0,0.25). The coordinates offield point Pare (1.25, 0, 0.25).
The Rx probe is moved in azimuth. The geometrical parameters of the finite-width screen
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are: d1,2 = 0.15, Zob = 0040, R 1,2 = 0, and the Offset is 0.75 metres. The table has rotated
from a = -25 degrees to a = 25 degrees with a stepsize of 0.1 degrees. Since R1,2 are
equal to zero, corner diffraction contributions can be expected.
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Figure 4.3: Determination of SSF-pattern in the rotation setup; ( ) phasor ad-
dition; (- - - - -) power sum; (- . - . - . -) in-phase sum.

4.3.3 Configuration-files

The purpose of configuration-files can be expressed ill two ways. Firstly, the calculation of
a SSF-pattern behind a finite-width screen takes about half a hour on a computer with an
Intel 80286 microprocessor. Since many simulations are needed, it is most efficient when
these calculations take place during the night.

Secondly, the data of the measured SSF-patterns have to be stored. The data are
archived with the help of these configuration-files. The setup of a configuration-file is:

1. Type calculation (standard or rotation)

2. Feed coordinates and frequency

3. Screen parameters

4. Moving parameters (start position, stepsize, stop position)

5. Included contributions

6. Indexes (select the antenna)
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7. Outputfile (name of file)

8. Offset obstacle (standard Offset = 0)
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The programs DIFFUS and DIFROT can be started immediately with these configuration
files. Hence, with batch files several calculations can be performed sequentially.

4.4 The automatic measurement software

In this paragraph the automatic measurement software is discussed. This software package
is developed to automatize the complete measurement. The reason for this automation is
that a complete measurement takes almost a complete day. For example, a measurement
of a field distribution behind the screen of 500 field points takes the following amount of
time: at every field point a measurement at 801 frequencies takes place. The dynamic range
can be increased by using the feature averaging. Unfortunately, this feature introduces
a delay. It turns out that a complete measurement takes 500 times 2.5 minutes which
equals 20 hours and 50 minutes. The software package is developed on a HP-computer.
The language used is BASIC 5.0. For more information about this controller see the
HP-manuals.

4.4.1 The program setup

The objective of the program AUTOMATIC is to control the VNA and the rotating table.
The only task of the computer is in principle to rotate the table, perform a measurement,
and store the received data. However, before this sequence of commands can be executed,
some input parameters must be set correctly (see the flowchart of the program AUTO
MATIC in figure 4.4). The program AUTOMATIC starts with a Main Menu. From this
menu several submenus can be selected. The submenus can be divided in three categories.
Firstly, there is the submenu for starting a complete measurement. Secondly, the submenus
for setting the input parameters, and thirdly, submenus for miscellaneous operations.

Submenu 1: From this menu the complete measurement is started. Before giving the
start command all input parameters are placed on the screen. Therefore, a check can
be made before starting the measurement.

Submenu 2: In this menu the rotating table is controlled. It is possible to set the table
at the correct position. Secondly, the input parameters for the rotation can be set.
These parameters are: start position, stop position, step size, and rotation direction.

Submenu 3: In this menu the desired calibration set is selected.

Submenu 4: The filtering features gating and smoothing can be activated in this menu.
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Figure 4.4: Flowchart of the program AUTOAIATIC.

Submenu 5: In this menu several input parameters can be set: kind of measurement,
start frequency, stop frequency, averaging factor, number of points, and outputfile
name.

Submenu 6: With this menu I/O operations can take place after a measurement.

Submenu 7: It is possible to store a complete measurement trace on file. However, this
costs lot of disk space and takes a huge amount of time. With this menu the user is
able to select measurement points and store the data.

Submenu 8: Select a marker in the frequency domain.

Submenu 9: It is often necessary to perform a single measurement. With this menu the
user is able to perform a single measurement and adjust some parameters, such as:
scale, reference value, and domain (time/frequency).
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4.4.2 The RS-232 interface
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One of most commonly used interface in the computer-world is the RS-232 interface. The
RS-232 is a serial interface, with standard baud rates. Normally the RS-232 is a 25-pins
interface, but there is also a smaller version with 9 pins. The HP-controller uses such a 9
pins RS-232 interface. There are several handshake lines, control lines, and two data-lines.
The pinson the RS-232 bus have the following functions:

Pin 1: Carrier Detect

Pin 2: Receive Data

Pin 3: Transmit Data

Pin 4: Data Terminal Ready

Pin 5: Signal Ground

Pin 6: Data Set Ready

Pin 7: Request To Send

Pin 8: Clear To Send

Pin 9: Ring Indicator

The pins 5, 6, and 7 are handshake lines which can be controlled by the user. The
MODEM address in the HP-controller of the serial interface is 9. The handshake control
register is number 5. With this register it is possible to control the handshake lines.
In table 4.1 the commands and the values of the inputs of the interface are given (see
figure 3.10). The handshake lines used are the Request to Send (Direction) and the Data
Terminal Ready (Start pulse). When the output is low, the output voltage of the line is

Table 4.1: Function of RS-232 commands.

Commands Direction Start pulse
control 9,5;0 H H
control 9,5;1 H L
control 9,5;2 L H
control 9,5;3 L L

-11 Volt. vVhen the user changes the output to high the line returns to its normal state,
i.e. 11 Volt.

The relays in figure 3.10 are connected with the RS-232 port of the HP-computer. For
generating a start pulse and setting the direction of rotation the following commands are
required:
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Command 1: CONTROL 9,5jA

Command 2: CONTROL 9,5jA+l

Command 3: CONTROL 9,5jA

Chapter 4. Software

The parameter A defines the direction of rotation. For clockwise rotation A is equal to 2,
and for counter clockwise rotation A is equal to O.

Figure 4.5: Photograph of the HP-controller, the interface, and the rotating table controller.
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Measurement Results

5.1 Introduction

Before we are able to verify the calculated SSF-patterns with measurements, we need to
adjust the experimental setup. This means that, using the laserbeam as a reference, the
rotating table and the Rx probe must be positioned correctly according to the coordinate
system defined in paragraph 4.3.2. Since we do not want to repeat the procedure of
adjustment every time a new SSF-pattern is measured, the coordinates ofthe rotating table
and the Rx probe must remain fixed. The T x probe is now positioned at the coordinates
(0.182, - 0.006, 0.316) (all coordinates are in metres), whereas the Rx probe is positioned at
the coordinates (1.136, 0.000, 0.318). The end of the arm is positioned at the coordinates
(0.689, 0.000, 0.000) for ¢ = a 0. Since the screen is fixed to the end of the arm with the
connecting structure, the parameter Offset is equal to 0.689 metres. Only the height and
width of the screen will be changed during the verification of the calculated SSF-patterns.

The SSF-pattern can be determined by subtracting the measured pattern without from
the pattern with the screen. Further on in this report the measurement without obstacle
will be referred to as feed-pattern measurement, whereas the measurement with obstacle
will be referred to as measurement of the field distribution behind the screen. However,
before these measurements can be performed the experimental setup needs to be calibrated.

5.2 Calibration method

The accuracy in frequency domain measurements is greatly influenced by external factors.
Parts of the experimental setup such as interconnecting cables and test sets all introduce
variations in magnitude and phase of the measured signal. Since the magnitude and phase
of these errors are unknown, these errors may add cumulatively and can actually distort
the measurement.

To suppress these errors, calibration of the measurement equipment is necessary. 'rVe
have used the frequency response calibration feature, since this kind of calibration is of
ten used for transmission measurements. When calibrating, the 521 (or 5 12 ) frequency
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response is measured as a reference and all deviations from the ideal 0 dB and 0 0 phase
frequency response are stored in, what is called, a calibration set. All subsequent transmis
sion measurements are now multiplied by the inverse of the complex reference 8 21 frequency
response. When the experimental setup changes, the magnitude and phase characteristics
of the initial 8 21 frequency response are incorrect. Hence, the calibration set must be
replaced by a new set.

A problem encountered with the calibration of the designed experimental setup is the
presence of the reflected wave from the CV-4 absorber. Since the incident wave hits the
absorber with a incident angle of approximately 24 0, a considerable variation of the fre
quency response can be expected due to constructive and destructive interference between
the direct and reflected wave (see table 3.3). An easy way to resolve this problem is to
calibrate the setup in such a way that the reflected wave is accounted for. However, this
method has two disadvantages. Firstly, it is very difficult to obtain an accurate compen
sation for the reflected wave, because the magnitude and phase characteristics from the
reflected waves are not unique. Especially, when the table is rotating, and consequently
the absorber is also moving, the reflection coefficient may vary considerably. Secondly,
figure 5.1 shows that the reflected wave will be blocked when a screen is mounted to the
arm. However, in the calibration set the reflected wave is accounted for. Therefore, a cal
ibration error will be introduced when measuring the field distribution behind the screen.
Figure 5.2 shows that this calibration results in a maximum residual calibration error of

Tx Rx
~ ~/~ Tx....... /...... /

~
a b

Rx

Figure 5.1: Alultipath propagation when measuring without screen (a); Blocking of the re
flected wave when measuring with screen (b).

approximately 0.4 dB in the frequency response.
A way to avoid these problems is to calibrate only for the direct wave and to suppress

the reflected wave using time domain gating. The method is as follows: first a non
calibrated time domain surveying measurement is performed in order to identify the direct
and reflected wave. After placing a gate around the direct wave, the frequency response
calibration is performed. We have called this method of calibration gated calibration.
When using this method, only the magnitude and phase characteristics of the direct wave
are important, and used as a reference. Figure 5.3 shows that now a maximum residual
calibration error of 0.15 dB is obtained.
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Figure 5.3: Residual calibration error when gated calibration is applied.
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As shown in figures 5.2 and 5.3, calibration nearly provides a 0 dB amplitude frequency
response. In the time domain this response results in an unity pulse at a relative time of
oseconds. The width of the pulse depends on the frequency span used (equation (3.5)).

Since only the direct wave is accounted for when using gated calibration, more (un
wanted) signals can be expected in the time domain response. For example, reflections
from the ceiling, walls and floor will be observed in the measurements. These contribu
tions can be removed by using the gating feature. The gate must be set in a manner that
all the wanted contributions, such as the direct and diffracted waves, fall inside the gate.
The start and stop time of the gate are defined by:

gatestart :::; tdirect - t..6.t (5.1)
gatestop ~ tdij jr + 2..6.t

where tdirect is the time of receiving the direct wave, and tdij jr is the time of receiving the
diffracted wave with the largest path of propagation. The parameter ..6.t represents the
pulse width defined by equation (3.5). It is obvious that after calibration the direct wave
can be found at 0 seconds, so tdirect = 0 s. An example is given in figure 5.4.

10
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Figure 5.4: Determination of the gate settings: the measured direct and
reflected wave ( ), and the expected diffracted waves (- - - - -)
after calibration.

As already stated before, two measurements need to be performed in order to obtain
the SSF-pattern. The feed-pattern measurement can be considered as the determination
of the free-space level weighted with the radiation patterns of the rectangular waveguides.
Since we have calibrated only the direct wave, constructive and destructive interference can
be expected between the direct and reflected wave (see figure 5.5). In order to remove this
interference, the dataprocessing technique frequency smoothing can be used, provided
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that the smoothing factor is equal to n times the periodicity of the interference pattern
(n= 1,2,3, .. ). In figure 5.5 a smoothing factor of 17% is used, which corresponds to n=1. It
is clearly visible that a reduction of the interference is obtained. When measuring the field

O.2~-........----r---.----r---.,......-........,r----....,.----,

0.15

-0.15

-o.2L..-----'--~--.........--.........--"'------''-----.a.--......
~ Q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ M

frwqUerlCY [CHz]

Figure 5.5: Smoothed (- - - - -) and non-smoothed (----) frequency response

distribution behind the screen, the smoothing feature is not used since the reflected wave
is absent and we are particularly interested in the constructive and destructive interference
behind the screen. In paragraph C.1 an article is included, which describes this method of
calibration.

5.3 Determination of the SSF pattern

A series of five measurements has been performed, where only the width and height of the
screen have been changed. As mentioned before, the relative position of the T x and Rx
probe remains unchanged during this series at a = 0 o. Therefore, only one feed-pattern
is needed. Of course, the gate must be set such that the direct and diffracted EM waves,
independent of the choice of the screen, fall inside the time gate.

As described in the previous paragraph, the time gate depends on two factors: the pulse
width and the latest arrival time of any diffracted wave. The time offset of any diffracted
wave is defined as the time at which this wave arrives at the Rx probe relative to the direct
wave (tdirect = 0 s). According to equation 3.5, the pulse width depends on the frequency
span used. Surveying measurements showed that when a frequency span of 20 GHz is
used, dispersion due to the waveguides and or the probes will disturb the measurements.
It is obvious that by reducing the frequency span less dispersion will occur. After more
surveying measurements, a frequency span of 8 GHz with fatart equal to 46 GHz turned
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out to be very satisfactory, and resulted in a pulse width of 0.24 ns. For more information
about dispersion in rectangular waveguides see [10]. With simulations we have calculated
that the largest propagation path of a diffracted wave is approximately 1.25 metres, which
results in tdillr=l ns. To be on the safe side, we have selected the following gate settings:
gatestart=-0.5 ns and gatestop=1.5 ns.

As mentioned in chapter three, the aliasing-free range depends on the number of fre
quency points and the frequency span. Taking the maximum allowed number of 801 fre
quency points, the aliasing-free range is equal to 30 metres, which is large enough since
the length of our direct signal propagation path from the port 1 connector to the port 2
connector is equal to about 8 metres.

In chapter four it has been explained that a considerable time delay will be introduced
if all 801 spectral components will be saved on the hard-disk of the HP controller. To solve
this problem, we have chosen to save only the spectral component located at 50 GHz.

The free space loss for a wave at for this frequency is equal to 66 dB. Keeping in mind
that the T x and Rx probes provide an averaged gain of approximately 4 dB within the
allowed rotation angle span of ±30 0 (see figure 3.12), a signal to noise ratio of 27 dB is
obtained. Taking an averaging factor of 256, the SIN ratio is increased with 24 dB to
51 dB.

5.3.1 Measurement of the feed-pattern

In figure 5.6 the measured and theoretically expected feed-pattern is shown. As expected,
the measured feed-pattern differs from the simulated one. According to [9], the real radi
ation pattern is narrower due to currents flowing on the outside walls of the waveguide,
which are not accounted for by the theory, Notice that the rotation angle a is not equal to
the azimuth angle 0 of the antenna. This would only be the case if the T x probe would be
positioned at the origin of the coordinate system (see figure 4.2). We have calculated that,
using the configuration defined in the introduction of this chapter, azimuth angles up to
30 0 are reached. Further, it is very likely that there exists a mispointing of the antennas.
Since the apertures are so small (2.388 by 4.775 mm), it is very hard to determine in which
direction the antennas are pointing exactly.

The major problem of measuring the feed-pattern is the presence of the reflected wave.
It is clearly shown that the reflected wave disturbs the feed-pattern measurement. The
use of the smoothing feature suppresses the reflected wave, and thereby improves the feed
pattern.

5.3.2 Measurement of the field distribution behind the screen

Before we start measuring the field distribution behind the screen, we have to keep in
mind that the dynamic range of the VNA and the rotation angle of the rotating table are
limited. This means that the width and the height of the screen must be adapted to these
values in order to obtain a representative field distribution.
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Figure 5.6: !vleasured feed-pattern after frequency smoothing ( ), and without fre-
quency smoothing (- . - . - . -); theoretical feed-pattern (- - - - -).

In table 5.1 the values are given of the screen parameters of all the screens we have
used for the SSF-pattern determinations. Since all the screens have vertices as corners,
R1,2 = O.

Table 5.1: Screen parameters of all five screens used (all dimensions are in metres)'

~ parameter ~ set 1 I set 2 I set 3 I set 4 I set 5 ~

d1 0.151 0.150 0.151 0.125 0.174
d2 0.149 0.150 0.149 0.125 0.176
Zob 0.356 0.336 0.386 0.356 0.356

Offset 0.684 0.689 0.684 0.687 0.684

If we examine the screen parameters, we see that the offset of the screen differs from
the offset defined in the introduction of this chapter. An explanation for this is that, in
order to keep the screen free from shaking when the table is rotating, the screen has two
diagonal folds. Therefore, the screen will bend a little bit towards the T x probe. Secondly,
the absorber and the metallic screen placed on the wooden arm have a certain weight which
causes a bending of this wooden arm. Due to these factors the value of the offset of the
screen is not constant.

In parameter set 1, the screen parameters used for our first measurement of the field
distribution behind the screen are specified. The width d = d l +d2 of the screen is 30 em
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Figure 5.7: Field distribution behind the screen.
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and the relative height 6.z = Zob - zp is equal to 4 cm.
Figure 5.7 shows the field distribution as a function of the rotation angle a. Subtracting

this pattern from the feed-pattern given in figure 5.6, results in the SSF-pattern shown in
figure 5.8. As can be seen in this figure, an excellent agreement is found between the
determined and simulated SSF-pattern. One major discrepancy between the theoretical
and practical result is that the power level of the spikes are not exactly the same. Since
the aperture of the Rx probe has a certain finiteness, the averaged field over the aperture
is measured and not the field strength at a field point.

The measurement presented in figure 5.7 is used as a starting point from which four
other measurements have been performed. Firstly, two measurements have been performed
where the height of the screen has been varied. Figure 5.9 shows the first field distribution
measurement, which was already presented in figure 5.7, with two additional field distri
bution measurements where the relative height of the screen has been varied to 6.z =2 cm
and 6.z =7cm, respectively (see parameter sets 2 and 3). The lines which are labelled
with an "h", represent the simulated diffraction contribution from the horizontal edge. It
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Figure 5.9: Field distributions behind the screen with varying height:
6.z=2 em (- - - - -), 6.z=4 em ( ), 6.z=7 em (_. -. _. -).

can clearly be seen that the average power level of the field distibution behind the screen,
and therefore also of the SSF-pattern, is mainly determined by the diffraction contribution
from the horizontal edge.

After subtraction of the two measured field distributions from the feed-pattern, we
obtain two SSF-patterns which are presented in figure 5.10 and 5.11. As mentioned in
chapter two, corner diffraction becomes more important when the parameter 6.z becomes
smaller. It can be seen from the calculated SSF-pattern shown in figure 5.10 that indeed
continuity is maintained at the incident shadow boundaries.
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Figure 5.11: The SSF-pattern with d=30 cm and tlz=7 cm;
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Figure 5.12: The SSF-pattern with d=25 cm and .6..z=4 cm;
( ) practical result, (- - - - -) theoretical result.
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The SSF-pattern presented in figure 5.11 shows more discrepancies, especially at a P:j

-10 o. Since we are now measuring with a relative large ~z, the amplitude of the diffrac
tion contribution from the horizontal edge is comparable to the contributions from the
vertical edges. Therefore, a more accurate determination of the geometrical screen pa
rameters is desired, since the fluctuations of the SSF-pattern are now determined by both
the diffraction contributions from the horizontal and vertical edges and not only by the
diffraction contributions of the vertical edges.

Furthermore, two measurements have been performed where the width d of the screen
has been varied in order to examine the resulting interference pattern behind the screen.
The relative height ~z of the screen remains fixed to 4 cm during these measurements.
The screen parameters can be found in parameter set 4 and 5. Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show
the SSF-patterns determined with d =0.25 m and d =0.35 m, respectively. As expected, a
wider (narrower) screen resulted in a more (less) widening of the SSF-pattern with more
(less) spikes, thereby leaving the average SSF power level nearly unaffected at a = 0 o.

The errorbars determine the accuracy of the measurements (see paragraph 5.5.1).

5.4 Time domain measurements

Since we are able to produce time domain responses with the VNA using a Fourier trans
form, we have also examined the diffraction process in the time domain. These time domain
measurements not only inform us about the power level of the individual diffraction con
tributions, but also provide information about the time offset of the pulses.

It is stated in chapter two that for a high time domain resolution the frequency span
must be as large as possible. Therefore, we have taken a frequency span B of 18 GHz
with !start =41 GHz. The resolution is then equal to 0.107 ns (or 0.032 metres). Taking
801 frequency points, the aliasing-free range equals 13.35 metres. Since the frequency span
used has been changed, a new calibration set must be defined. The procedure as described
in paragraph 5.2 has been repeated in order to obtain an accurate calibration set.

For comparison with the SSF-pattern determinations, the time domain measurements
have been performed on one of the finite-width screens described in table 5.1. Since we
have a finite resolution in the time domain response, sufficient time spacing between the
separate diffraction contributions is necessary. It is obvious that in this case we must use
the widest screen, which is defined by parameter set 5. Considering only the diffraction
contributions from the horizontal edge and the vertical edges, simulations showed that
when a P:j 3 ° enough spacing is guaranteed.

In table 5.2 and 5.3 the measured and simulated values of the amplitude and the time
offset of the diffraction contributions are given. vVe have performed five time domain
measurements within the rotation span from 2.8 to 3.2 0, in order to verify the validity of
these time domain measurements.

The power level of the measured diffraction contributions from the horizontal edge
shows an excellent agreement with the simulated diffraction contributions and the average
power level of the SSF-pattern already presented in figure 5.13. Comparison of the power
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Table 5.2: Amplitude of the simulated and measured diffraction contributions.

Angle Meas. Zob Sim. Zob Meas. d2 Sim. d2 Meas. dl Sim. d1

[degrees] [dB] [dB] [dB] [dB] [dB] [dB]

2.8 -15.7 -15.69 -34.4 -32.90 -38.2 -37.41
2.9 -15.7 -15.69 -34.6 -32.80 -38.0 -37.50
3.0 -15.7 -15.69 -33.3 -32.70 -39.1 -37.60
3.1 -15.8 -15.69 -33.4 -32.60 -37.5 -37.66
3.2 -15.7 -15.72 -32.6 -32.50 -37.9 -37.75

Table 5.3: Time offset of the simulated and measured diffraction contributions.

Angle Meas. Zob Sim. Zob Meas. d2 Sim. d2 Meas. dl Sim. dl

[degrees] [ps] [ps] [ps] [ps] [ps] [ps]

2.8 6.25 10.00 156.25 153.33 281.25 272.33
2.9 6.25 10.00 153.13 151.67 271.88 275.00
3.0 6.25 10.00 150.00 149.67 271.88 277.67
3.1 6.25 10.00 146.88 147.67 281.25 280.67
3.2 6.25 10.00 140.63 145.67 284.38 283.33
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level of the diffraction contributions from the vertical edges with the simulations shows
that some discrepancies are present. This can be explained by the fact that we have
only considered the diffraction contributions from the horizontal edge and the vertical
edges and not the corner diffraction contributions. Simulations show that the diffraction
contribution from the knife edge dl (d2 ) arrives about 0.01 ns earlier at the Rx probe than
the corresponding diffraction contribution from the corner point R l (R2 ). Since the pulse
width is equal to approximately 0.1 ns, the corner diffraction contribution just coincides
with the diffraction contribution from the corresponding vertical edge, and can therefore
not be distinguished. Secondly, the phase of the diffraction contributions from the vertical
edges depends strongly on an accurate determination of the geometrical screen parameters.
A slight misdetermination can easily result in a relative large error. Furthermore, we have
performed the time domain measurements with a frequency span of 18 GHz, which will
result in more errors due to dispersion.

Considering the time offset of the measured and simulated diffraction contributions
in its entirety, good agreement is found for all the measurements. Comparing the mean
values of the time offset of the simulated diffraction contributions with the time offset of
the measured contributions, results in an absolute time error of approximately 4 ps (or
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1.2 mm).
In figure 5.14 the diffraction contributions from the horizontal edge and the vertical

edges can be distinguished. The dashed lines represent the simulated diffraction contri
butions. It can be cleary seen that the simulated amplitude and time offset of the pulses
gives a reasonable agreement with the measured contributions. The SIN ratio is given by
the horizontal line. Besides the diffraction contributions more contributions can be found
in the time domain response given. However, these contributions are attributed to time
domain filtering and the Fourier transform procedure of the VNA.

In figure 5.15 the height of the screen has been increased in such a way that the
diffraction contributions from the horizontal edge and the corner points arrive much later
at the Rx probe. It can be clearly seen that a reasonable agreement has been found.
But also in this case the dispersion appears to have a strong influence on the amplitude
of the diffraction contributions from the vertical edges. The time offset of the simulated
diffraction contributions again shows good agreement.
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Figure 5.14: Time domain measurement with diffraction contributions from all edges and
corners; measured ( ) and theoretically (- - - - -) obtained time
domain response. The line-dotted line represents the SIN ratio.

In appendix C two articles are included which both describe the measurements results
completed with a comparison with the simulations.
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5.5 Accuracy of the measurements

As described in chapter three it is now very easy to connect the screen to the wooden
arm. The major problem is how to determine the geometrical parameters accurately. It is
obvious that the determination of the geometrical parameters introduces errors. Figure 5.16
shows, for example. what happens to a diffracted ray when a screen is not placed at the
desired position. Firstly, misplacement of the screen changes the phase of the separate

Sh ··..:.J··················· .'. 'O\J.O.W::::::::::::: '. '.
...... ·R··············· .

• 00 .... 'egro.noO 00'....... . .................... .

Figure 5.16: Errors due to misplacement of the screen.

diffraction contributions and will therefore change the interference pattern. Secondly, a
wider, narrower, or a shifted shadow region will be found behind the screen [4]. This can
especially be seen at the shadow boundaries where the SSF-pattern has a steep slope.

As mentioned before, a laserbeam is used to place the centre of the rotating table at
the origin of the coordinate system. Since the beamwidth is equal to approximately 1 mm,
we can determine a lateral displacement of the centre with an accuracy of ±1 mm. Due to
the folds in the screen and the bending of the wooden arm, an accurate determination of
the geometrical screen parameters Offset and Zob is difficult to obtain. According to the
specifications given in chapter three, an accuracy of ±2 mm is realistic. The determination
of the width d of the screen is easier to perform. However, the major problem is to determine
the position of the vertical edges, related to the parameters d1,2. Since the parameters d1,2

are determined relative to the axis of the wooden arm, we expect the same accuracy of
±1 mm as for the determination of the centre of the table.

5.5.1 Accuracy of the determination of the SSF-patterns

A straightforward, but wrong, way to obtain the error in the determined SSF-pattern, is
subtracting the simulated result from the practical result. Figure 5.11 reveals that using
this method, discrepancies up to 20 dB can be expected, which are not representative.
More interesting is to examine the deformation of the SSF-pattern as a function of the
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screen parameters. The accuracy analysis we have applied, is described in the following
steps:

step 1: The simulation which corresponds to the determined SSF-pattern is again per
formed with a high rotation resolution of 0.01 o.

step 2: There are four parameters which influence the position of the screen: the centre
of the rotating table, the position of the vertical edges, the offset, and the height of
the screen. As a function of one of these parameters, for example the position of the
vertical edges, simulations are performed with the same resolution of 100 points per
degree.

step 3: We now have two series of numbers which represent the original and the de
formed SSF-pattern. After correlation of these series we find a maximum correlation
coefficient at a certain angle as. This shift angle as is compared with the resolution
of the rotating table in order to verify whether these discrepancies can actually be
determined in the SSF-pattern.

step 4: The deformed SSF-pattern is shifted back over the angle -as found in step 3.
The root square (RS) value of the error is now minimal between the series. The RS
error 8d1 •2 can now be found using the following equation:

M a[n]2
8d 2 = L --=---=--

1, n=l M-1
[dB] (5.2)

The parameter a[n] contains the original SSF-pattern subtracted from the shifted
SSF-pattern. The parameter M is the length of the series.

step 5: By repeating step 3 and 4 we obtain the shift angle and the RMS value of the
error as a function of the positioning error of the vertical edges.

step 6: Repeat step 3 to 5 for the other parameters, as specified in step 2.

This procedure, which mainly examines the deformation of the interference pattern, has
been applied to the first screen we have used for the SSF-pattern determination. Firstly,
we have varied the height of the screen and the offset with

~Zob

~Offset
Zob + ~l

Offset + ~l

with - 0.5 ~ !::.l ~ 0.5
with - 0.5 ~ !::.l ~ 0.5

(5.3)

where, according to parameter set 1, Offset=0.684 m and zob=0.355 m. The parameter
!::.l is given in em. The results are given in figure 5.17. The vertical lines in this figure
represent the feasible accuracy of the determination of the parameters Zob and Offset.
Since varying the parameter Zob only results in a different average power level of the SSF
pattern, the shift angle as is equal to ao. Varying the offset of the screen results in a
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Figure 5.17: RS value of the error bOf fset and b Zob as a function of the variation of the offset
and the height of the screen.

different average power level as well as a more (or less) widening of the SSF-pattern. It is
obvious that in this case the shift angle as is also equal to 0 o.

We have also applied this accuracy analysis for the position of the vertical edges and the
centre of the rotating table. The RS values of the errors bdl 2 and beentre can be neglected
when compared to the errors introduced when varying the height and the offset of the
screen. Varying the position of the vertical edges and the centre of the table, merely
introduces a shift and no deformation of the SSF-pattern, comparable to the scanning
of an antenna beam when laterally displacing the feed. According to the specifications,
an accuracy of ±1 mm is feasible in the determination of the parameters d1,2 and the
centre. Within this range, the shift angle as remains below the resolution of the rotating
table, which is 0.1 o. Therefore, this variation can hardly be distinguished in the practical
SSF-pattern determination, and is not of interest.

In table 5.4, the maximum RS values of the errors are given when the screen parameters
have been varied with ~Zob = ~Of f set =2 mm and ~dl,2 = ~centre =1 mm. The total
error btotal is obtained using the following equation:

(5.4)

where beal is the residual calibration error equal to 0.15 dB.
This table shows that, when measuring with a relative large ~z, a larger error is ob

tained. An explanation for this is that, when the power level of the diffraction contribution
from the horizontal edge is large compared to the power level of the contributions from the
vertical edges, the interference pattern is merely determined by the diffraction contribution
from the horizontal edge with a small fluctuation caused by the interfering contributions
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Table 5.4: The RS values and the total error derived when varying the geometrical screen
parameters according to the specifications.

SSF-pattern Do!!set Dzoo Ddl,2 Dcentre Dtotal
~z [em] d [em] [dB] [dB] [dB] [dB] [dB]

4 30.0 00464 0.843 0.040 0.047 0.976
2 30.0 0.127 0.349 0.015 0.016 00404
7 30.0 0.506 2.272 0.107 0.118 2.336
4 25.0 0.220 0.838 0.046 0.048 0.882
4 35.0 0.277 0.774 0.044 0.047 0.839

from the vertical edges. However, with increasing ~z the power level of the diffraction
contribution from the horizontal edge decreases, thereby introducing a larger deformation
of the interference pattern. Examining figure 5.17, it can clearly be seen that indeed a
larger error is obtained when a measurement has been performed with a relative larger ~l,

and hence a larger ~z, according to equation (5.3).
Furthermore, this table shows that the errors Dd1,2 and Dcentre depend on ~z. Increasing

the relative height ~z results in larger errors Ddl2 and Dcentre. Again, this can be explained
by the decreasing power level of the diffraction contribution from the horizontal edge. The
shift angles as is smaller than the resolution of the table for all screens, and can therefore
not be distinguished.

In figures 5.8 and 5.10 to 5.13 the errorbars represent the error Ototal given in table 504.

5.5.2 Accuracy of the time domain measurements

As already mentioned in paragraph 504, an accurate determination of the screen parameters
is necessary in order to obtain good measurement results. Since we have performed the
time domain measurements on the screen with parameters ~z =4 em and d = d l +
d2 =35 em, the error Ototar=0.839 dB can also be used in conjunction with the time domain
measurements.

Furthermore, since we use a frequency span of 18 GHz, errors due to dispersion can
be expected. Surveying measurements showed that dispersion disturbs the measured fre
quency response, and therefore the time domain response.

Finally, we have only considered the diffraction contributions from the horizontal and
the vertical edges. Since the diffraction contributions from the corner points nearby coin
cide with the diffraction contributions from the vertical edges, we can expect constructive
and destructive interference between these contributions, thereby altering the power level
of the diffraction contributions from the vertical edges.
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Conclusions and Recommendations

6.1 General conclusions

We have proved that the use of anechoic room is not always necessary for microwave
measurements. Usually, in an anechoic room the reflections are suppressed by the absorbers
mounted to the walls, floor, and ceiling of a room. However, if the room is large enough,
these unwanted signals can also be suppressed using dataprocessing techniques on the VNA.
This principle has been used for the measurements described in this report. To perform
field distribution measurements behind obstacles with simple shapes, an experimental setup
has been built, which operates according to the specifications.

Since the size of the experimental setup must be relatively small for obtaining a suffi
cient signal to noise ratio, and in order to perform scaled measurements, some problems
were encountered in calibrating the measurement equipment. The major problem was the
presence of nearby reflected waves from the setup which could not be suppressed using
time domain gating. Calibration for these reflected waves introduced measurement errors,
since in subsequent measurements these reflected waves were for some reason absent. It
was shown that the residual calibration errors could be reduced by using a new calibration
method. Using time domain gating during the calibration, only the magnitude and phase
characteristics of the direct wave were measured and were used as a reference. The major
advantage of this calibration method is that no fundamental calibration errors are intro
duced, since the calibration set is solely based on the direct wave. Unwanted reflections,
which introduce the characteristic two-ray frequency response, are eliminated using the
freqeuncy smoothing feature on the VNA, together with a suitable smoothing ratio.

The UTD model developed in [4], extended with the corner diffraction contributions in
this report, proves to be very accurate. The practical SSF-patterns we have determined,
show excellent agreement with the theory. Most of the discrepancies can be explained by
the introduction of errors in the determination of the dimensions and the relative position of
the finite-width screen. Especially when measurements are performed with a large relative
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height of the screen, the determination of the screen parameters becomes very important.
The SSF-pattern simulations show that corner diffraction indeed maintains continuity at
the diffraction shadow boundaries. Furthermore, as expected for a small relative height
of the screen, the average power level of the SSF-pattern in the shadow region is mainly
determined by the diffraction contribution from the horizontal edge. Increasing the screen
width results in a widening of the SSF-pattern with more interference peaks. Decreasing
the width of the screen results in the opposite effect.

We have also performed time domain measurements, which have been verified with the
simulations. Again, the UTD model correctly calculates the time offset and amplitude of
the individual diffraction contributions.

From the presented results it can therefore be concluded that the 5-ray UTD model
gives an accurate description of the diffraction of EM waves at a finite-width screen, and
that it can reliably be used for prediction of the field strength behind, and the site shielding
performance of the object.

6.2 Concluding remarks

During the measurements we have gained some important experiences. Since we want to
pass these experiences over to whoever will perform measurements with the VNA in the
future, we give a summary of these experiences.

Firstly, before we are able to perform measurements with the VNA, we need to examine
the HP-manuals. We had the opportunity of attending a course given by Hewlett-Packard.
The advantage of this course is that the user is not afraid anymore to work with such a
costly piece of measurement equipment. Furthermore, the information in the manuals is
much more accessable. Instead of three weeks for reading all the manuals, now only one
week is needed to obtain the desired information.

"Ve have used the HP-computer for remote controlling of the VNA. This computer can
very easily be connected with a General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) to the VNA. The
operating system on the computer uses the BASIC language, and is therefore very simple
to comprehend. However, the computer becomes very slow since the programs written in
BASIC are not compiled, but executed line by line. The main advantage of this operating
system is that it is completely adapted to the internal commands of the VNA. In the
manuals we found simple programs, which we could use for our measurements. Notice
that it is very important to read the HP-computer manuals correctly, since the BASIC
commands differ from the Disk Operating System (DOS) commands.

We have performed surveying measurements before we started to measure the actual
field distribution behind a screen. The reason for this is that in this way we have obtained
a fairly good feeling with the measurement equipment and the measured responses. In
this way, we discovered the dispersion problems, and the reflected waves from nearby the
experimental setup. So, by performing surveying measurements we know what to expect
in the measured responses.

In the manual about the HP8510C a complete description is given of the usage of the
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coaxial test set. For information about the mm-wave test set see chapter two, which is
called "operation" in the HP85106 manual. The installation of the mm-wave test set is not
easy and must be performed strictly as described in this chapter. Special attention should
be paid to the power menu before starting a measurement.

6.3 Recommendations

The experimental setup has been very useful for measuring diffraction effects at a finite
width screen. However, when measuring at a block type obstacle or any other kind of
three-dimensional object, a few problems will arise. Firstly, the weight of these three
dimensional obstacles causes extra bending of the wooden arm. Secondly, the determina
tion of the obstacle parameters becomes even more difficult. Also, if in the near future
antenna measurements need to be performed, a higher rotation resolution of the table is
desirable. Therefore, a new rotating table is necessary for the experimental setup, with at
least the following specifications: an axial load of 50 kg, table resolution of 0.01 0, standard
equipment connected to the table for easy determination of the obstacle parameters, and
feedback from the table to the computer, which reports about the current status of the
table.

After verification of the UTD model applied to a finite-width screen, this model can
also be verified on other kinds of obstacles, such as rounded and block type obstacles or
non-metallic obstacles. The modelling of an urban environment can be performed with
these obstacles, thereby becoming more realistic.

Although the usage of the HP-computer has many advantages, the computer is very
slow, which results in slow I/O operations. With a GPIB interface board, the VNA can be
connected with an ordinary DOS compatible computer, thereby improving the I/O flow of
the measured data and simplifying the remote control of the VNAo
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Appendix A

Corner Diffraction

A.I Corner diffraction from a vertex

Consider the geometry as described in figure 2.12. The finite-width screen is defined by
d1,2 = 0.5 and Zob = 0.5. Since the corners are vertices R1,2 = O. The source point Q
is placed in front of the finite-width screen at the coordinates (-1,0,0.25) (all in metres).
The receiver point P is placed behind the obstacle in such a way that the direct ray does
not exist (for example at the coordinates (1,0,0.25)). Now the field point P is moved
into the ey-direction. There are several contributions to be expected. Firstly, the edge
diffracted fields of the vertical edges. Secondly, the edge-diffracted field of the horizontal
edge and thirdly the corner-diffracted fields. When the field point is moved into the lit
region the direct field must be included to obtain the total field. This discontinuity due to
the sudden appearance of the direct field at the shadow boundary is compensated for by
the edge-diffracted fields of the vertical edges [5]. However, there is another discontinuity.
Consider the horizontal edge. A field point will be illuminated if the law of edge diffraction
is satisfied; that is, given that the incident ray at any point on the horizontal edge subtends
an angle Po with the edge tangent, the field point P is intercepted by a diffracted ray also
subtending an angle Po with this edge. Due to the finiteness of the horizontal edge, a
discontinuity occurs at the corner points of the horizontal edge. The diffraction cones at
these corner points can be viewed as shadow boundaries for the edge-diffracted rays. In
this appendix we will show that by using corner diffraction the abrupt termination of the
diffraction contribution from the horizontal edge is compensated for.

The corner-diffracted field at the corner associated with one corner and one edge with
spherical wave incidence is given by:

where

s'

s"(s' + s")
S(S + se) exp(-jks)

Se S
(A.l)
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and

Appendix A. Corner Diffraction

-exp(-j1rj4) [F(kLa(cp-cp'))IF( La(cp-cp')j.\ )1
2v!21rk sin 130 cos(ee~eel) kLca(1r + f30c - f3c)

F(kLa(cp + cp')) IF ( La(cp + cp')j.\ ) I]
cos( ee~eel) kLca(1r + f30c - f3c)

(A.3)

The geometry used for the derivation of the corner diffraction coefficients is shown in
figure A.I

.............

Figure A.l: Geometry for corner diffraction of a finite-width screen.

The distance parameters are given by:

and

5'5"
L = sin2 f3o

5' + 5"
(AA)

(A.5)

where 5' is the distance from the source point Q to the diffraction point De, and 5" is
the distance from De to the field point P. The parameter Pd is the caustic distance. The
obstacle is a finite-width screen with knife edges, so pd = Sc' The parameter 5 is the
distance from the corner to the field point P. The angle f3c is measured from the edge
tangent at the corner to the incident ray, whereas f30c is the angle measured from the edge
extension to the diffracted ray. The angle 130 is the angle between the incident ray directed
to diffraction point De and the edge. The diffraction point De does not have to lie on the
edge, but can lie also on the edge extension.

The modification factor
F ( La(cp =F cp')j.\ )

kLca(1r + f30c - f3c)
(A.6)
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is a heuristic function that insures that the diffraction coefficient will not change sign
abruptly when it passes through the shadow boundaries of the edge [6].

A corner is formed by the intersection of two edges such that with each edge there
is a corner-diffracted field component associated with it. Therefore, the theory of corner
diffraction must be applied on both edges. Firstly, the horizontal edge is considered. The
angles are all denoted with the superscript h. For simplicity the field component E~I is
considered to be equal to zero. However, the same theory can be applied to show that the
field is also continuous for E~I i= O. The field point P is positioned in such a way that the

diffraction point jj~ is near the corner diffraction point jj~. The following assumptions
can now be made:

I
S = Sc

s" = s

,B3c - ,B~ = € with €- 0

(A.7)

(A.S)

(A.9)

The argument of the modification factor is a constant divided by a(1r+ ,B~c- ,B~) = a(1r+ E).
It is found that when € - 0:

2 (1r + €) . (€) €2a(1r + €) = 2 cos -2- = 2sm2 2" ~"2 (A.I0)

Since € - 0, the argument of the modification factor becomes very large and therefore is
equal to one. Notice that in this case the corner diffraction coefficients are equal to the
edge diffraction coefficients as described in paragraph 2.3. The corner diffraction coefficient
c$(.i5~) change now in the following way:

C (jjh) = - exp(j1r/4) [F(kLa('P - 'P')) _ F(kLa( 'P + 'PI))]
$ e 2V21rk sin,B/) cos( 'P~'P') cos( ce~'P' )

(A.ll)

The parameters D~·h can now be evaluated by simplifying the following terms. The
term

Jsin,B~sin f3/)c
cos ,B/)c - cos,B~

can be rewritten by using:

cos(p) - cos(q) = -2 sin(~(p + q)) sin(~(p - q))
2 2

into

(A.12)

Jsin ,B~ sin f38c sin f3h sin ,Bh 1

cos,B/)c-cos,B~ - -2sin(~(,B8c+,B~)sin(~(,B/)c-,B~)) = -2sin,Bhsin(~€) = ~ (A.13)
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under the assumption that f3ge ~ f3~ ~ f3h and sin f = f for very small €. The term

F [kLea(7r + f3ge - f3~)] is given by:

F [kL,a(" + /3{;" - /3;)] - F (kL,f) '" J"~L, 1<1 exp(j,,/4)

7rk 2( Se
S

) IfIexp(j7r/4)
Se + S

The corner-diffracted field due to the horizontal edge, can now be found by substituting
A.7 and A.S into A.l and substituting A.13 and A.14 into A.2, which results in:

... ...... s' IfI
Ee,h = Ei(D~) . Cs(J3~) - exp(-jks)

s(s' + s) -2f

The corner diffraction theory must also be applied to the vertical edge. All angles are
now denoted with superscript v. The fieldcontribution E~I is still considered to be equal

to zero. When the field point P crosses the shadow boundary the following assumption
can be made:

<p - <p' = 7r + f

Substituting A.16 into A.2 gives the following expression:

where
A = - exp(j7r/4)

2J27rk sin f30

(A.16)

(A.17)

(A. IS)

(A.19)

(A.20)

J7rkL L .
B = -2- Lea(7r + f30e _ f3~) exp(J7r/4)

C = F( kLa( <p + <p')) IF ( La(<p + <p')/).. ) I
cos('P~'P) kLea(7r + f30e - f3~)

The corner-diffracted field due to the vertical edge can now be found by multiplying A.l
and A.2 with A.17, resulting in:

where

I

Ee,v = I· A(Bl:L - C)
f

S' s(s+se) Jsinf3~sinf3oe
s"(s' + s") Se cos f30e - cos f3~

F [kLea(7r + f3~e - f3~)1 exp(-j~+ ks ))
27rk

(A.2l)

(A.22)
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For to _ 0 equation (A.21) simplifies to:

EV = -I·A·Cc

which is continuous across the shadow boundary.
The diffracted field from the horizontal edge is given by:

Ed = { Ei(.De).V..j 8(8:~8) exp(-jks) in the shadow region E> °° in the lit region E < °
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(A.23)

(A.24)

The corner-diffracted field component associated with the horizontal edge is equal to Ed
multiplied by ~, provided E - °and therefore De = .Dc. Now the corner-diffracted field
can be defined by:

"'d ....-%- + Ec,v in the shadow region E > °
""<:/ ....%- + EC'v in the lit region E < ° (A.25)

where Ec,v is the corner diffraction component due to the vertical edge. The addition of
the edge-diffracted field and the corner-diffracted field gives:

{

.... ""<:/ .... ""d ....

Ecd = E: - j + EC'v = %- + EC'v E > °
!L + Ec,v to < 0
2

(A.26)

Equation (A.26) shows that the field is continuous across the shadow boundary and that
the direct field contribution and the diffraction contribution from the vertical edge are not
considered. This is done because the sum of these contributions is continuous across the
shadow boundary according to [5].

Corner diffraction is also valid for blocked type obstacles. In this case the contribution
from the third edge connected with the corner can be calcuted in a similar manner as
described in this section. Notice that the angle of the corner does not necessarily have to
be equal to 90 degrees. Therefore, the theory can be used for the corner of a pyramid, for
example.

A.2 Corner diffraction from a rounded edge

In this section we will show that the contribution from the rounded edges does not com
pensate for the abrupt termination of the contribution from the horizontal edge. The
Cartesian coordinate system as described in paragraph 2.4 is used.

Consider a finite-width screen with the parameters: d1,2 = 0.5, Zob = 0.5, and R1,2 =
0.06. Notice that R1,2 must be large compared to the wavelength for the VTD to be
valid. The field point Qis positioned on the coordinates (-1,0.25,0.44). The field point
P moves in the ey-direction and is about to cross the boundary which lies in the V-plane
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Figure A.2: A finite-width screen with rounded edges.

(see figure A.2). When the field point P is positioned at PI diffraction contributions can
be expected from the edges r I to r s. The total field can be found by:

(A.27)

Consequently, when field point P is positioned at P2 diffraction contributions can be ex
pected from the vertical edges r I ,2 and the rounded edge r 4 • The total field is now
proportional to:

.... t ....d ....d ....d
E p2 ,...., E r1 + E r2 + Er4 (A.28)

We must proove that Edif f = E~ - E~ = Et +Et is equal to zero and is continuous across
rl r2 3 :;

the boundary. When the field point PI is near the boundary, the following assumptions,
regarding the contributions from the edges r 3 and r s, can be made:

, ,...., ,
CP3 - CP3 ,...., CPs - CPs

L3 ~ Ls = L3 ,s

/33 ~ /35 = /33,5
D3 ~ Ds = D3 5,

Therefore, the diffraction coefficient 'D3 is equal to 'Ds. However, the term

(A.29)

(A.30)

(A.31)

(A.32)
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differs due to the fact that r3 is a straight edge and rS is a rounded edge. The caustic
distance pg is equal to 83, which is the distance between the field point Qand the diffraction
point D3 on the edge. The caustic distance pg is equal to:

with

d 8srp -
S - r + 8S

R2 sin2 (3s
r = - A (A A)n e ' 8' - 8

The caustic distance parameter can either be positive or negative.
contribution from the edges r 3 and r S is given by:

(A.33)

(A.34)

Now the diffraction

E- -E-i(D-)"n exp(-j k83,S) (
dif f - 3,S V3,S •

83,S

8'
3,S +

83,S(8~,S + 83,S)
(A.35)

where 8~,S is the distance from the field point Qthe diffraction point D3 ,s, and 83,S is the

distance to the diffractoin point D3 ,s.
Equation (A.34) shows that the caustic distance can be altered by varying the curvature

of the rounded edge. For every pg the field Ediff must be equal to zero. Equation (A.35)
shows that this is not the case. Therefore, a discontinuity occurs in the SSF-pattern
behind a finite-width screen with rounded edges. This is due to the fact that there is a
discontinuity in the radius of curvature of the edge of the screen. Notice that the radius of
curvature of the rounded edge must be large compared to the wavelength. Otherwise the
largeness parameter is smaller than one, and hence the UTD is not valid.

We have verified equation (A.35) with the discontinuity given in figure 2.13 in chapter
two. In this figure an error is obtained of approximately 5.5 dB. Substituting the param
eters given in paragraph 2.4.8 in equation (A.34) results in a negative caustic distance.
After calculation of the diffraction coefficients, we found a discontinuity of 5.7 dB which
agrees very well with the error in figure 2.13.



Appendix B

Radiation pattern of a Rectangular
Waveguide

Rigorously the radiation of a waveguide can be considered to arise from the current dis
tribution on the inside walls of the guide, which is just the current distribution associated
with the fields propagated in the interior of the waveguide, together with the currents
flowing from the open end out upon the exterior waveguide surface. The wave equations
are defined by:

(B.1)

with (see figure B.2)

2 2 fj2
\7 = \7 t + 8x2 (B.2)

Equations (B.1) and (B.2) are the differential equations that must be satisfied in the
dielectric regions of the waveguide. It is obvious that taken the boundary condition into
account, the Laplacian also depends on the x- and y-coordinates. There are different modes
of propagation in a waveguide, namely

L The transverse electromagnetic wave (TEM);

2. The transverse magnetic wave (TM);

3. The transverse electric wave (TE);

4. The hybrid waves.

In principle, a signal can be carried by different modes. This gives a certain level of
multi-mode interference which is generally not desired. Regarding the latter, the rectangu
lar waveguide appears to have better specifications than the circular waveguide. Figure B.1
shows the relative cutoff frequencies of the rectangular and circular waveguide. The TE10
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Figure B.l: The Relative Cutoff frequency a rectangular and circular waveguide.

mode has the lowest cutoff frequency in the rectangular guide, and the next cutoff frequency
is two times higher. In the case of the circular waveguide the next cutoff frequency is 1.3
times higher than the cutoff frequency of the fundamental TEll mode. For broadband
measurements without multi-modi interference the rectangular waveguide is preferred to
the circular waveguide. The cutoff frequency of the rectangular waveguide is given by:

(B.3)

The use of TEI0
reasons:

[ ]

1/2271" m7l" 2 n7l" 2

fcm,n = 271"Wcm ,n = # (~) + (T)
mode is preferred for the practical situation, partly for the following

1. Cutoff frequency is independent of one of the dimensions of the cross section. Con
sequently, for a given frequency this dimension may be made small enough so that
the TEI0 wave is the only wave which will propagate. In this way the multi-mode
interference is reduced.

2. The polarization of the field is well defined.

The characteristic impedance is given by [10]:

[

2] -1/2
ZTE = T) 1 - (2Aa) (B.4)

with 'T/ = Iif and A = Y= w#' In the TElO mode the cutoff frequency of the waveguide
from equation (B.3) becomes:

1
fc= --

2a#

The attenuation from conductor losses is [10]:

(B.5)

Q c = Rs [1 + 2ab (2
Aa) 2] (B.6)

bTl)1 - (A/2a)2 L- _

-------------
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with Rs being the surface resistivity.
The Huygens principle is applied to obtain the radiation field from the aperture field

distribution. The problem is solved with a few inaccuracies, namely the current distribution
over the exterior of the waveguide are neglected. But it is reasonable to assume that both
contributions are small. To calculate the radiation field at a point De outside the pipe, De is
surrounded by a surface containing the aperture, the exterior surface of the waveguide and
the sphere at infinity. The vector Huygens principle is applied to this surface. Figure B.2
shows the coordinate system. The rectangular coordinates (x,y) are used in the aperture,

z

~x

Figure B.2: The coordinate system of the waveguide.

and spherical coordinates (R, (), cp) are used to locate De. For the TEla mode the radiation
field reduces to [11]:

EB = - (;-) 2;;:k sin cp [1 +~ cos () + r (1 - 1310 cos ()) ]

[
cos(¥sinBcosCIJ) ] [sin(¥sinBsin CIJ)] (_ 'kR)

( )2 ()2 ,,6 . B • exp J">.'" sin Bcos CIJ - ~ T Sill Sill CIJ

E - - (1:.)2 1t"a
2

b COS1l'Jjcos() + fu + r (cos() _ 1310)]CIJ - e 2.\2R T k k

[
COS(¥SinBCOS CIJ ) [Sin(¥SinBSin CIJ)] (- 'kR)

( )2 ()2 ,,6 ' B • exp J">.'" sin Bcos CIJ - ~ T Sill SIn CIJ

with the phase constant defined as:

(B.7)

(B.3)

(B.9)

(B.lO)

and the reflection coefficient, r, defined as [11]:

r = ZTE - Zo
ZTE + Zo

The electric field is polarized in the ez-direction so that the xz-plane is the E-plane of the
system while the xy-plane is the H-plane.
a. E-plane, cp = 7f /2
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b. H-plane, r.p = 0

Eo = (!!)2 2a2b 1 + fu cos e+ r (1 - fu cos e)]
E 1r>.2R k k

. [Sin !If: sinO ] (_ 'kR)
71" ' 0 exp J
T sm

(B.ll)

E - - (!!)2 .".a
2

b [cos e+ fu + r (cos e_ fu)]
CP - E 2>.2R k k

• [ cos( T sinO) ] ex (_.kR)
(

7I"a • 0)2 (71")2 P J
T sm - '2

(B.12)

It will be observed that the E-plane pattern is essentially the pattern due to an uniformly
illuminated slit of width b. The aperture illumination as a function of y is distributed
sinusoidal, and determines the H-plane. Figure B.3 shows the E- and H-plane patterns
calculated with equations (B.ll) and (B.12).
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Figure B.B: Radiation pattern from a rectangular waveguide; frequency = 50 GHz;
a = 0.004775 [mj; b = 0.002388 [mj; (- - - - -) E-plane;
( ) H-plane.

Finally, the gain relative to an isotropic point source can be calculated. The power
radiated per unit solid angle in the peak gain direction, e= r.p = 0,

(B.13)

The total power radiated is obtained by integrating the Poynting vector over the aperture
[11] resulting in:
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P, _ (1 - Ifl2
)wpa3b,810

t - 411"2

The gain is, therefore, given by:

(B.14)

(B.15)



Appendix C

Articles

In this appendix two articles are included. The first article describes the measurement
technique we have used for our measurements and is already accepted for presentation
at the Antenna Measurement Techniques Association conference to be held in October
1992 at the Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. The authors are G.A.J. van Dooren,
M.G.J.J. Klaassen, and M.H.A.J. Herben.

The second article describes the measurement results, which are compared with the UTD
model. The authors are G.A.J. van Dooren, M.G.J.J. Klaassen, and M.H.A.J. Herben.
This article is submitted for publication.
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C.1. Large Bandwidth diffraction measurements.....

Large bandwidth diffraction measurements at
54 GHz using both time-domain filtering and
frequency smoothing

abstract

The paper describes the high frequency measurements of the fields diffracted at the edges
of an obstacle. The measurements are performed in an ordinary room, by using the time
domain filtering and frequency smoothing options of a vector network analyzer.

The field distribution on a cylindrical arc is measured without the obstacle, and with
the metallic obstacle present. The measurement approach in both cases proves to be rather
different: without the obstacle, a modified calibration method should be used together with
frequency smoothing, while in the presence of the obstacle, the same calibration set needs
to be used in conjunction with time domain filtering. In the latter case, however, the use
of frequency smoothing is not allowed.

The results of the two measurements sessions can be condensed into one parametric
curve expressing the additional attenuation of the radio signal, which is caused by the pres
ence of the object on the propagation path. Practical and theoretical curves are compared
for several object dimensions, and very good agreement is obtained in all cases.

Keywords: diffraction measurements, obstacle diffraction, UTD, interference reduction,
field strength prediction.

C.l.I Introduction

The topic of field strength prediction in an urban or mobile environment has received
much attention in the recent years. Statistical models [12, 13, 14] and deterministic mod
els [15, 16, 4] have been developed to predict characteristic multipath phenomena such
as fading and time-delay of the received signal. Obviously, these multipath phenomena
degrade system performance and limit the channel capacity. For this reason, the telecom
munications operators can benefit from prediction models in that they can design future
communication links with appropriate margins in field strength level at the users premises,
either fixed or mobile.

At the Telecommunications Division of Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT),
a field strength prediction method has been developed [4, 17], based on the principle
of site shielding. Actually, site shielding is an interference reduction technique [1] that
tries to raise the signal to interference ratio by introducing an additional attenuation for
the interfering wave, and keeping the desired (wanted) signal unaffected. A parameter
which expresses the effectiveness of the shielding is the site shielding factor (SSF), which
is defined as the ratio of the received power in the absence and presence of the obstacle(s),
respectively. As can be readily deduced from the SSF definition, the SSF expresses the
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level of the received field relative to the free space level.

In a practical situation, the field distribution without the obstacle is easily calculated
using the radio equation, while the received field with obstacles present needs to be calcu
lated using a more sophisticated method [4, 17]. Some requirements of the method needed
are that the wave-obstacle interactions are accurately modelled, that the method is rea
sonably fast and has a vectorial character. A method satisfying all of these requirements is
geometrical optics (GO), supplemented with the geometrical theory of diffraction (GTD),
or its uniform extension (UTD). An additional advantage of the methods mentioned is that
they are ray-based methods, which provide a clear physical insight in the wave propaga
tion, reflection, and diffraction mechanisms. Furthermore, GO and GTD jUTD facilitate
the calculations of channel characteristics such as the Doppler-shift and the power delay
profile. Together with the modelling of the urban environment by a standardized type of
obstacle [4], the use of GO and GTD/UTD is a powerful approach for both field strength
prediction and SSF calculation.

Obviously, the theoretical approaches mentioned need some practical verification. There
exist several options to perform this check, of which two are performing measurements ei
ther inside or outside. The latter type of measurements closely approximate the situation
encountered in practice, when installing a new telecommunications link. A major drawback
of this type of measurement, however, is that the measurement setup is very vulnerable
to (man-made) interference. Also external influences such as the weather can disturb the
measurement results, and can largely extend the time needed to complete the measure
ments. For foregoing reasons, one often carries out the measurements inside, where they
can be performed in a more controlled way.

For indoor measurements, the obstacles used for the modelling of the urban environment
can not have the dimensions of the original obstacles, so scaling of the obstacles is necessary
to build a compact measurement setup, and hence high frequencies are used. A drawback of
laboratory measurements is that reflections can disturb the results, and the high-frequency
measurements are more complex than low-frequency measurements that can be performed
outside. A simple, but expensive, solution to the reflection problem is to build an an-echoic
chamber. Another solution to suppress reflections is the use of data processing techniques
such as time-gating and frequency smoothing, which are present on most modern vector
network analyzers (VNA) such as the Hewlett-Packard 8510C.

In this paper, we describe the measurement setup for the verification of our model for
field strength prediction in mobile communications and site shielding. Also, we will discuss
the measurements performed without and with the obstacle, necessary to derive the SSF.
Actually, both measurements are field measurements, but it will be shown that they are
quite different from a measurement-technique point of view. Subsequently, the measured
SSF of two obstacles with a pre-determined geometry will be derived, and compared with
results obtained from a theoretical model based on GO and GTDjUTD. Main objectives
of the measurements are the verification of the theoretical prediction model mentioned,
and a general verification of the high-frequency methods GO, GTD and UTD.
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C.1.2 The measurement setup at EUT.

As mentioned in the former section, a major drawback of inside measurements are the
inherent reflections from walls, ceiling, floor and objects placed within the room. These
reflections can roughly be classified into two groups: near and distant reflections. The
distant reflections present in an an-echoic chamber are suppressed by absorbing panels
which are mounted against the walls, ceiling and floor. In an 'echoic' chamber, the distant
reflections can be suppressed using data processing techniques such as time gating, provided
the room is large enough, so that distant reflections can be distinguished in the time domain
from the wanted and obstacle diffracted field contributions. Henceforth, the near reflections
need to be dealt with in a separate way, depending on the actual geometry.

The measurements were performed in a standard room with dimensions 6m x 6m x 3m.
The choice of carrying out the measurements in an 'echoic' room has several implications
for the measurements. First of all, the measurements should be performed in the sweeped
frequency mode of the VNA, covering a frequency span large enough to obtain the desired
time-domain resolution. Actually, this gives a lower limit for the bandwidth needed. Also,
a balanced frequency-points to frequency-span ratio is needed to eliminate aliasing in the
time-interval of interest. Furthermore, a higher limit for the bandwidth used is set by
the frequency dependent radiation properties of the transmitting (Tx) and receiving (Rx)
antenna. In the verification measurements it is not desired that just a small portion of the
obstacle is illuminated by the Tx probe. Furthermore, the physical dimensions of the Rx
probe must be as small as possible in order to be able to measure the rapid spatial field
strength fluctuations behind the screen. This implies that the Tx and Rx probes should
not have a too directive pattern.

It was found that a rectangular waveguide carrying the TElO mode satisfies the re
quirements: the directivity is reasonable, while also the radiation properties of the WR19
waveguide are quite good in the frequency range of interest (40-60 GHz). A bandwidth of
8 GHz was found to be sufficient to perform the measurements, and within this bandwidth
nearly no dispersion is present. The bandwidth used results in a time-domain pulse-width
of 0.24ns, and this value will also be used in the theoretical simulations.

To guarantee the desired level of accuracy, the VNA is used in stepped-frequency mode.
This results in a measurement time of nearly 24 hours for 501 points. The measurement
setup without and with the obstacle can be found in figures C.l and C.2. In these figures,
the rotating table and the VN A are vizualized. An arm is mounted on the table such that
the obstacle, a finite-width screen with knife-edges, can be rotated. The photographs are
made from a location close to the Rx probe. Rotating the table results in a cylindrical
scan of the received field at the Rx location. The stepsize during this rotation is 0.1 0, and
usually scans are recorded from an angle of -25 0 to 25 0, resulting in a maximum of 501
points per scan. Each point in this scan takes approximately 3 minutes of measurement
time. In this period, the measurement data is acquired, processed and transferred to the
control computer. The computer also repositions the table and initializes the VNA for the
following measurement. The Tx and Rx probe are approximately 100cm apart, and the
distance from Tx to obstacle is 50cm.
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The dynamic range of our measurement setup, which is mainly limited by the signal to
noise ratio at the input of the VNA and its sensitivity, is approximately 45 dB. Note that
some of the near reflections are suppressed using absorbers, however, not all reflections
can be suppressed down to a sufficiently low level. Especially the wave reflected from the
absorber on which the screen is mounted will be difficult to suppress.

The finite-width screen used for the verification measurements is made from aluminum,
and its thickness is O.7mm, which is small compared to the wavelength. Therefore, the
rims of the obstacle can be regarded as knife-edges. A block diagram of the measurement
setup can be found in figure C.3, where also the network analyzer and control-computer
are visualized.

C.1.3 Calibration method and measurements.

A major problem in the calibration measurement of the VNA is the presence of the absorber
reflected wave. The constructive and destructive interference between the direct and the
reflected wave results in a characteristic fading behaviour of the received signal as function
of frequency. A straightforward, but wrong, way to eliminate this multipath propagation
is to calibrate the VNA such that the presence of the reflected wave is accounted for by the
analyzer software. This method has two disadvantages. Firstly, an accurate compensation
for the reflected wave is difficult to obtain, and after calibration a large residual error of
approximately ±O.4 dB remains in the (calibrated) frequency domain signal. Secondly, a
non-removable error is introduced in the measurement with the obstacle present, if this
same calibration set is used. In this case, the absorber reflected ray is absent, but its
compensation in the calibration set is still present! However, the calibration set for both
the measurements without and with the obstacle should be identical. This implies that the
correct solution for eliminating the absorber reflected wave is that the calibration set should
be related to the direct wave only. This is accomplished by using a gated calibaration, such
that all reflections are removed. Using this approach, the residual error after calibration
is much smaller (±O.15 dB). A visualization of the calibration results obtained using the
erroneous and correct approach can be found in figures C.4 and C.5, respectively. The
measurement procedure is now as follows. The first measurement, performed without
the obstacle, is an orientation measurement to figure out which time-domain signal is
the pulse of interest. Subsequently, a gated calibration is performed, and the resulting
calibration set is solely based upon the direct wave. The gate settings for both subsequent
measurements are determined from this calibration measurement without obstacle, and the
UTD-simulations with obstacle. The direct and reflected wave are vizualized in figure C.6,
while also the (theoretically) expected diffracted waves are indicated. The gate settings
should be such that as well the earliest wave in the time-domain, i.e. the direct wave,
as the latest wave, i.e. the diffracted wave with largest propagation path from Tx to Rx
probe, fall inside the selected time gate.

From the foregoing it is clear that for deducing the SSF, two measurements need to
be performed. The first measurement in the SSF verification is the determination of the
free-space level. Actually, this amounts more or less to the determination of the radiation
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pattern of the Tx probe.
Using the calibration set, the characteristic two-ray frequency response is now explicitly

present in the measurement without the obstacle. Although theoretically possible, we did
not use gating to suppress the absorber reflected wave, because the time-gate settings
should remain fixed in both measurements. To remove this interference pattern, frequency
smoothing can be used, provided the smoothing factor is equal to n times the periodicity
of the interference pattern (n = 1,2,3, .. ). The result of this smoothing operation can
be found in figure C.7, where a smoothing factor of 17% has been used. In this figure,
also the non-smoothed signal is shown. The resulting Tx probe pattern with and without
smoothing can be found in figure C.S, as function of the azimuth angle. .

The measurements in the presence of the obstacle are performed next. In this case no
frequency smoothing is employed, because we are specifically interested in the destructive
and constructive interference as function of frequency and position. In figure C.g, the field
distribution on the cylindrical arc can be found using the correct approach. The obstacle
used in this figure has a width of 30cm and a height of 35cm.

C.1.4 SSF determination.

Using the results from the measurements described in the former section, the SSF on the
cylindrical arc is easily deduced. In figure C.10, the SSF obtained from figures C.S and C.g
is shown, together with a theoretical result for the identical geometry. The theoretical result
is based on a multi-ray UTD analysis, including corner diffracted waves (paragraph 2.3.2).
The obstacle used has a width of 30cm and a height of 35cm. In both measurements with
the obstacles present, the Rx probe was positioned 4cm below the horizontal edge of the
obstacle.

It can be seen from this figure that excellent agreement exists between the practical
and theoretical results. Main discrepancies occur at the locations where sharp peaks exist
in the theoretical curve. Surely, the VNA has a finite dynamic range, and precisely at
the locations of the sharp peaks, the signal to noise ratio at the receiver input reaches a
minimum value. This problem can be solved by using an amplifier at the Tx side, such
that a higher signal to noise ratio is obtained at the Rx side, and a larger dynamic range
can be used. In figure C.11, an additional comparison is given of a wider screen. In this
case, the obstacle-width is 35 cm, and its height is also 35cm. Again, excellent agreement
is found.

From the complete series of measurements it was found that the main sources of error are
the positioning errors in the measurement setup, and the presence of residual error after
(gated) calibration. Using the simulations, it was found that rather large discrepancies
between theoretical and practical curves are also found in case the dimensions of the
obstacle are not determined accurately. In general, an error in determining the exact
width of the screen results in an amplification of this error at the location of the Rx probe:
a wider or narrower shadow region behind the plate is found, and the error in width is
multiplied by a proportionality constant> 1. This is especially manifest around the shadow
boundaries, where the SSF curve has a steep slope.
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C.1.5 Conclusions.
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The GO and UTD model, as initially developed in [4] and extended in this report, for th
modelling of site shielding proves to be very accurate. The practical and theoretical results
compare extremely well, and major discrepancies can be explained by the finite dynami
range of the measurement equipment; and the introduction of errors in the determination
of the dimensions and relative position of the obstacle. Furthermore, we have shown that,
in case of a calibration compensating for (strong) reflected fields, problems may arise,
when in a subsequent measurement these (compensated) reflected fields for some reason
are absent. The calibration set used incorporates these reflected fields, and they will
then automatically be present in the measurement results. It was shown that the error
introduced in the measurements can be reduced by using another calibration procedure. In
this procedure, the characteristic two-ray frequency response is eliminated using frequency
smoothing, while the calibration set used for all measurements is solely based on the direct
wave.

Concerning the SSF model verification, also non-metallic obstacles will be analyzed
in the near future. In the latter case, the SSF will be limited to some maximum by the
transmittivity of the object under test. Also three-dimensional obstacles will be analyzed,
such that the modelling of the urban environment is even more realistic. A theoretical
model concerning three-dimensional obstacles can be found in [17].
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Figure C.l: Measurement setup
without obstacle.

Figure C.2: Measurement setup with
obstacle.
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Figure C.3: Block diagram of the measurement setup.
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C.2 Measurement of diffracted electromagnetic fields
behind a thin finite-width screen

Abstract

A comparison between the measured and theoretically predicted site shielding factor (SSF)
of a thin finite-width screen is made. The SSF, which expresses the additional attenua
tion caused by an obstacle on the propagation path, is measured along a cylindrical arc
behind the screen at a frequency of 50 GHz. The measured SSF-curves compare very well
with those predicted by a theoretical model, which uses the uniform geometrical theory of
diffraction (UTD) and includes corner diffraction. The same holds for the measured and
theoretically derived time-domain results, which clearly demonstrate the ray behaviour of
the diffracted fields, as assumed in UTD.

Keywords: diffraction measurements, obstacle diffraction, field strength prediction.

C.2.! Introduction

Site shielding is an interference reduction technique that tries to introduce an additional
propagation loss for an interfering radio signal, while the desired radio signal remains
(nearly) unaffected. The propagation loss may be caused by a natural or man-made obsta
cle located on the propagation path, and the effectivity of the shielding is expressed by the
site shielding factor (SSF). The SSF is defined as the ratio of the interfering signal level in
the absence and the presence of the obstacle.

At Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT), a model for the prediction of the site
shielding performance of a finite-width screen with knife-edges has been developed. This
letter compares theoretically derived results with those from a measurement setup incor
porating an HP8510C vector network analyzer (VNA) operating at 50 GHz. The SSF at
various positions behind the screen is theoretically and practically determined, and these
results are compared with each other. Also a comparison is made between the predicted
time-domain response of the multipath radio channel and the measured response using the
time-domain option of the VNA.

C.2.2 Theoretical model and geometry

The geometry used for the theoretical model and the measurement setup can be found in
figure C.12. A Cartesian (x,y,z) coordinate system is used to determine the positions of
the T(ransmit) and R(eceive) probes and the screen.

The T-probe is located at the position (XT,O,ZT) and emits a spherical wave. The source
used is a vertically polarized rectangular waveguide, with its symmetry axis pointing into
the x-direction. The observation point R is located on a cylindrical arc with radius rR,
and the z-axis is assumed to be the axis of rotation. The azimuthal angle 'PR is allowed to
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Figure C.12: Coordinate system as used for the theoretical model and practical measure
ment setup.

vary between -25° and 25°. The obstacle used has 3 edges, of which the two vertical ones
extend infinitely in the -z-direction. The height of the horizontal edge above the xy plane
is Zob, while the width of the screen is d. The diffraction model developed at EUT uses the
uniform geometrical theory of diffraction (UTD) [3] for modelling the interaction of the
incident wave with the finite-width screen [4]. A total of 6 ray contributions is considered
in the model. The type of wave contributions included are: the direct wave propagating
from T to R, three edge diffracted wave contributions generated at the obstacle edges, and
two corner diffracted waves coming from the obstacle corners. It is assumed that the screen
is mounted on a perfectly absorbing ground plane, and hence the influence of the part of
the screen below the xy plane is neglected.

C.2.3 Measurement setup

Since this type of accurate, coherent measurements to verify details of the diffraction
models can hardly be carried out in the field with objects having realistic dimensions, e.g.
houses and buildings, scaled obstacles have been used in the laboratory measurements.

The measurement setup has been built according to the geometry depicted in fig
ure C.12. Using the VNA, the determination of the SSF along the cylindrical arc defined
amounts to performing two transmission measurements between T and R. The first mea
surement is performed with the obstacle absent. This approximately yields the radiation
pattern of the T-probe, because the symmetry axis of the R-probe is always directed to the
z-axis. During the second measurement, the screen is present. Now the field distribution
along the cylindrical arc is due to multipath propagation of the wave at transmitted at
T. Each diffracted wave arriving at the R-probe is spatially weighted by the probe's re
ceiving pattern. The SSF as function of azimuth angle 'PR is found by relating the results
of the first and second measurement, following the definition of the SSF. Dataprocessing
techniques such as time-domain filtering and frequency smoothing have been applied in a
fundamental way, together with a novel calibration scheme of the VNA. This calibration
scheme is described in the first article in this appendix.
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In the results to be presented, the width d of the screen is 30cm, the T-probe was
located at (18.2cm, 0, 31.6cm), rR was 113.6cm, and the screen intersects the x-axis at
x=68.6cm. The frequency used is 50 GHz. Furthermore, WR19 waveguide has been used
for the T - and R-probe because of bandwidth considerations. Also, the screen used is thin
« ~A), so that the edges can be treated as knife-edges. The measurement is representative
for the reduction of a signal from a terrestrial radio station which interferes with a satellite
signal at a VSAT-terminal.

C.2.4 Comparison of measurement and theoretical results

In figure C.13, two sets of SSF curves can be found. Both sets of curves show measurement
results (solid lines) and theoretical results (dashed lines). An important datum in the
measurements proved to be the height difference 6.z = Zob-ZR. For the upper curves, 6.z =
7cm, while for the lower curves 6.z = 2cm. Comparison of the theoretical and practical
curves shows that excellent agreement exists in both cases, despite a small pointing error
for the experiment with 6.z = tcm (upper curves). Experiments with other values of the
screen width d and screen height Zob resulted in similar curves as shown in figure C.13. In

. : ::

toL.. : ~ i. .. :
I ::J .. 'mrm_imm+mmr--Tm_, _.. ,

-25 -20 -15 -10 -5 0 5 10 15 20 25

Figure C.13: Measured ( ) and theoretical (- - - - -) SSF curves for 6.z =
2cm (lower curves) and 6.z = tcm (upper curves).

table C.1, the average SSF around <.pR = 00 for various values of d and 6.z is summarized.
It was found that for small 6.z (6.z < 15 A) the contribution from the horizontal

edge determines the average level of the SSF, while the contributions from the vertical
edges cause a superimposed fluctuation. Furthermore, the corner diffraction contributions
are explicitly needed to obtain a good fit of the total field across the shadow boundary
(CPR = ± 140

). Changing the screen width d merely results in a global widening of the
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Table C.l: Average SSF and ripple /:),.SSF in the centre of the shadow region behind the
screen (~R = 00).

I /:),.z [em] I d [em] I SSFave [dB] I /:),.SSF [dB]
2 30 10.7 ±1.0
4 25,30,35 15.7 ±4.0,±1.3,±3.7
7 30 19.7 ±1.5

pattern, thereby leaving the average SSF in the middle of the shadow boundary (~R = 00)
nearly unaffected.

We have also measured the arrival of the individual wave contributions at R using the
time-domain option of the VNA for ~R = 30. Using a sweep bandwidth of 18 GHz, sufficient
time-domain resolution is available to distinguish the individual wave contributions. Paying
attention to the differences in individual path lengths of the wave contributions, and to
their amplitudes determined by the diffraction process at the edges, we can compare the
measured and theoretically expected time responses of the radio channel from T to R. The
results are shown in figure C.14, in which the horizontal line indicates the lower limit of
the dynamic range of the VNA. Responses below this level are attributed to time-domain
filtering and Fourier transformation. From figure C.14, it can be seen that once again good
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Figure C.l4: !v[easured ( ) and predicted (- - - - -) time response. Horizon-
tal line indicates the lower level of dynamic range.

agreement is found, as well in the position of the pulses as in their individual amplitudes.
Only 3 pulses are found because the direct ray from T to R is blocked, and the two
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corner diffraction contributions more or less coalesce with their associated edge diffraction
contributions.

Conclusions

We have compared the measured and theoretical results of the SSF of a thin finite-width
screen. It was found that the SSF for small values of 6.z is mainly determined by the
horizontal edge, which has the smallest diffraction angle. The fluctuations superimposed
on this level are caused by constructive and destructive interference from the waves from
vertical edges and corners. The theoretical model showed that corner diffraction terms
are explicitly needed to obtain a total field being continuous across the shadow boundary.
Using UTD for the edge diffraction and including corner diffraction yields theoretical re
sults which fit the experimental ones very well. Also the time-domain response of the radio
channel has been calculated and measured using a Fourier transformation of the frequency
domain measurement data. Also in this application, the EUT diffraction model correctly
predicts inter-arrival time and amplitude of the individual pulses. Furthermore, the mea
sured pulses clearly demonstrate the ray-behaviour of the diffracted fields, as assumed in
UTD. So, from the presented results it can be concluded that the prediction model, in
cluding edge and corner diffraction, developed at EUT is a good description of the physical
diffraction processes at the rim of the finite-width screen. The model can therefore be used
for accurate field strength prediction for optimal placement of VSAT-terminals in urban
areas, and the prediction of the coverage of land-mobile satellite systems with screening
effects.
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Listings

In this appendix the listing is given of the program AUTOMATIC. In chapter four of this
report this program is explained.
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OPTION BASE 0
DIM Data"5(50,1 ),Datal( 100,1 ),Data2(200,1),Data4(400,1),Data8(800.1)
INTEGER Trace'data'5(1:51,O:2)
INTEG E R Trace'datal(l: 101,0;2),Trace'dala2( 1:201,0;2),Trace'data4( 1;40 1,0;2),Trace'data8( 1:80 1,0:2)
INTEGER Preamble,Size,Sizeli:!otrMem,Maxnumberparam,Ma.xnumberrotate
INTEGER Numberofpuls,Stepofpulo
REAL Realvalue,lmagvalue,Logvalue
DIM Param'array$( 10)[10],Ou tput'array$(15)[32].Param$(10)[40]
DIM Rotate$(10)[40],Rot'ou lpu t$( 10)[10],Filtername$( 4)[40]
DIM Stringvar$[40],Outputfile$[40]
DIM Freqlist(20),Mag(12)
GOSUB Initialparam
GOSUB Initial
!
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10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160 ! Seekeys defines the 50ft keys in the beginl5creen-configura.tion
170 !
180 Set'keys:LOOP
190 ON KBD GOSUB Dummy
200 ON ERROR GOSUB Dummy
210 ON KEY 0 LABEL" Option 1" GOTO Option'l
220 ON KEY 1 LABEL" Option 2" GOTO Option'2
230 ON KEY 2 LABEL" Option 3" GOTO Option'3
240 ON KEY 3 LABEL" Option 4" GOTO Option'4
250 ON KEY 4 LABEL" Option 5" GOTO Option'5
260 ON KEY 5 LABEL" Option 6" GOTO Option'6
270 ON KEY 6 LABEL" Option 7" GOTO Option'7
280 ON KEY 7 LABEL" Option 8" GOTO Option'8
290 ON KEY 8 LABEL" Option 9" GOTO Option'g
300 ON KEY 9 LABEL" Quit" GOTO Quit
310 END LOOP
320
330
340 !]n initia,lparam worden belangrijke parameteu geinitialiseerd.
350 !
360 Initialparam: !
370 ASSIGN ONwa TO 716
380 ASSIGN ONwa'data TO 716;FORMAT OFF
390 ASSIGN ONwa'datal TO 716;FORMAT ON
400 CONTROL 9,5;0
410 !
420 ! Parameters vaor de metingen :
430 Param$(1)="1 Type of Mea~urement
440 Param~(2)="2 Domain (Freq/Time)
450 ParamS(3)="3 Number of points
460 Param'l(4)=114 Avera.ging fa.ct.or
470 Param~(5)="5 Start Frequency (GHz)
480 Param$(6)="6 Stop Frequency (GHz)
490 Param~(7)="7 Name Outpulfile
500 Param·a.rrayi(1)="S21"
510 Pa.ram "a.rrayS(2)="Freq"
520 Param'uray$(3)="801"
530 Param'array$(4)="128"
540 Para.m 'a.rray$( 5)="46"
550 Param'array$(6)="54"
560 Piuam'a.rrayS(7)="M"
570 Maxnumberparam= 7
580 '
590 ! Parameteu vaar de rotatie:
600 Rotate'!(!)="! Direction . n

610 Rota,teS(2)="2 Start Position (degrees): "
620 Rotate$(3)="3 Desired End Position (degrees) ,"
630 Rotale$( 4)="4 Step Size (degrees) ;"
640 Rotate!(5)="5 Backup feature . "
650 Rot'outputS(l)="cw"
660 Rot'output$(2)="0"
670 Rot'output$(3)="60"
680 Rot' outpul$( 4)="0,1"
690 Rot'output$(5)="n"
700 Maxnurnberrotate=5
710 Filtername$(I)="Gating
720 Filtername$(2)="Smoothing
730 Fillering$(I)="On"
740 Filtering$(2)="Olf"
750 Maxnumberfiher=2
760 !
770 ! overige parameters:
780 Critical=90
790 Outputfile$="Meal5"
800 Timepeak~=,l

810 CalsetS="n"
820 Markerconfirm$="N"
830 FreqstrS="n"
840 Single'index=O
850 Saveva,r=O
860 MASS STORAGE IS "(USERS/MARC/DATA"
870 RETURN
880
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128

890
900 ! The routine Initia.l defines and plots the begin15creen.
910 ! Labels a.re printed.
920 !
930 Inilial: !
940 ALPHA OFF
950 GINIT
960 PLOTTER IS CRT,"INTERNAL";COLOR MAP
970 GRAPHICS ON
980 KEY LABELS ON
990 Hue=.67
1000 Sal=.8
1010 Lum=.8
1020 SET PEN 1 COLOR Hue,Sal,Lum
1030 MOVE 0,0
1040 AREA PEN 1
1050 RECTANGLE 500,389,FILL
1060 SET PEN 2 COLOR .45,.8,.8
1070 FOR N=O TO 4
1080 MOVE 7+N*25,80
1090 AREA PEN 2
1100 PEN 0
1110 RECTANGLE 20,10,FILL,EDGE
1120 NEXT N
1130 FOR N=O TO 4
1140 MOVE 7+N*25,35
1150 AREA PEN 2
1160 PEN 0
1170 RECTANGLE 20,10,FILL,EDGE
1180 NEXT N
1190 SET PEN 3 COLOR .3,.8,.8
1200 CSIZE 2.8
1210 ! oplion 1
1220 MOVE 8,85
1230 LABEL USING "K";"PERFORM"
1240 MOVE 8,82
1250 LABEL USING "K";"MEASUREMENT"
1260 ! option 2
1270 MOVE 33,85
1280 LABEL USING "K";"ROTATE"
1290 MOVE 33,82
1300 LABEL USING "K";"TABLE"
1310 ! option 3
1320 MOVE 58,85
1330 LABEL USING "K";"CALIBRATION"
1340 ! option 4
1350 MOVE 83,85
1360 LABEL USING "K";"FILTERING"
1310 ! option 5
1380 MOVE 108,85
1390 LABEL USING "K";"SELECT"
1400 MOVE 108,82
1410 LABEL USING "K";"PARAMETERS"
1420 MOVE 8,40
1430 LABEL USING "K";"DATA"
1440 MOVE 8,37
1450 LABEL USING "K";"TRANSFER"
1460 MOVE 33,40
1470 LABEL USING "K";"FREQUENCY"
1480 MOVE 33,37
1490 LABEL USING "K";"LIST"
1500 MOVE 58,40
1510 LABEL USING "K";"MARKER"
1520 MOVE 83,40
1530 LABEL USING "K";"DOMAIN"
1540 MOVE 108,40
1550 LABEL USING "K";"QUIT"
1560 RETURN
1570
1580
1590 ! Option"! performs the mea.surement
1600 ! Verachillende mogelijkeden : 1 meet::le:s:sie
1610 ! complete meetse:s:sie
1620 Oplion'l: !
1630 ALPHA ON
1640 GRAPHICS OFF
1650 KEY LABELS ON
1660 OUTPUT KBD USING "# B K"'255 "K"
1670 PRINT "The rnealJurement 'p~ra.~ete;8 have the following values:"
1680 PRINT""
1690 FOR N=l TO Maxnumberparam
1700 PRINT Parami(N),Param'array$(N)
1710 NEXT N
1720 PRINT
1730 PRINT
1740 PRINT "The rotating table parameters are:"
1750 PRINT
1760 FOR N=l TO Maxnumberrolale
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1770 PRINT ROI&ld(N),Rol'oulpUIS(N)
1780 NEXT N
1790 PRINT
1800 PRINT TABXY(70,5)."C&libr&lion : ",UPCS(C&ISeIS)
1810 PRINT TABXY(70,6),"G&ling : ",FilteringS(l)
1820 PRINT TABXY(70,7),"Smoolh;ng : ",FilleringS(2)
1830 PRINT TABXY(70,8)."Frequency Iisl :" ,UPCS(FreqslrS)
1840 PRINT TABXY(70,9),"Muker : ",UPCS(M&rkerconfirmS)
1850 PRINT TABXY(l,40),"Do you re&l1y w&nl 10 perform & me&suremenl ! (press Soli Key) "
1860 Loop'oplion1:LOOP
1870 ON KEY 0 LABEL" Complele" GOTO Complele
1880 ON KEY 1 LABEL "" GOSUB Dummy
1890 ON KEY 2 LABEL .... GOSUB Dummy
1900 ON KEY 3 LABEL "" GOSUB Dummy
1910 ON KEY 4 LABEL .... GOSUB Dummy
1920 ON KEY 5 LABEL "" GOSUB Dummy
1930 ON KEY 6 LABEL "" GOSUB Dummy
1940 ON KEY 7 LABEL "" GOSUB Dummy
1950 ON KEY 8 LABEL .... GOSUB Dummy
1960 ON KEY 9 LABEL" M&in Menu" GOTO Inili&lopl;on
1970 END LOOP
1980
1990
2000 VOLLEDIGE MEETS ESSIE
2010 Complele:!
2020 KEY LABELS OFF
2030 OUlpul'&rr&yS(l)=P&r&m'ur&yS(l)
2040 Ou Ipu I' arrayS( 3)="POIN"&Par&m' arr&yS(3)
2050 Oulpul'&rrayS(4)=" AVERON "&Par&m'&rrayS( 4)
2060 Ou tput"arrayiC 5 )=" STAR"&Param'arrayS(S )&"e9"
2070 Ou Ipul'&rray S(6)=" STOP" &Par&m' &rr&yS(6)&"e9"
2080 Ou lpu I'&rrayS(2)= UPCS(Par&m'arrayS(2))
2090 IF Oulpul'&rr&yS(2)="TIME" THEN OUlpul'&rrayS(2)="T1MB"
2100 Angle'index=O
2110 Finished=O
2120 Rol'backS=Rol'oulpUIS(l)
2130 Slepofpuls= VAL(Rol'ou IpuIS( 4»)/,1
2140 Numberofpuls=(VAL( ROl'ou Ipu IS(3)). VAL(Rol'ou Ipu IS(2)) )/(VAL(Rol'ou lpu IS( 4)))
2150 IF Rot'oulpuIS(l)="cw" THEN CONTROL 9,5;2
2160 IF Rol'OUlpuIS(l)="ccw" THEN CONTROL 9,5:0
2170 PRINT TABXY(1.40),"
2180 PRINT TABXY(1,25),"Me&suring: Angle = ",VALS(Angle'index*,l*Slepofpuls)
2190 Rol&ngle= VAL(Rol'oulpuIS(3 )). VAL(Rol' oulpuIS(2)
2200 IF Rol&ngle,=Crilical THEN
2210 CLEAR SCREEN
2220 PRINT "ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR ERROR !!!!!!!!"
2230 PRINT
2240 PRINT nThe de:Jired angle is bigger tha.n the critical angle !!!II
2250 PRINT
2260 PRINT
2270 PRINT "In a few aeconds you will return to the :ltart !creen !!!"
2280 WAIT 10
2290 GOTO Oplion'l
2300 END IF
2310 IF VAL(Rol'oulpUIS(2)) ..0 THEN GOSUB Slarl'pulse
2320 OUTPUT ONw&;"DEBUON:ENTO;"
2330 IF CalselS="n" THEN
2340 Stringvar$=Ou tput' array$( 1 )&";Jt &Ou tpu" arrayS( 3)&" j"

2350 OUTPUT ONw&;SlringnrS
2360 Stringvari =Ou tput· array$( 4)&"i" &Ou tpu t'arrayl( 5 )&" j" &Out pu t 'array$(6 )&" j"

2370 OUTPUT ONw&;Slringv&rS
2380 END IF
2390 IF Calset$="y" THEN OUTPUT ONwa.;Output'array$(4)&"i"
2400 REPEAT
2410 REPEAT
2420 IF UPCS(M&rkerconfirmS)="Y" THEN
2430 SlringvarS="MARKl "&M&rkerfreqS&"e9; MKRLISTON"
2HO OUTPUT ONwa;SlringvarS
2450 END IF
2460 Ou Ipu lfileS=P&ram'&rr&yS( 7)&VALS( Angle 'index)&Rol'backS
2470 OUTPUT ONwa;OulpUI'&rrayS(2)&"; SING; LOGM; AUTO;"
2480 IF UPCS(FreqslrS)="N" THEN GOSUB S&ve'dal&
2490 IF UPCS(FreqslrS)="Y" THEN GOSUB Save'fewdala
2500 N=O
2510 IF Angle'indexjNumberofpuls THEN
2520 REPEAT
2530 GOSUB Pulse
2540 WAIT 1
2550 N=N+1
2560 UNTIL N=Slepofpuls
2570 END IF
2580 PRINT TABXY(1,24)/IThe Ta.ble i.s positioned !!!"
2590 PRINT TABXY(1.25),"Measuring : Angle = ",VALS«Angle'index+1)*,l*Slepofpuls)," "
2600 Angle'index=Angle';ndex+ 1
2610 UNTIL Angle';ndex=Numberofpuh+1
2620 IF Rol'oUlpul$(5)="n" THEN
2630 Fini'hed=l
2640 END IF
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2650 IF Rot"output$(5)="y" THEN
2660 IF PRO UND(S tep Oint "back/Stepofpuls,O).Step";nt "back/Stepofpulsii.0 THEN StepOint "back=2*Stepofpulo
2670 N u m be rofpu];= N u mberofpulo*St epofpulo /S tep"in t 'back
2680 Stepofpul,=Step'int'back
2690 Angle'index=O
2700 STATUS 9,5;A
2710 IF A=2 THEN CONTROL 9,5;0
2720 IF A=O THEN CONTROL 9,5;2
2130 IF Rot"output$(l)="cw" THEN Rot"backS="ccw"
2740 IF Rot"oulput$(l)="ccw" THEN Rot"backS="cw"
2750 Rot'outputS(5)="n"
2760 END IF
2770 IF UPCS(Freq'trS)="Y" THEN
2780 ASSIGN OFile TO *
2790 END IF
2800 UNTIL Finished=l
2810 GOTO Initialoption
2820 !
2830 ! DE ONTVANGEN DATA WORDT OPGESLAGEN, ONTVANGEN MET FUNCTIE ENTER!!
2840 ! EEN COMPLETE TRACE KAN WORDEN OPGESLAGEN,
2850 Savedata: !
2860 IF Savevar=l THEN OUTPUT ONwa;"FORM3;OUTPMEMO;"
2870 IF Savevar=O THEN OUTPUT ONwa;"FORM3;OUTPDATA;"
2880 Number=VAL(Param'arrayS(3»
2890 Step 'freq=( VAL( Param'arrayS(6». VAL( Param'arrayS( 5»)/(Number.1)
2900 PRINT TABXY(1,24)," "
2910 IF Number=51 THEN
2920 CREATE BDAT OutputfileS,9
2930 ASSIGN OFile TO OutputfileS;FORMAT ON
2940 ENTER ONwa'data;Preamble,Size,Data'5(*)
2950 PRINT TABXY(1,24),"
2960 PRINT TABXY(l,25),"Writing Number:
2970 L=O
2980 FOR N=O TO Number·1
2990 Freqnu mber= VAL( Param"arrayS( 5»+N*Step 'freq
3000 Realvalue=Data"5(N,0)
3010 Imagvalue=Data"5(N,1)
3020 OUTPUT OFilejFreqnumber,Realvalue,Imagvalue
3030 PRINT TABXY(20,25)," "
3040 PRINT TABXY(20,25),N +1
3050 L=L+1
3060 NEXT N
3070 END IF
3080 IF Number= 101 THEN
3090 CREATE BDAT OutputfileS,17
3100 ASSIGN OFile TO OutputfileS;FORMAT ON
3110 ENTER ONwa"data;Preamble,Size,Data1(*)
3120 PRINT TABXY(1,24),"
3130 PRINT TABXY(1,25),"Writing Number:
3140 FOR N=O TO Number-1
3150 Freqnumber= VAL(Param"arrayS (5»+N*Step 'freq
3160 Realvalue=Data1(N,0)
3170 Imagvalue=Data1(N,1)
3180 OUTPUT OFile;FreqnumberJRealvalue,Imagvalue
3190 PRINT TABXY(20,25)," "
3200 PRINT TABXY(20,25),N+1
3210 NEXT N
3220 END IF
3230 IF Number=201 THEN
3240 CREATE BDAT OutputfileS,34
3250 ASSIGN OFile TO OutputfileS;FORMAT ON
3260 ENTER ONwa"data;Preamble,Size,Data2(*)
3270 PRINT TABXY(1,24),"
3280 PRINT TABXY(1,25),"Writing Number:
3290 FOR N=O TO Number-1
3300 Freqnumber= VAL(Param'arrayS( 5»+ N*S tep'freq
3310 Realvalue=Data2(N ,0)
3320 Imagvalue=Data2(N,1)
3330 OUTPUT OFile;Freqnumber,RealvalueJlmagvalue
3340 PRINT TABXY(20,25)," "
3350 PRINT TABXY(20,25 ),N + 1
3360 NEXT N
3370 END IF
3380 IF Number=401 THEN
3390 CREATE BDAT OutputfileS,68
3400 ASSIGN OFile TO OutputfileS;FORMAT ON
3410 ENTER ONwa'data;Preamble,Size,Data4(*)
3420 PRINT TABXY(1,24),"
3430 PRINT TABXY(1,25),"Writing Number:
3440 FOR N=O TO Number-I
3450 Freqnumber= VAL(Param"arrayS( 5) )+N*Step 'freq
3460 Realvalue=Data4(N ,0)
3470 Imagvalue=Data4(N,1)
3480 OUTPUT OFileiFreqnumber,Reaivalue,Imagvalue
3490 PRINT TABXY(20,25)," "
3500 PRINT TABXY(20,25),N+1
3510 NEXT N
3520 END IF



IF Number=801 THEN
CREATE BDAT OUlpullileS,136
ASSIGN CFile TO OUlpulfileS;FORMAT ON
ENTER CNwa'dala;PreambIe,Size,Dala8(-)
PRINT TABXY(1,24),"
PRINT TABXY(1,25),"Wriling Number:
FOR N=O TO Number-1

Freqnumber=VAL(Param'array$(5»+N-Slep'freq
Realvalue=Dala8(N ,0)
Imagvalue::=Da.ta.8(N ,1}
OUTPUT OFile;Freqnumber,Rea.lva.lue,Ima.gva,lue
PRINT TABXY(20,25)," "
PRINT TABXY(20,25),N+1

NEXT N
END IF
PRINT TABXY(1,2S),"
ASSIGN OFile TO 
RETURN
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3530
3540
3550
3560
3570
3580
3590
3800
3610
3620
3630
3640
3650
3660
3670
3680
3690
3700
3710
3720 Sa.ve":fewda.ta.: !
3730 N=O
3740 IF Angle'index=O THEN
3750 FilefewS =Ou lpu tlileS&Ro" ou lpu IS( 5)
3760 CREATE BOAT FilefewS,256
3770 ASSIGN CFile TO FilefewS;FORMAT ON
3780 END IF
3790 K=O
3800 Mag(K)=Angle"index
3810 K=K+1
3820 L=O
3830 REPEAT
3840 Freqnumber=Freqli:st(L)
3850 SlringvarS="MARKl "&VALS(Freqnumber)&"e9;OUTPMARK;"
3860 OUTPUT CNwa;SlringvarS
3870 ENTER CNwa'dala1;Mag(K),Phase
3880 L=L+1
3890 K=K+1
3900 UNTIL Freqli..(L)=.l
3910 IF UPCS(FilleringS(2»=" ON" THEN
3920 N=O
3930 REPEAT
3940 IF N=O THEN OUTPUT CNwai"SMOOON 10i"
3950 IF N=l THEN OUTPUT ONwa;"SMOOON 17i"
3960 Stringvar'$="SMOOON IJ&SmoothfacS&;:Jl j "

3970 IF N=2 THEN OUTPUT CNwaiS'ringvarS
3980 L=O
3990 REPEAT
4000 Freqnumber=Freqlisl(L)
4010 SlringvarS="MARK1 "&VAL$(Freqnumber)&"e9i OUTPMARKi"
4020 OUTPUT CNwa;SlringvarS
4030 ENTER CNwa'dala1;Mag(K),Phase
4040 L=L+1
4050 K=K+1
4060 UNTIL FreqliSl(L)=.1
4070 N=N+1
4080 UNTIL N=3
4090 IF UPC$(Fillering$(l»="ON" THEN
4100 OUTPUT CNwa;"SMOOOFF;"
4110 OUTPUT CNwa;"GATEOFF;"
4120 FOR N=O TO 2
4130 IF N=O THEN OUTPUT CNwa;"SMOOON 10;"
4140 IF N=1 THEN OUTPUT ONwai"SMOOON 17i"
4150 Stringvari="SMOOON n&Smoothfa.c$&"j"
4160 IF N=2 THEN OUTPUT CNwa;SlringvarS
4170 L=O
4180 REPEAT
4190 Freqnumber=Freqlist(L)
4200 SlringvarS="MARK1 "&VALS(Freqnumber)&"e9iOUTPMARK;"
4210 OUTPUT ONwa.jStringva.rS
4220 ENTER CNwa'dala1;Mag(K),Pha.e
4230 L=L+1
4240 K=K+1
4250 UNTIL Freqlisl(L)=.l
4260 NEXT N
4270 OUTPUT CNwa;"SMOOOFF; GATEON;"
4280 END IF
4290 OUTPUT CNwa;"SMOOOFF;"
4300 END IF
4310 OUTPUT CFile;Mag(-)
4320 RETURN
4330 !
4340
4350 ! IN OPTION2 WORDEN DE ROTATIE PARAMETERS INGEVOERD,
4360 Option'2: !
4370 ALPHA ON
4380 GRAPHICS OFF
4390 KEY LABELS ON
HOO OUTPUT KBD USING "#,B,K";255,"K"
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4410 PRINT "ROTATE TABLE:"
4420 PRINT ....
4430 PRINT "OPTIONS:"
4440 FOR N=l TO Maxnumberrolale
4450 PRINT ROlale$(N),Rol'OUlpUI$(N)
4460 NEXT N
4470 PRINT ....
4480 PRINT "USE THE SOFT KEYS TO ALTER THE DEFAULT VALUES !!"
4490 Loop'oplion2:LOOP
4500 ON KBD GOTO Oplion2'num
4510 ON KEY 0 LABEL" Direclion" GOTO Direcl'lable
4520 ON KEY 1 LABEL" Slarl Po GOTO Slarl'lable
4530 ON KEY 2 LABEL" Slop PO GOTO Slop'lable
4540 ON KEY 3 LABEL" Slep Size" GOTO Slep'lable
4550 ON KEY 5 LABEL" Slarl ROlalion" GOTO Slart'rolale
4560 ON KEY 4 LABEL" Backup" GOTO Backup'lable
4570 ON KEY 6 LABEL GOSUB Dummy
4580 ON KEY 7 LABEL GOSUB Dummy
4590 ON KEY 8 LABEL GOSUB Dummy
4600 ON KEY 9 LABEL" Main Menu" GOTO Inilialoplion
4610 END LOOP
4620
4630
4640 Option2'num: !
4650 Key$=KBD$
4660 IF Key$="l" THEN GOTO Direcl'lable
4670 IF Key$="2" THEN GOTO Slart'lable
4680 IF Key$="3" THEN GOTO Slop'lable
4690 IF Key$="4" THEN GOTO Slep'lable
4700 IF Key$="5" THEN GOTO Backup'lable
4710 GOTO Op,ion'2
4720 !
4730 ! GEEF DE RICHTING AAN VAN DE ROTATIE
4740 ! MET DE FUNCTIE CONTROL WORDT DE RS232 GESTUURD.
4750 Direct"ta.ble:!
4760 KEY LABELS OFF
4770 N=O
4780 REPEAT
4790 IF N.=1 THEN
4800 PRINT TABXY(1,43),"Wrong inpul!!"
4810 END IF
4820 PRINT TABXY(1,44),"Give the direction of rota.tion .11

4830 LINPUT "Clockwi:5e (cw) or Counter Clockwise (ccw)",DirectionS
4840 N=N +1
4850 UNTIL DirectionS="cw" OR DirectionS="ccw"
4860 IF Direction$="cw" THEN
4870 CONTROL 9,5;2
4880 ELSE
4890 CONTROL 9,5;0
4900 END IF
4910 ROI'OUlput$(l)=Direclion$
4920 CLEAR SCREEN
4930 GOTO Oplion'2
4940 !
4950 ! STARTPOSITIE VAN DE DRAAITAFEL
4960 Slart'lable: !
4970 KEY LABELS OFF
4980 PRINT TABXY(l,44),"Give Slarl Posilion of lhe ROlaling Table :",ROI'OUlpUI$(2)
4990 LINPUT" Alternation:" ,Rot"output$(2)
5000 CLEAR SCREEN
5010 GOTO Op'ion'2
5020 !
5030 Sta.rt·ta.ble"err: !
5040 CLEAR SCREEN
5050 PRINT "Error, Wrong Parameter"
5060 WAIT 5
5070 GOTO Slarl'lable
5080 !
5090 ! STOPPOSITIE VAN DE DRAAITAFEL
5100 Slop'lable: !
5110 KEY LABELS OFF
5120 PRINT TABXY(1,44),"Give Desired Ending Posilion of lhe ROlaling Table :",ROI'oulpul$(3)
5130 LINPUT" Allernalion:" ,Rol'ou IpUI$(3)
5140 CLEAR SCREEN
5150 GOTO Oplion'2
5160 !
5170 ! INTERVAL WAARMEE DRAAITAFEL MOET ROTEREN
5180 Slep'lable: !
5190 KEY LABELS OFF
5200 PRINT TABXY(l,44),"Give Currenl Slep Size of lhe unil :",ROI'OUlpUI$(4)
5210 Dummy$=Rol'OUlpUI$(4)
5220 LINPUT "Allernalion:",Rol'OUlpUI$(4)
5230 IF VAL(Rol'OUlpUI$(4»=0 THEN
5240 CLEAR SCREEN
5250 PRINT "INVALID NUMBER"
5260 ROI'OUlpUI$(4)=Dummy$
5270 PRINT "Step Size must be grea.ter tha.n zero !!"
5280 WAIT 5
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5290 END IF
5300 CLEAR SCREEN
5310 GOTO Oplion"2
5320 !
5330 ! MOET ER EEN BACKUP PLAATSVINDEN NA EEN COMPLETE MEETSESSIE" ALS
5340 ! BACKUP=YES DAN WORDT NA DE MEETSESSIE DE ANDERE RICHTING GEROTEERD EN
5350 ! HERHALINGSMETINGEN UITGEVOERDo
5360 Backupolable: !
5370 CLEAR SCREEN
5380 KEY LABELS OFF
5390 PRINT "With this fea.ture it is possible to ma.ke a.n accura.c:y measurement."
5400 PRINT" After the complete mea.surement ha.s ta.ken pla.ce, the table is rotated"
5410 PRINT "in the opposite direction, a.nd performs a. measurement a.t certa.in n
54.20 PRINT "a.nglea."
5430 REPEAT
5440 PRINT TABXY(1.43),"backup :"
5450 LINPUT "Yea or No (Y/n)",BackupS
5460 UNTIL BackupS="y" OR Backup$="Y" OR Ba.ckupS="n" OR Backup$="N"
5470 IF BackupS="n" OR BackupS="N" THEN
5480 Rot'outputS(5)="n"
5490 END IF
5500 IF BackupS="y" OR BackupS="Y" THEN
5510 PRINT TABXY(l,43),"Give step interva.l of the a.ngles to rota.te: "
5520 LINPUT tlln degrees :U ,Step"int"opp$
5530 Slep°inloback= VAL(Slep °inlooppS)
5540 Rot'OUlpulS(5)="y"
5550 END IF
5560 GO TO Oplion02
5570 !
5580 ! MET DEZE OPTIE IS HET MOGELIJK OM DE DRAAITAFEL VANUIT DIT MENU TE LATEN ROTEREN"
5590 Start"rotate: !
5600 KEY LABELS OFF
5610 SlarIOrol"value= VAL(Rol· ou lput$(2))
5620 Slop"roIOvalue=VAL(Rol"oulpUlS(3))
5630 Sleporolovalue=VAL(RoIOoUlpUlS( 4))
5640 CLEAR SCREEN
5650 PRINT "The ta.bel ca.n now be rota.ted until its origina.l position i~ reached."
5660 PRINT "Check if the direction ha.s been set correctly!!"
5670 REPEAT
5680 LINPUT ",Iarl rolalion (yIn) :",Slarlrolale$
5690 UNTIL UPC$(Slartrolale$)="Y" OR UPCS(SlarlrolaleS)="N"
S700 IF UPC$(Slarlrola'e$)="N" THEN GOTO Oplion02
5710 Numberofsignah=( Stop' rot' value-Start 'rot 'value )/,1
5720 IF ROl"output$(l)="cw" THEN CONTROL 9,5;2
5730 IF Rol'oulpuIS(l)="ccw" THEN CONTROL 9,5;0
5740 N=O
5750 REPEAT
5760 IF ROl'oulpUl$(l)="cw" THEN
5770 PRINT TABXY(1,24)."Direclion : Clockwi,e"
5780 ELSE
5790 PRINT TABXY(I,24),"Direction : Counter Clockwise"
5800 END IF
5810 PRINT TABXY(1,25)."Angle =",(N+1)*01." "
5820 GOSUB Pul.e
5830 WAIT .40
5840 N=N+ 1
5850 UNTIL N.=Numberofsign&1,
5860 CLEAR SCREEN
5870 GOTO Oplion"2
5880 !
5890
5900 IN OPTION3 WORDT DE CALIBRATIE UITGEVOERD"
5910 ER KUNNEN ACHT SETS WORDEN GEDEFINEERDo DE PARAMETERS WORDEN GEDEFINEERD IN OPTIE 5.
S920 DE SETS WORDEN OPGESLAGEN IN DE NETWORK ANALYZERo
5930 Oplion °3: !
5940 ALPHA ON
59S0 GRAPHICS OFF
5960 OUTPUT KBD USING "#,B,K";255,"K"
5970 KEY LABELS ON
5980 PRINT "CALIBRATION MENUo"
5990 PRINT "DEFINE CAL SET:"
6000 PRINT
6010 PRINT "1 CAL SET 1 2 CAL SET 2 3 CAL SET 3 4 CAL SET 4"
6020 PRINT"5 CAL SET 5 6 CAL SET 6 7 CAL SET 7 8 CAL SET 8"
6030 PRINT
6040 PRINT
6050 PRINT "The calibration setlS are lStored in the Network Analyzer !!!"
6060 Calloop:LOOP
6070 ON KBD GO TO Def·cal.el
6080 ON KEY 0 LABEL" Corr. On" GOTO Corron
6090 ON KEY 1 LABEL" Corr. Off" GOSUB Corroff
6100 ON KEY 2 LABEL .. " GOSUB Dummy
6110 ON KEY 3 LABEL , GOSUB Dummy
6120 ON KEY 4 LABEL GOSUB Dummy
6130 ON KEY 5 LABEL " .. GOSUB Dummy
6140 ON KEY 6 LABEL .... GOSUB Dummy
6150 ON KEY 7 LABEL "" GOSUB Dummy
6160 ON KEY 8 LABEL " .. GOSUB Dummy
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6170 ON KEY 9 LABEL" M ..in Menu" GOTO Inili..loplion
6180 END LOOP
6190 !
6200 ! ZET DE CALIBRATIE AAN!!!
6210 Corr'on: !
6220 CLEAR SCREEN
6230 KEY LABELS OFF
6240 PRINT "Select calibra.tion set."
6250 LINPUT "Type number 1-8" ,CalnumberS
6260 OUTPUT ONw";"CORRON; CALS"&CdnumberS&";"
6270 C ..lseIS="y"
6280 GOTO Oplion'3
6290 !
6300 ! ZET DE CALIBRATIE UIT!!!
6310 Corroff: !
6320 OUTPUT ONw..;"CORROFF;"
6330 Calaet$:="n"
6340 RETURN
6350 !
6360 ! DEFINIEER DE CALIBRATIE SET!!!
6370 De{'cahet: !
6380 Key$=KBDS
6390 Keynumber=VAL(Key$)
6400 CLEAR SCREEN
6410 PRINT "DEFINITION CALIBRATION SET ",Keynumber
6420 PRINT "Only the RESPONSE calibra.tion ha.a been implem.ented !"
6430 PRINT
6440 PRINT
6450 PRINT "The calibra.tion is performed with the pa.ra.meters"
6460 PRINT "defined in option 5."
6470 REPEAT
6480 LINPUT "C..librMe ye./no" ,Dum$
6490 IF Dum$="n" THEN GOTO Initi ..loplion
6500 UNTIL Dum$="y"
6510 OUlpul' ..rr ..y$(l )=P..r .. m ·ur..y$(l)
6520 OUlpu I' ..rr ..y$(2)= UPC$( P ..r..m· ..rr..y$(2))
6530 Oulpul· ...r..y$(3)="POIN"&P..r.. m ·..rr ..y$(3)
6540 OUlpul' ..ray$( 4)=" AVERON "&P..r..m· ..rr ..y$( 4)
6550 OUlpul· ..rr ..y$(5 )="STAR"&P..r .. m ·..rr..y$(5 )&"e9"
6560 Ou Ipu I' ..rr ..y$( 6 )=" STOP" &P..r ..m· ..rr..y$( 6)&"e9"
6570 Stringvar$=Output"a.rray$(l)k" j"&Output'a.rray$(3)&"j STEPj FREQj"
6580 OUTPUT ONw..;Slringnr$
6590 Stringnr$ = 0 u Ipu I' ..rr ..y$( 4)&";"&Ou tpu I' ..rr ..y$( 5)&";" &0 u Ipu I' ..rr..y$( 6)&";"
6600 OUTPUT ONw.. ;Slringvu$
6610 OUTPUT ONw";"CAL"&Key$&"; CALIRESP; STANC; DONE; CALS"&Key$
6620 OUTPUT ONw"'''SING' AUTO'"
6630 PRINT TABXY(1,25),"Calibration ha.s been executed a.nd is sa.ved in set ",KeyS
6640 Cal.set$="y"
6650 WAIT 5
6660 GOTO Oplion'3
6670 !
6680
6690 IN OPTIE 4 WORDT DE GATE GEPLAATST.
6700 Option"4: !
6710 CLEAR SCREEN
6720 PRINT "GATING MENU !!"
6730 KEY LABELS OFF
6740 PRINT "Press sohkeys to let ga.te."
6750 KEY LABELS ON
6760 LoOp'oplion4:LOOP
6770 ON KEY 0 LABEL" G..le On" GOTO G ..le·on
6780 ON KEY 1 LABEL" Smoolhing On" GOTO Smoolh'on
6790 ON KEY 2 LABEL "" GOSUB Dummy
6800 ON KEY 3 LABEL "" GOSUB Dummy
6810 ON KEY 4 LABEL "" GOSUB Dummy
6820 ON KEY 5 LABEL" G ..le Off" GOSUB G.. le·off
6830 ON KEY 6 LABEL" Smooling Off" GOSUB Smoolh'off
6840 ON KEY 7 LABEL ,n, GOSUB Dummy
6850 ON KEY 8 LABEL "" GOSUB Dummy
6860 ON KEY 9 LABEL" M ..in Menu" GOTO Inili..loplion
6870 END LOOP
6880
6890 Ga.te·on: !
6900 KEY LABELS OFF
6910 IF UPC$(P..r..m· ..rr..y$(2))="FREq" THEN OUTPUT ONw..;"TIMB;"
6920 CLEAR SCREEN
6930 PRINT TABXY(1,2),"1 SI ..rl,"
6940 PRINT TABXY(l,3),"2 SlOp."
6950 PRINT TABXY(l,4),"3 Cenler."
6960 PRINT TABXY(l,5),"4 Sp..n."
6970 PRINT TABXY(l,6),"5 B..ck."
6980 LOop'S"le:LOOP
6990 ON KBD GOTO Sub·s..le
7000 END LOOP
7010 Sub'gMe: !
7020 Key$=KBD$
7030 IF Key$=" 1" THEN
7040 LINPUT "Give Ua.rt position of ga.te (ns) :" ,Gate$
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! DEFINIEER DE MEETPARAMETERS (ZIE INITIALPARAM)" LET OP WANNEER U EEN NIEUWE PARAMETER WIL TOEVOEGEN:
! DOE DIT MET MAXNUMBERPARAM (ERG GEMAKKELIJK)"

DE PARAMETERS ZIJN NU: SOORT METING
DOMEIN
NUMBEROFPOINTS
AVERAGING (OOK BELANGRIJK VOOR CALIBRATIE)
START FREQUENTIE
STOP FREQUENTIE
OUTPUT FILENAAM

7050 OUTPUT ONwa;"GATESTAR"&Gale$&"e.9;"
7060 END IF
7070 IF Key$="2" THEN
7080 LINPUT "Give end p015ition of gate (ns) :" ,GateS
7090 OUTPUT ONwa;"GATESTOP"&GaleS&"e.9;"
7100 END IF
7110 IF Key$="3" THEN
7120 LINPUT "Give center position of ga.te (OlS) :" ,Ga.teS
7130 OUTPUT ONwa;"GATECENT"&Gale$&"e·9;"
7140 END IF
7150 IF Key$="4" THEN
7160 LINPUT "Give .pan of gale (no) :" ,GaleS
7170 OUTPUT CNwa;"GATESPAN"&Gale$&"e.9;"
7180 END IF
7190 IF Key$="5" THEN
7200 OUTPUT ONwa;"GATEON; AUTO;"
7210 CLEAR SCREEN
7220 KEY LABELS ON
7230 Fillering$(l)="On"
7240 GOTO Oplion"4
7250 END IF
7260 GOTO Loop"gale
7270 !
7280 ! ZET DE GATE UIT!!!
7290 Gal.off: !
7300 OUTPUT CNwa;"GATEOFF;"
7310 Fillering$(l)="Off"
7320 RETURN
7330 !
7340 Smooth·on: !
7350 CLEAR SCREEN
7360 KEY LABELS OFF
7370 PRINT "Smoothing wordt nu geactiveerd. De waa.rde gemarkeerd door de MARKER wordt weggeschreven"
7380 PRINT "met drie veuchillende ~moothing waa.rclen: 10%, 17%, en een waarde naar keuze!!"
7390 PRINT II Als ga.ting leveRS geselecteerd i$ dan wordt gesmooth met en zender gate en in deze vo\gorde"
74.00 PRINT "worden de data. oak weggeschreven."
7410 KEY LABELS ON
7420 LINPUT "Give Smoothing factor [%] : ",SmoothfacS
7430 PRINT Smoolhrac$
7440 FilleringS(2)="On"
7450 GOTO Oplion"4
7460 !
7470 Smoolh"off: !
7480 CLEAR SCREEN
7490 KEY LABELS OFF
7500 PRINT "de lSmoothing reature is op dit moment gedeactiveerd."
7510 OUTPUT CNwa;"SMOOOFF;"
7520 WAIT (2)
7530 CLEAR SCREEN
75{0 KEY LABELS ON
7550 FilleringS(2)="Off"
7560 RETURN
7570
7580
7590
7600
7610
7620
7630
7640
76~0

7660
7670
76800plion"5:
7690 ALPHA ON
7700 GRAPHICS OFF
7710 OUTPUT KBD USING "#,B,K";255,"K"
77200plion"5",ub1:
7730 KEY LABELS ON
7740 PRINT "PARAMETER MENU:"
7750 PRINT ....
7760 FOR N=1 TO Maxnumberp",am
7770 PRINT Param$(N),P..ram"array$(N)
7780 NEXT N
7790 PRINT TABXY(1,20)/'Select Number to cha.nge Pa.ra.meter~VaIue !!"
7800 LOOp"oplion5:LOOP
7810 ON KBD GOTO Oplion5"invoer
7820 ON KEY 0 LABEL GOSUB Dummy
7830 ON KEY 1 LABEL GOSUB Dummy
7840 ON KEY 2 LABEL .". GOSUB Dummy
7850 ON KEY 3 LABEL " .. GOSUB Dummy
7860 ON KEY 4 LABEL .... GOSUB Dummy
7870 ON KEY 5 LABEL "" GOSUB Dummy
7880 ON KEY 6 LABEL "" GOSUB Dummy
7890 ON KEY 7 LABEL GOSUB Dummy
7900 ON KEY 8 LABEL GOSUB Dummy
7910 ON KEY 9 LABEL" Main Menu" GOTO Inilialoplion
7920 END LOOP
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7930 !
7940 Option5'invoer: !
7950 KEY LABELS OFF
7960 KeyS=KBDS
7970 Number=VAL(KeyS)
7980 IF Number.Maxnumberparam THEN
7990 CLEAR SCREEN
8000 PRINT "Inva.lid Number n"
8010 WAIT 4
8020 CLEAR SCREEN
8030 GOTO Oplion'5'.ubl
8040 END IF
8050 PRINT TABXY(I.20),"
8060 SlringvarS=ParamS(Number)
8070 PRINT TABXY(I.44),SlringnrS,Param'arrayS(Number)
8080 LINPUT "Give alterna.tion : ",Cha.ngeS
8090 Param 'arrayS(Number)=ChangeS
8100 CLEAR SCREEN
8110 GOTO Oplion'5'.ubl
8120 !
8130
8140 ! After a.n option ig being ha.ndled the beginscreen will be re3tored.
8150 Initialoption: !
8160 CLEAR SCREEN
8170 GOSUB Initial
8180 GOTO Sel'key.
8190 !
8200
8210 IN OPTIE 6 WORDT DATATRANSFER AFGEHANDELD, LET OP TOT OP HEDEN WERKEN DE SUBOPTIES PURGE EN
8220 COPY NOG NIET NAAR BEHOREN,
8230 Oplion'6: !
8240 ALPHA ON
8250 GRAPHICS OFF
8260 KEY LABELS ON
8270 CLEAR SCREEN
8280 PRINT" 1 Show directory."
8290 PRINT "2 Purge,"
8300 PRINT "3 Copy,"
8310 PRINT "4 Purge Alt."
8320 PRINT "5 Copy An,"
8330 Loop'oplion6:LOOP
8340 ON KBD GOTO Keypressed
8350 ON KEY 0 LABEL" Direclory" GOTO Oplion'dir
8360 ON KEY 1 LABEL" Purge" GOSUB Purge'file
8370 ON KEY 2 LABEL" Copy" GOSUB Copy'file
8380 ON KEY 3 LABEL" Purge All" GOSUB Purge'an
8390 ON KEY 4 LABEL" Copy An" GOSUB Copy'an
8400 ON KEY 5 LABEL" MSI" GOSUB Msi'oplion
8410 ON KEY 6 LABEL "" GOSUB Dummy
8420 ON KEY 7 LABEL u" GOSUB Dummy
8430 ON KEY 8 LABEL ,.., GOSUB Dummy
8440 ON KEY 9 LABEL" Ma.in Menu" GOTO Initialoption
8450 END LOOP
8460
8470 Keypressed: !
8480 KeyS=KBDS
8490 IF KeyS=" I" THEN GOTO Oplion'dir
8500 IF KeyS="2" THEN GOSUB Purge'file
8510 IF KeyS="3" THEN GOSUB Copy'file
8520 IF KeyS="4" THEN GOSUB Purge'an
8530 IF KeyS="5" THEN GOSUB Copy'an
8540 GOTO Loop'oplion6
8550 !
8560 ! DEFINIEER DE MASS STORAGE DEVICE!!
8570 Msi"option: !
8580 KEY LABELS OFF
8590 LINPUT "give directory: default=! It ,DirS
8600 IF LEN(DirS)=O THEN DirS=DefdirS
8610 IF LEN(DirS)=1 THEN DirS=DefdirS
8620 MASS STORAGE IS DefdirS
8630 KEY LABELS ON
8640 RETURN
8650
8660 ! LAAT DE DIRECTORY ZIEN VAN DE INGESTELDE MSI!!
8670 Option'dir:!
8680 DIM DirarrayS(501)[80)
8690 CLEAR SCREEN
8700 KEY LABELS OFF
8710 CAT DirS TO DirarrayS(*)
8720 CLEAR SCREEN
8730 KEY LABELS ON
8740 N=8
8750 L=7
8760 PRINT TABXY(10,5),"DIRECTORY: ",DirarrayS(O)
8770 PRINT TABXY(10.6),"FILENAME:"
8780 PRINT TABXY(35,6),"RECORDS:"
8790 PRINT TABXY(50,6)."DATE AND TIME:"
8800 PRINT TABXY(10,7),"==================================='============================="
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8810 REPEAT
8820 PRINT TABXY(10,N),Dir"&rr&y$(L)[I;2I)
8830 PRINT TABXY(35,N),Dir"&rr&y$(L)[38;8]
8840 PRINT TABXY(50,N),Dir'&rr&yS(L)(56;16J
8850 N=N+I
8860 L=L+I
8810 IF N=40 THEN
8880 REPEAT
8890 KeyS=....
8900 PRINT TABXY(10,43),"Pre.. C 10 conlinue"
8910 ON KBD GOSUB Oplion6'key
8920 UNTIL KeyS="c" OR KeyS="C"
8930 IF Key$="c" OR KeyS="C" THEN
8940 FOR 1=8 TO 40
8950 PRINT TABXY(IO,I),"
8960 NEXT 1
8910 PRINT TABXY(IO,43),"
8980 N=8
8990 END IF
9000 END IF
9010 UNTIL LEN(Dir"&rr&yS(L»=O
9020 Loop'run5:LOOP
9030 ON KEY 0 LABEL" Purse" GOSUB Purse'file
9040 ON KEY I LABEL" Copy" GOSUB Copy'file
9050 ON KEY 2 LABEL" Purse AU" GOSUB Purse'&U
9060 ON KEY 3 LABEL" Copy All" GOSUB Copy'all
9010 ON KEY 4 LABEL '''' GOSUB Dummy
9080 ON KEY 5 LABEL GOSUB Dummy
9090 ON KEY 6 LABEL GOSUB Dummy
9100 ON KEY 1 LABEL '''' GOSUB Dummy
9110 ON KEY 8 LABEL .... GOSUB Dummy
9120 ON KEY 9 LABEL" B&ck" GOTO Oplion'6
9130 END LOOP
9140
9150 Oplion6'key: !
9160 Key$=KBD$
9170 RETURN
9180 !
9190 ! PURGE FILE: WERKT NOG NIET GOED
9200 Pursefile: !
9210 KEY LABELS OFF
9220 LINPUT "Give the na.me of the file to be deleted :" ,PuS
9230 PURGE Pu$
9240 KEY LABELS ON
9250 RETURN
9260
9210 ! COpy FILE: WERKT NOG NIET GOED
9280 Copy'file: !
9290 KEY LABELS OFF
9300 LINPUT "Give the name of the file to be copied :" ,CoS
9310 LINPUT liTo which diJ-ectoI"Y must the file be copied :" ,Cod irS
9320 IF Codid=":,700,1" THEN
9330 COpy Co$ TO Co$&Codid
9340 ELSE
9350 COpy CoS TO Codir$&Co$
9360 END IF
9310 KEY LABELS ON
9380 RETURN
9390
9400 ! PURGEALLE FILES AANWEZIG OP DE DIRECTORY GESPECIFEERD MET MSI!!
9410 ! ER KAN PAS GEPURGED WORDEN ZODRA DE DIRECTORY GEZIEN, M,A,W, DE FILENAMEN DIE
9420 ! GEPURGED MOETEN WORDEN, KOMEN UIT DE DIRECTORY VARIABELEN,
9430 Purse&ll: !
9440 KEY LABELS OFF
9450 REPEAT
9460 LINPUT "Dele Ie &11 files (y In) :" ,File$
9470 UNTIL UPC$(FileS)="Y" OR UPC$(FileS)="N"
9480 IF UPC$(File$)="N" THEN RETURN
9490 IF UPC$(File$)="Y" THEN
9500 L=1
9510 REPEAT
9520 PuS=TRIM$(Dir&rr&yS(L)[li21J)
9530 IF DirS=":,100,1" THEN
9540 PRINT TABXY(I,25),"Pursins ",PuS,"
9550 PURGE Pu$&":,100,1"
9560 ELSE
9570 PRINT TABXY(I,25),"PurginS .. ,PuS,"
9580 PURGE PuS
9590 END IF
9600 L=L+I
9610 UNTIL LEN(Dir"&rr&y$(L))=O
9620 PRINT TABXY(I,25),"
9630 END IF
9640 KEY LABELS ON
9650 RETURN
9660 !
9670 ! ZELFDE ALS PURGE ALL, MAAR DAN WORDEN ALLE FILES GEKOPIEERD,
9680 Copy'&Il: !
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9690 KEY LABELS OFF
9700 Di;icvar=O
9710 REPEAT
9720 LINPUT "Copy all files (y In) :" ,FileS
9730 UNTIL UPCS(FileS)="Y" OR UPCS(FileS)="N"
9740 IF UPCS(FileS)="N" THEN RETURN
9750 IF UPCS(FileS)="Y" THEN
9760 LINPUT "Give output directory :1I,CodirS
9770 L=7
9780 REPEAT
9790 CoS=TRIMS(DirarrayS(L)[1;21])
9800 Discvar= Di.cvar+ VAL(TRIMS(Dir arrayS(L)[38;8])
9810 IF CodirS=":,700,1" THEN
9820 PRINT TABXY(I,25),"Copying ",CoS,"
9830 COPY CoS TO CoS&Codid
9840 IF Di.cvar .2300 THEN
9850 REPEAT
9860 PRINT "Insert a.nother disc plea.se"
9870 Di.cvar=O
9880 LIN PUT "continue yes I no :" ,ContS
9890 UNTIL UPCS(ConIS)="Y"
9900 END IF
9910 ELSE
9920 PRINT TABXY(I,25),"Copying ",CoS,"
9930 COPY CoS TO CodirS&CoS
9940 END IF
9950 L=L+I
9960 UNTIL LEN(DirarrayS(L»=O
9970 PRINT TABXY(I,25),"
9980 END IF
9990 KEY LABELS ON
10000 RETURN
10010 !
10020! IN OPTIE 7 KAN DE FREqUENTIELIJST WORDEN GESELECTEERD, ZODRA DIT GEDAAN IS, WORDT DE
10030! VARIABELE FREqLISTS GEZET =. BELANGRIJK VOOR DE PROCEDURE SAVE'DATA,
10040 Oplion'7:!
10050 CLEAR SCREEN
10060 KEY LABELS OFF
10070 PRINT "I SELECT FREQUENCY LIST"
10080 PRINT "2 REMOVE FREQUENCY LIST"
10090 PRINT "3 BACK TO MAIN MENU"
10100 PRINT
10110 Loop'option7:!
10120 ON KBD GOTO OplionT.ub
10130 GOTO Loop'oplion7
101400plionT.ub:!
10150 KeyS=KBDS
10160 IF VAL(KeyS)=1 THEN
10170 L=O
10180 Number=VAL(Param'arrayS(3))
10190 Slep 'freq=(VAL(Param' array$(6))- VAL( P aram'array$(5)) )/(N umber-I)
10200 REPEAT
10210 LINPUT "Give Frequency (GHz) (quil=-I) :",Freqnum$
10220 Freqli'I(L)=VAL(Freqnum$)
10230 L=L+I
10240 Freqlistcounter=L-l
10250 UNTIL VAL(FreqnumS)=-1
10260 FreqstrS="y"
10270 END IF
10280 IF VAL(KeyS)=2 THEN Freq.ld="n"
10290 IF VAL(KeyS)=3 THEN GOTO Inilialoplion
10300 KEY LABELS ON
10310 GOTO Oplion'7
10320 !
10330 !
10340 Oplion'8:!
10350 CLEAR SCREEN
10360 KEY LABELS OFF
10370 PRINT "Vou ca.n only select or remove MARKER 1 !!"
10380 PRINT
10390 PRINT "I Selecl MARKER"
10400 PRINT "2 Remove MARKER"
10410 PRINT "3 Ba.ck to Ma.in Menu u

10420 Oplion8'loop:!
10430 ON KBD GOTO Oplion'8'.ub
10440 GOTO Oplion8'loop
10450 Oplion'8'.ub:!
10460 Key$=KBDS
10470 IF VAL(KeyS)=1 THEN
10480 PRINT TABXY(1,25),"Attention, Ma.rker ca.n only be set a.t frequency doma.in mea.surements."
10490 LINPUT "Give frequency (GHz) :",Markerfreq$
10500 Stringvar$="MARKl U&Ma.rkerfreqS&"e9j"
10510 Markerconfirm$="Y"
10520 PRINT TABXY(I,25),"
10530 END IF
10540 IF VAL(Key$)=2 THEN
10550 PRINT TABXY(I,25),"Marker will be removed"
10560 WAIT (2)
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10570 PRINT TABXY(I,25),"
10580 OUTPUT ONw,,;"MARKOFF;"
10590 Markerconfirm$="N"
10600 END IF
10610 IF VAL(Key$)=3 THEN GOTO Initi"loption
10620 GOTO Oplion8'loop
10630 !
10640 Option'9:!
10650 CLEAR SCREEN
10660 KEY LABELS ON
10670 Loop·.ingle:LOOP
10680 ON KEY 0 LABEL" Single Me".... GOTO Single·me".
10690 ON KEY 1 LABEL" Adju.t" GOTO Adju.t
10700 ON KEY 2 LABEL" Switch Dom." GOSUB Switch
10710 ON KEY 3 LABEL" S"ve Ch"n." GOSUB S"v.d"t"·n,,me
10720 ON KEY 4 LABEL" S"ve Memo." GOSUB S"ve'd"t,,'memo
10730 ON KEY 5 LABEL " .. GOSUB Dummy
10740 ON KEY 6 LABEL .... GOSUB Dummy
10750 ON KEY 7 LABEL " .. GOSUB Dummy
10760 ON KEY 8 LABEL " .. GOSUB Dummy
10770 ON KEY 9 LABEL" M"in Menu" GOTO Initi"loption
10780 END LOOP
10790 GOTO Initi"loplion
10800 !
10810 Single"mea.:5:!
10820 PRINT TABXY(I,40),"
10830 PRINT TABXY(I,25)."Me".uring.....
10840 Ou tpu t' "rray$( 1)=P"r"m'"rr"y$(1)
10850 Output'"rr"y$(3 )=" POIN"&P"r"m'"rr"y$(3)
10860 Outpu I'"rr"y:l( 4)=" AVERON "&P"r"m'arr"y$(4)
10870 Ou Ipu I' "rr"y$( 5)=" STAR" &P"r"m'"rr"y$( 5)&"e9"
10880 Outpu t' "rr"y$(6)=" STOP" &P"r"m'"rr"y$(6 )&" e9"
10890 0 utput' "rr"y$(2)= UPC$(Par"m '"rr"y$(2»
10900 IF Output'arr"y$(2)="TIME" THEN Output'"rr"y$(2)="TIMB"
10910 OUTPUT C1Nw,,;"DEBUON;ENTO;"
10920 IF C"l.et$="n" THEN
10930 Stringvar$=Output'"rr"y$(1 )&";"&Output'''rr"y$(3)&'';''
10940 OUTPUT ONw,,;Slringv"r$
10950 Sl.ringva..ri =Ou tpu t' arra.yS( 4 )&" ill &:::0 u tpu t' arra.yS( 5 )&";" &::Ou tpu t' a.rra.y$( 6 )& 11

;"

10960 OUTPUT ONw";Stringv,,r:I
10970 END IF
10980 IF C"l.et$="y" THEN OUTPUT ONw";Output'"rr,,y$(4)&";"
10990 OUTPUT ONw";OutpuI'arr,,y$(2)&"; SING; LOGM; AUTO;"
11000 PRINT TABXY(I,25),"
11010 GOTO Loop·.ingle
11020 !
11030 !
11040 Save'data:name:!
11050 KEY LABELS OFF
11060 LINPUT I'Give na.me outputfile" ,OutputfileS
11070 GOSUB S"ve'd"t"
11080 KEY LABELS ON
11090 RETURN
11100 !
11110 Save"data:memo:!
11120 KEY LABELS OFF
11130 LINPUT "Give na.me outputfile" ,OutputfileS
11140 Savevar=l
11150 GOSUB S"ve'd"t"
11160 Savevar=O
11170 KEY LABELS ON
11180 RETURN
11190 !
11200 !
11210! BIJSTELLEN AFBEELDlNG OP NETWORK ANALYZER
11220 Adju.t:!
11230 KEY LABELS OFF
11240 PRINT TABXY(1,25),"ln this menu the setup of the data. ca.n be cha.nged !!"
11250 PRINT TABXY(I,28),"1 Slart position."
11260 PRINT TABXY(I,29),"2 End po.ition."
11270 PRINT TABXY(I,30),"3 Sc"le factor."
11280 PRINT TABXY(I,31),"4 Scale reference."
11290 PRINT TABXY(I,32),"5 B"ck."
11300 Loop·"dju.t:LOOP
11310 ON KBD GOTO Sub'"djust
11320 END LOOP
11330 Sub·"dju.t:!
11340 Key$=KBD:I
11350 IF Key$=" 1" THEN
11360 LIN PUT "Give new start position.",Stringvar$
11370 OUTPUT CNWa.i)lSTAR"&::Stringvar$&"e-9;"
11380 END IF
11390 IF Key$="2" THEN
11400 LINPUT "Give new end pO:>ltion (ns) :",Stringva.rS
11410 OUTPUT ONw";"STOP"&Stringv,,r$&"e.9;"
11420 END IF
11430 IF Key$="3" THEN
11440 LINPUT "Give .c"le f"ctor [dB] :" ,Stringv"d
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11450 OUTPUT CNwaj"SCALII&Stringva,rS&"j"
11460 END IF
11470 IF Key$="4" THEN
11480 LINPUT "Give scale reference [dB] :",Stringvar$
11490 OUTPUT CNwa.;"REFV"&Stringvar$&"j"
I1S00 END IF
I1S10 IF Key$="S" THEN
I1S20 KEY LABELS ON
I1S30 PRINT TABXY(I.2S),"
I1S40 PRINT TABXY(I.28),"
I1SS0 PRINT TABXY(I,29),"
I1S60 PRINT TABXY(I.30)."
I1S70 PRINT TABXY(I,31)."
I1S80 PRINT TABXY(I.32)."
I1S90 GOTO Loop'single
11600 END IF
11610 GOTO Sub'adjust
11620 !
11630! SWITCH IN DOMEIN
11640 Switch:!
116S0 IF UPC$(Param'array$(2))="TIME" THEN
11660 OUTPUT CNwa;"FREQ; AUTO;"
11670 Dummy$="Freq"
11680 END IF
11690 IF UPC$(Param'array$(2))="FREQ" THEN
11700 OUTPUT CNwa;"TIMB; AUTO;"
11710 Dummy$="Time"
11720 END IF
11730 Puam'uray$(2)=Dummy$
11740 RETURN
117S0 !
11760! ER WORDT EEN PULS GEGENEREERD OP EEN VAN DE UITGANGEN VAN DE RS232!!
11770 Sta.rt·pulse:!
11780 STATUS 9,S;A
11790 CONTROL 9,S;A+1
11800 WAIT OS
11810 CONTROL 9,S;A
11820 B=S+VAL(Rot'output$(2))/8
11830 WAIT B
11840 RETURN
118S0 !
11860! ZIE STARTPULS.
11870 Pube:!
11880 STATUS 9,S;A
11890 CONTROL 9,S;A+1
11900 WAIT .IS
11910 CONTROL 9,S;A
11920 WAIT .2S
11930 RETURN
11940 !
119S0 !
11960! DUMMY PROCEDURE
11970 Dummy:!
11980 RETllRN
11990 !
12000 !
12010 ! Quit jumps out of the program
12020 !
12030 Quit: !
12040 CLEAR SCREEN
120S0 LOCAL 716
12060 GRAPHICS OFF
12070 KEY LABELS ON
12080 Sy.id$=SYSTEM$("SYSTEM JD")
12090 Sy.id$=Sysid$[1;4)
12100 ALPHA ON
12110 IF Sysid$="S300" THEN
12120 MERGE ALPHA WITH GRAPHICS
12130 ELSE
12140 Back=11
121S0 GOSUB Set'back2
12160 END IF
12170 MASS STORAGE IS "/USERS/MARC"
12180 CLEAR SCREEN
12190 END
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